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See story, Page 23.
Oh, holy night. With moon shining and lights twinkling, 1,153 children shared the joy of the Feast of the Immaculate Conception 
Dec. 8 with their UD buddies during the 48th annual Christmas on Campus celebration. See more at bit.ly/ursgTF.
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MIRACLE AMONG US 
The beautiful woman farthest right in this picture is my sister, Cathy McGroarty 
Marck ’80. On Valentine’s Day, Cathy was admitted to the hospital for pneumonia 
and took a downward spiral as she developed 
acute respiratory distress syndrome, a very 
serious and often fatal condition. She fought 
for her life and spent months in recovery. As 
this July photo shows, my sister is alive and 
recovering. What does this have to do with 
the University of Dayton?
When Cathy became ill, the prayers be-
gan in earnest. Not just prayers from her 
family and friends, but prayers from all over the world. One of the reasons these 
prayers were so far reaching is our UD connection. Four of the six McGroarty sisters 
graduated from UD; two of the spouses are grads; one spouse was introduced by a UD 
roommate; and my son is currently a UD senior. We reached out to all we knew, and 
among the hundreds of respondents, so many were of “UD descent” — roommates 
and classmates, even lay Marianist communities, all praying for my sister.
Reading peoples’ notes, responses and prayers, I was moved by the connection to 
the University, I was reminded of the strong bonds and how UD inspires such friend-
ships, and I was strengthened by the presence of the Marianist charism.
—MARY McGROARTY McNAMARA ’78
CARY, ILL.
than words can say, but I cherish every 
moment we spent together.
—MEREDITH O’NEILL HASSETT ’93
HUNTINGTON, N.Y.
515 IRVING
Loved the tour and loved the story [“My 
Old House 1978-81: 515 Irving,” Autumn 
2011]. I lived at 515 from 1986-87 and have 
tons of great memories. The mention of 
the short counters cracked me up; I had 
totally forgotten about that. Some of our 
favorite times were volleyball in the back-
yard, snowball fights (inside and out) with 
the guys at 525 and mostly just hanging out 
with friends, watching the world go by on 
Irving Avenue. Loved that house! 
—MARY SLATER SHERMAN ’88
CHICAGO
COMMENTARY BY DANIEL J. CURRAN
PRESIDENT, UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON
Campus of the future
When I meet alumni through my travels, they always ask how the University of Dayton has changed. “Is my house 
on Kiefaber still there?” “What are the plans for the chapel?”
They cherish memories of hanging out together on front porches and seeking a quiet moment in the chapel. From 
surviving 8 a.m. classes in St. Joseph Hall to hiking up Stuart Hill on a perfect spring day, they tell me this campus 
remains a touchstone of their lives.
That enduring sense of what makes the University of Dayton so special is not changing as we adapt with the 
times and build for the future. We 
are living through the largest land 
expansion in our history, and the de-
cisions we make today will shape our 
destiny. In this issue, we share high-
lights of our newest master plan and 
invite your observations as we cre-
ate the University’s future together. 
Please share your thoughts with me 
at president@udayton.edu.
Some projects — like the chapel 
expansion and renovation, future 
phases of an interactive Alumni Cen-
ter and a proposed University Center 
for the Arts — will rely on private 
support from alumni and friends. 
Other strategic priorities endorsed 
by the board of trustees, such as the 
construction of townhouse-style 
apartments on Brown Street and 
renovations to the Science Center, 
are expected to be internally funded. We also remain open to exploring partnerships that tie into the University’s 
mission, such as our collaboration with GE Aviation. The global company’s $51 million research center, currently 
under construction on eight acres of campus land near the Marriott Hotel, opens in 2013 and will provide numerous 
research opportunities for students and faculty.
The University of Dayton remains in an enviable position in higher education. While many universities stepped 
back in recent years, we have been in a position to step forward and take some calculated risks. Universities don’t 
typically acquire a building that once served as headquarters for a Fortune 500 company, attract funding to reclaim a 
largely vacant urban brownfield or add a sprawling park to their campuses. 
Our master plan will guide our future development as one of the nation’s pre-eminent Catholic universities. It’s a 
living plan, purposely flexible to allow us to react swiftly to new opportunities in new times. 
I invite you to view a multimedia presentation of the master plan at www.udayton.edu/masterplan 
or scan the QR code to link directly to the website. If you have a tablet or a smart phone, you can down-
load a free University of Dayton Magazine app that allows you to read the feature and enjoy the multime-
dia extras.
I see a canvas of possibilities limited only by our imagination. We can never predict the future, 
but we can — with faith and ingenuity — create it.
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U N I V E R S I T Y  O F LETTERS
STAYING POWER 
Thank you for your article about Sep-
tember 11th and UD [“9/11,” Autumn 2011]. 
Kristy Irvine-Ryan was my best friend since 
the fourth grade. We went to UD together 
from Huntington, N.Y., we lived in Manhat-
tan together and Kristy got a job at my Dad’s 
company, Sandler O’Neill. She was the rea-
son I went to UD, and she was part of the 
reason it was such a magical place. I know it 
was as special to her as it was to me.
The friends we made there are far 
away but on Sept. 23, 2001, they all got to 
Huntington for Kristy’s memorial service. 
She was married to the love of her life for 
93 days, and I know she was not ready to 
die, but I also know she had a faith stonger 
than anyone I know. 
I want all current UD students to know 
how much fun we had. We lived on Lowes, 
Kiefaber and Lawnview. Kristy loved the 
chapel, swimming in the rec center, hang-
ing out on the porches and, of course, Ru-
dy’s Fly-Buy. Her bankcard pin was RUDY.
Thank you again for making sure all 
the people who died that horrible day are 
never forgotten. I miss my friend more 
Have thoughts about what you read this issue?
PLEASE SEND YOUR LETTERS TO: 
University of Dayton Magazine
300 College Park 
Dayton, OH 45469-2963
magazine-letters@udayton.edu
Please include your city and state. Indicate whether you wish 
your email address printed. Letters should not exceed 300 
words. University of Dayton Magazine may edit for clarity and 
brevity. Opinions expressed are those of the letter writers and 
not necessarily of this publication nor the University of Dayton.
Editor Emeritus: Thomas M. Columbus 
Editor: Matthew Dewald 
Managing Editor: Michelle Tedford 
Art Director: Frank Pauer
Photographer: Larry Burgess
Associate Vice President, University Communications:
 Teri Rizvi
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Blog: See udquickly.udayton.edu for UDQuickly, an eclectic 
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Newsletter: Subscribe to the email newsletter New from 
UDQuickly by going to alumni.udayton.edu and clicking on 
“My UD.”
Twitter: twitter.com/daymag
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Website: magazine.udayton.edu
Read the magazine via iPad, iPhone and Android mobile 
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Class notes and record changes:
 Class Notes
 University of Dayton
 300 College Park
 Dayton, OH 45469-2963 
Email class notes to classnotes@udayton.edu. 
Record changes only to records@udayton.edu.
Please update your record with your cell phone number and 
your email address. If you want any contact information 
included in a class note, please indicate that.
University of Dayton Magazine (Winter 2011-12, Vol. 4. No. 2, 
ISSN 2152-3673) is published quarterly by the University of 
Dayton, University Communications, 300 College Park, 
Dayton, OH  45469-2963. Periodicals postage paid at Dayton, 
Ohio. POSTMASTER: Send address changes to University of 
Dayton Magazine, Records Office, 300 College Park, Dayton, 
OH 45469-2961. 
Voluntary annual subscriptions, $20, are welcomed to help 
support the magazine.
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GreenHouse effect
KIEFABER, LOWES AND MORE
Students living in University hous-
es are getting monthly report cards 
— on their energy use. The reports, 
informed by number-crunching 
engineering students and sent to 
469 residences — mostly houses 
in the student neighborhoods but 
also some apartments — give letter 
grades of A through F. In surveys,  
residents say the reports change 
the way they use energy, and the 
bottom line shows it: an estimated 
$20,000 in savings. The program is 
just one part of a broader sustain-
ability effort that has earned the 
University a bronze rating by the 
Association for the Advancement of 
Sustainability in Higher Education.
That fresh gym scent
OLD SPICE CLASSIC
The Flyers passed the smell test, 
and they looked pretty good on 
national TV, too, as they beat 
Minnesota 86-70 to win the 2011 
Old Spice Classic. The win was 
UD’s first ever by double-digits 
over a Big Ten team, and it raised 
the team’s record against BCS 
opponents to 14-5 in the last five 
years. It was an early sign that in 
a season of “transition” — so often 
a euphemism for “wait ’til next 
year” — the team was buying into 
new coach Archie Miller’s “All In” 
theme. The A-10 season had yet 
to start as we went to press, but 
it was safe to say these Flyers are 
turning some heads.
Prayer answered
THERESA BAKUM ’78
When Theresa Bakum rushed to the 
Dayton airport in August, she need-
ed a flight back home to Florida in 
less than four hours. Doctors finally 
had a kidney transplant match, 
something she’d been waiting for 
since being diagnosed in 2002 with 
an incurable kidney disease, as we 
reported in last issue’s “How to wait 
for an organ donation.” As our issue 
marched to press, Bakum got two 
unclaimed seats on a booked flight 
and made it to Gainesville in plenty 
of time for surgery. “It’s a freeing 
feeling, a blessed feeling,” she said.
Bridges as art
DAYTON’S RIVER CORRIDORS
In an age of digital shots by the doz-
ens, a group of students took plastic 
lens toy Holga cameras, preloaded 
with 12 shots each, to Dayton’s 
rivers. They looked up, under and 
alongside the many bridges under 
which they passed in their kayaks 
and on bicycles as River Stewards, 
capturing light in unexpected ways. 
“From the River’s Perspective,” a gal-
lery show on display in downtown 
Dayton through December and at 
ArtStreet in January, collected the 
best of their efforts and provided a 
chance for the entire region to see 
Dayton’s rivers anew.
“The teachers further their professional development, and the schools get faith-filled young 
people who see teaching as their vocation and can say, ‘This is how I want to live out my 
Catholic faith.’”
—LALANNE PROGRAM DIRECTOR JACINTA MERGLER, SPEAKING ABOUT THE TEACHER EDUCATION AND SERVICE 
PROGRAM’S NEW COMMUNITY IN CINCINNATI, THE NEWEST CITY FOR THE PROGRAM THAT STARTED IN 1999
“You’re here about 1,370 days. Spend them wisely.”
—A HEADLINE ON UD’S NEWLY REDESIGNED WEBSITE, UDAYTON.EDU. THE 
MESSAGE IS PART OF JUST ONE VIGNETTE AMONG THE 3,300 PAGES LAUNCHED 
IN AUGUST AS PART OF THE FIRST PHASE OF THE REDESIGN.
“When I signed up, I knew I would possibly be 
deployed.”
—MARINE AND UD POLICE OFFICER CHRIS WARE, WHO LEFT 
OCT. 11 FOR TRAINING AND THEN DUTY IN AFGHANISTAN
“This experience is about being able to see all Dayton has to offer. Dayton gives 
us the best — UD — and we should give back.’”
—MEGAN FOX, A STUDENT IN THE CENTER FOR SOCIAL CONCERN WHO HELPED PLAN REAL 
DAYTON, A THREE-DAY IMMERSION IN THE DAYTON AREA DURING FALL BREAK
The color  
of love
NEW STUDENT ORIENTATION
This fall’s first-year students started 
serving their new community dur-
ing their first weekend on campus. 
As part of the 2011 New Student 
Orientation, members of the incom-
ing class brought school supplies 
for Crayons to Classrooms, which 
donates them to area teachers and 
their students. UD’s newest stu-
dents responded with a mountain 
of notebooks, crayons, scissors, glue 
sticks and more, with an estimated 
value of more than $8,300, accord-
ing to C2C.
National champion
U.S. TENNIS ASSOCIATION
Gina Dysard Anderson ’98 was an 
Academic All-American for the Fly-
ers in the late 90s. Now in her 30s, 
she’s a national champion. Ander-
son played singles for a team based 
in South Bend, Ind., that won the 
U.S. Tennis Association’s 2011 cham-
pionship for teams rated 4.0. (Roger 
Federer, by comparison, rates a 7.0. 
You and I, dear reader, are likely a 
1.5 and easy pickings for either.) She 
returned to competitive play after 
tearing her ACL, MCL and PCL in 
2008 and fearing the worst. “It was 
pretty unbelievable,” said Anderson, 
now interim director of online learn-
ing in UD’s School of Education and 
Allied Professions.
You sank my 
battleship!
RECPLEX
What’s not to love about intramu-
ral team names, bad puns and all? 
U.S.S. Minnow, The Iceberg, Sink 
or Swim, Sea-U-Late-Oar, Sea Mon-
keys, Sink Sank Sunk, The Titanic, 
Sexy Robot Penguins and more all 
competed in Intramural Battleship 
in September. The classic board 
game came to life in the RecPlex 
pool as teams sailed with buckets 
in hand for a frenzy of splashing to 
sink the competition’s canoes. In 
the end, bragging rights went to 
Sinking Canoes, proving they were 
named for what they did, not what 
they were.
For God and country
ARMY ORDER OF MERIT
Three UD cadets placed among 
the nation’s top 200 in the Army’s 
annual ranking of ROTC seniors 
nationally. The ranking, called 
the Order of Merit, included 5,643 
cadets nationwide this year. Each 
was ranked from top to bottom on 
performance in the classroom, lead-
ership skills, physical fitness and 
other criteria to determine com-
missions. Criminal justice major 
Jeffrey Ivas was UD’s top performer, 
scoring 97.46 out of a possible 102.5 
points. Joining him in the top 
200 were finance major Maureen 
Schlather and exercise science 
major Timothy Wall. Four other 
UD cadets were among the nation’s 
top 20 percent, earning them the 
Distinguished Military Graduate 
honor (above).
A high seas battle, a prayer answered and a national champ 
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For our next issue ask PEG MOUNT, a 
Marianist Educational 
Associate, parent of 
two UD alumni and 
longtime administra-
tive assistant in the 
department of engi-
neering technology; 
she has worked at UD 21 years.  EMAIL 
YOUR QUESTION TO: MAGAZINE@
UDAYTON.EDU.
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HOLY DAYS, MOTHER MARY 
AND MANY BLESSINGS ...  
ASK A MARIANIST
Father Jim Fitz, S.M. ’68 is vice president for mission and University rector. “I have been encouraged by the breadth of the interest across campus 
in Blessed William Joseph Chaminade,” says Fitz, whose office is coordinating UD’s Chaminade Year celebration, which runs through January. 
Celebration details are at www.udayton.edu/rector/chaminade250.
It was very sad recently to read that the 
Marianists had left San Francisco after 
125 years. At which school in the U.S. is 
found the oldest Marianist presence? 
—ERNEST AVELLAR ’49
Hayward, Calif.
University of Dayton is the 
oldest. The school opened in 1850 
and it evolved into UD; UD had a 
high school section that moved to 
Chaminade High School, which is 
now Chaminade Julienne. We still 
sponsor Archbishop Riordan High 
School in San Francisco; there are 
no longer any Marianist religious, 
but we still promote the Marianist 
charism there. We withdrew be-
cause we have fewer religious and 
we just cannot be present in all the 
places we were before. Also, we re-
spond and adapt to change, so we 
have moved into new ministries 
based on the gifts of our members, 
such as Brother Bob Donovan, a 
medical doctor working with the 
homeless in Cincinnati’s Over-
the-Rhine neighborhood.  
Why isn’t Good Friday a holy day of ob-
ligation? 
—KATHY WALDRON ’80
Canal Fulton, Ohio
A holy day of obligation is a 
required day to attend the celebra-
tion of the Eucharist, and Good 
Friday is the one day during the 
liturgical year when the church 
does not celebrate the Eucharist. 
Does UD still have a retreat program 
called the CARE Weekend? 
—MARY PULEO KUENZIG ’80
Mason, Ohio
There’s not a CARE retreat 
anymore. Adaptation and change 
are characteristics of Marianist 
education, so the retreat program 
has changed. There is still a very 
strong retreat program, but the 
forms have evolved based on the 
interests of students, for example 
the More 2 Life retreat and the 
Metanoia retreat. To get in touch 
with former participants, you can 
look up their names through the 
online alumni network at www 
.udayton.edu/alumni.
When I have missed our sons — three 
have attended UD — I know Mother Mary 
is there to watch over them. Who created 
the wonderful icon, which is on several 
buildings?
—LISA BRACKMANN
Cincinnati
Brother Gary Marcinowski 
created the original design, and 
Brother Brian Zampier later 
turned it into a greeting card. 
The illuminated image of 
Mary and child can be 
seen on Miriam Hall and 
College Park Center.
What advice do you give to 
alumni and students for stay-
ing in touch with our beloved 
Marianist family after they have 
left UD?
—EMILY KLEIN 
MCFADDEN ’09
Cleveland
It depends on 
where a person 
lives. At www 
.marianist.com 
is a directory of 
Marianist lay 
communities 
and religious 
communities (the Society of Mary 
and the Marianist sisters). You 
can also connect to FamilyOnline 
and see the Marianist lay com-
munities map (www.marianist 
.com/?page_id=1198). Of course, 
you can always contact our office 
at 937-229-2899 to connect with UD 
Marianists. 
I have a hard time explaining what it 
means to be a Marianist. Can you give 
me an “elevator speech”?
—CLARE ROCCAFORTE ’02
Chicago
A Marianist is a disciple of 
Jesus Christ, the son of God be-
come the son of Mary for the sal-
vation of all. Mary, for us, is a 
model disciple because she heard 
the word of God and she said yes 
to it. Her yes allowed the word of 
God to be incarnated 
in the world. So we 
as Marianist re-
ligious imitate 
her  yes to the 
word of God 
and incarnate 
it in the world 
through community and mission. 
In community, we try to live the 
Gospel values so people can see 
them. Mission is outreach to build 
the kingdom of God in the world 
based on what the needs of the 
time are. That’s an elevator speech 
depending on how many floors 
— we could go longer. 
How do you reconcile good fortune and 
God’s many blessings with the pain and 
suffering of so many innocent people?  
—GEORGE KOOLURIS ’66
Bronxville, N.Y.
That’s one of the theological 
questions for the times. Terry Til-
ley, who was our former religious 
studies chair, wrote a whole book 
on it: The Evils of Theodicy. Some of 
the suffering in our world can be 
attributed to the choices people 
make. God loves us but God leaves 
us free, so people make choices 
that are not the choices that even 
God would want us to make. But I 
do not have a good answer for every 
illness or natural catastrophe, ex-
cept to do what Mary did and stand 
with people who are suffering. 
Like Mary, I can be compassionate 
and caring and do what I can to al-
leviate suffering. 
5	Step back and let the story flow	 “At	UD,	we	 value	 listening	
as	much	 as	 talking,	 the	mark	 of	
the	 friendliness	 and	 openness	
everyone	 feels	 across	 campus.	
We	 also	 want	 to	 know	 how	 UD	
has	 carried	 us	 forward	 and	 re-
mained	part	of	us,”	Pedley	said.	
When	one	UD	alum	meets	anoth-
er,	there’s	really	no	ice	to	break.
—Matthew Dewald
BREAK
THE
RULES
Have	fun	an
d	think	
creatively.	“
Don’t	
be	afraid	to
	be	
upside	dow
n	or	
sideways.	U
se	your	
entire	body
,”	
	she	says. LEARN
THEFIVE
LEVELSOF
MOVEMEN
T
Now	that	y
ou’ve	got	t
he	beat,	try
	
lying	down
,	sitting,	kn
eeling,	stan
d-
ing	or	jump
ing.	Challe
nge	yourse
lf	
to	layer	the
se	heights,
	making	
shapes	to	t
empos	and
	levels.
MAKE
SHAPES 
WITH
YOUR
BODY
Think	out	o
f	the	box	—
	
literally.	“Yo
u	can	use	
shapes	as	t
hey	exist	in
	
nature	to	in
spire	the	
architecture
	of	your	
body,”	she
	says.
EXPERIME
NTWITHTE
MPO
To	really	ge
t	going,	pla
y	around	w
ith	moving	
your	body	
in	rhythm	w
ith	
various	typ
es	of	music
.
How to 
move like 
a dancer
Crystal	Michelle	knows	
how	to	get	your	heart	going	—	
through	dance.	Michelle,	the	li-
aison	between	Dayton	Contem-
porary	Dance	
Company	and		
ArtStreet,		
is	teaching		
UD	students	
how	to	move	
their	bodies	in	
new,	creative	
ways.	DCDC	is	
serving	its	second	year	as	com-
munity	artist	in	residence	at	UD.
Using	DCDC	artistic	director	
Debbie	Blunden-Diggs’	con-
cepts	of	what	dance	is,	Michelle	
has	five	easy	ways	
to	get	your	
body	moving,	
illustrated	here	
by	DCDC	dancer	
Alexis	Britford.
—Maggie Malach ’11
TAKEUP
SPACE
Dancing	ca
n	be	
stationary	o
r	
“locomoto
r”	(in	other
	
words,	mov
ing	from	
point	A	to	
point	B).	
Explore	the
	different	
degrees	of
	movement
	
as	you	wor
k	it	out	in	
the	room	a
round	you.
4
1
5
3
2
Michelle
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Prairie companion
In that first year, Brother Don Geiger, S.M. ’55 spent a lot of time on his knees, peering at the half-
inch of green prairie grass poking out of the rocky, alkaline soil.
“It was a foolhardy move or a brave move,” he says of his first restoration project, started in 1985 in a 
gravel pit dug to provide sand to Interstate 675 construction just east of Dayton.
But he knew what was happening underground: That half-inch of green was feeding 10 feet of 
roots that began to transform the gravel 
pit into a pre-eminent model of ecosystem 
restoration. 
This October, Geiger stood among the 
towering turkey grass and the misty little 
blue stem turning red in the fall’s waning 
light as he humbly accepted the dedication 
of the tall grass prairie at Mount St. John in 
his name. 
“We had to wait 25 years to have some-
thing to dedicate,” he says.
Geiger, biology professor emeritus, 
melds his scientific mastery with a drive for 
justice and his tendency to fix things that are 
broken, be they alarm clocks or ecosystems. 
“There’s a creativity to it and, at the same time, there is a practicality. The goal is to re-establish an 
ecosystem that was disrupted so you don’t have to worry about it so much any more — now it can take 
care of itself.”
That image of Geiger on his knees also suggests a spirituality he brings to his work. Pointing to the 
influence of ecological theologian Thomas Berry, Geiger believes that “we are a part of the Earth, not 
apart from it.”
Geiger’s influence extends beyond Mount St. John and the Marianist Environmental Education Cen-
ter, which he co-founded there. He worked with Tom Schneider ’88 and the Ohio EPA to turn the Fernald 
uranium processing facility’s radioactive footprint into a thriving nature preserve. He’s mapped greens-
pace in six Ohio counties, restored streams and woodlands, and produced seminal works on ridding eco-
systems of invasive species such as Amur honeysuckle. 
For this and more, Geiger in November received the 2011 Partner of the Year Award for Lifetime 
Achievement from the Greater Dayton Conservation Fund of the Dayton Foundation and the Greater Day-
ton Partners for the Environment. 
Looking around the room at the award ceremony, he says he saw faces of many others who make his 
work possible. Only through partnerships, volunteers and students has he been able to achieve so much 
since 1985, he says. 
He points to his current project in Ohio’s Beavercreek Wetlands, where students spread native seeds 
to reclaim a 10,000-square-foot patch previously invaded with European sweet flag.
Geiger, 78, will again be down on his knees to inspect their success come spring. He knows there’s al-
ways so much more happening than can be seen above ground, which is why he loves seeing his students 
blossom into careers in ecological restoration. 
“That’s one of the fulfilling things to see,” he says. 
—Michelle Tedford
Top talent
General Electric Co. has named the University of Dayton one of its 45 executive schools, 
a designation that means more internship, co-op and full-time employment opportunities for 
students. GE selects executive schools based on how well their graduates service the needs of 
GE businesses and leadership programs, plus fit with GE’s culture. 
“To have UD as an executive school provides GE a phenomenal opportunity to recruit the 
brightest talent,” said Nate Manning, president of mechanical systems for GE Aviation. 
GE has been among the top 10 employers of University of Dayton graduates for the last seven years.
Upheaval, and then more of it
The masses were making reasonable demands for change. 
The autocrat resisted. Revolution followed. 
It was not Libya in 2011 but 
Ethiopia in 1974. 
The overthrow of Emperor 
Haile Selassie and the events that 
followed are the subject of a new, 
“enormously important book” by 
UD philosophy professor Messay 
Kebede, says one reviewer.
Kebede’s study “definitively 
places the Ethiopian revolution 
as one of the 20th century’s ‘great 
revolutions,’ on par with the Rus-
sian or Chinese in terms of scope 
of transformation,” says Terrence 
Lyons, co-director of the Center 
for Global Studies at George Mason University.
Kebede’s book, Ideology and Elite Conflicts: Autopsy of the Ethio-
pian Revolution, fingers power struggles and zero-sum poli-
tics as the culprits behind why the radical transformation of 
Ethiopia — Africa’s oldest independent country and the only 
one never colonized — devolved into civil wars, economic 
decline, secession and ethnic politics from which it is still 
working to recover.
The final graduation ceremony 
of the 2010-11 academic year didn’t 
take place until Sept. 
9, but where it took 
place is even more 
noteworthy. Seven-
teen students in 
Trinidad and Tobago 
received degrees as 
part of a program 
that is evolving into the region’s first 
Catholic university.
They completed the online 
Master of Arts in Catholic school 
leadership, becoming the first grad-
uates of the Catholic Religious Edu-
cation Development Institute, which 
combines online distance learning 
with on-site instruction by local fa-
cilitators. More than 70 students 
are now enrolled at CREDI, estab-
lished by the Archdiocese of Port-
of-Spain in 2007 with 
cooperation from UD, 
the government of 
Trinidad and Tobago, 
and several local 
organizations.
“We have an en-
tire group of people 
we can serve just to the south of us,” 
said Sister Angela Ann Zukowski, 
M.H.S.H., director of the Institute 
for Pastoral Initiatives at UD. “Ulti-
mately, I’d like to see the initiatives 
of CREDI become an outstand-
ing Catholic University of the West 
Indies.” 
Catholics
of the
Caribbean
Media Hits
n The newspaper of the Vatican, 
L’Osservatore Romano, praised The 
Vatican Library and the Carnegie En-
dowment for International Peace: The 
History, Impact, and Influence of Their 
Collaboration (1927-1947) by librar-
ian and faculty member Nicoletta Hary 
about the history of 
the legendary Vatican 
Library.
n Catholic News 
Service turned to 
communication pro-
fessor Joseph Va-
lenzano for comment 
in its report, “Many 
Americans OK With 
Religion in Politics 
as Long as It’s Their 
Own.” Americans like 
“generic Christian” 
presidents, he said, 
because they see 
faith as “a really good 
barometer of a moral 
compass, which people want to see in 
a leader.”
n The Chronicle of Higher Educa-
tion turned to Thomas J. Lasley, profes-
sor and former dean of the School of 
Eduction and Allied Professions, for 
commentary about a new teacher rating 
system proposed by the U.S. Depart-
ment of Education. His piece, “Why 
Do Teacher-education Programs Fear 
a New Rating System?” argued that 
“teacher-education institutions should 
join the effort and use the review pro-
cess to prepare greater numbers of 
stellar teachers.”
n In a piece on the so-called 
“sophomore slump,” Insider Higher 
Ed turned to counselor education pro-
fessor Molly Schaller to discuss the 
complications for colleges looking to 
help students. “There’s tremendous di-
versity in the student experience,” she 
said. Some students even experience a 
“sophomore surge.”
n Bloomberg Radio’s Kathleen 
Hays interviewed students from the 
Davis Center for Portfolio Management 
in October about their lunch with the 
“Oracle of Omaha,” investor Warren 
Buffett.
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Geiger in his prairie
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He had graduated from UD with bach-
elor’s degrees in art and English. He had 
also attended seminary at Mount St. John in 
Dayton to join the Marianist order. Because 
of that, his college experience was different 
than most.
“We spent three hours a day praying in 
the chapel, attended Mass and had medita-
tion,” Morris says. “There was no such thing 
as an all-nighter; we had to be in bed by 9:45 
p.m.”
In his Pittsburgh Catholic high school 
classroom, Morris was considered one of the 
best religion teachers in the province.
“I was able to entertain kids,” he says. “I 
loved what I was doing, and I loved and re-
spected students.”
Despite having limited drama experience 
at the time, Morris was assigned to direct and 
choreograph a religious program. He loved it, 
and since school administrators wanted him 
to get a master’s in theology, he agreed to do 
so if they’d also pay for drama courses. By the 
following summer, he’d left the Marianist or-
der but continued teaching and earned a mas-
ter’s in playwriting.
Morris spent the next portion of his life 
R
eading a magazine on a couch 
in a New York City apartment 
lobby, Robert Michael Morris 
’64 watched another man get 
off the elevator, exit the com-
plex and then turn around, 
heading back toward him. 
“Were you on The Comeback?” he 
asked excitedly.
Morris is surprised by the rec-
ognition. Despite being more un-
derstated than his HBO character 
Mickey Deane — a gay personal as-
sistant who loves loud jewelry and 
emotional outbursts — Morris is 
picked out on the street. Though he 
is new to an industry that revolves 
around youth and beauty, Morris 
has managed to receive more acting 
gigs and earn more money last year 
at age 70 than he has in his whole 
life.
Morris’ break came in 2005. 
A former drama student called 
to suggest he read for a part in an 
HBO series he was producing. The 
student, Michael Patrick King, for-
merly wrote and produced Sex and 
the City.
“It was my first audition in 
L.A., and I didn’t even have an 
agent,” Morris says, recounting 
how he auditioned for the likes of 
Lisa Kudrow and King. He wasn’t nervous 
though. “They’re just people.”
Morris landed the role and The Comeback 
ran for 13 episodes. Despite the show’s lack-
luster reviews, he impressed television execu-
tives. Suddenly, everyone had a role for him 
to play. He has guest starred on shows includ-
ing Will and Grace, Brothers and Sisters and How I 
Met Your Mother, on which he played a goofy 
weatherman. Last year, he was a series regu-
lar on Fox’s Running Wilde as Mr. Lunt, Will 
Arnett’s childhood caretaker.
“For him I tried to play a character who 
was popular in the ’30s and ’40s,” Morris says. 
“There was no sexual overture, but I was fussy 
and persnickety, felicitous and effeminate.”
To Morris, landing spots on TV shows has 
merely been luck since The Comeback.
“Up until then, I was content to be a high 
school teacher.”
acting in local plays and TV shows, teaching 
high school and college students, and writing 
and producing nearly 80 plays, for which he’s 
won several awards. Acting pays the bills, but 
writing gives him pleasure.
“That’s what really moves me,” he says, 
“to know that just with words that I wrote I 
touched someone else’s heart. When acting, 
I’ve just been saying someone else’s words.”
A play that resurfaces in Morris’ life is 
his Flowers for a Lexington Lady. It was per-
formed in Erie, Pa., about 25 years ago, and 
he’s still hearing feedback from fans. When 
Morris elaborates on the synopsis of the play, 
his voice becomes wistful, as if he’s traveling 
back to the stage 25 years ago.
“The idea is that the woman was on her 
deathbed as she’s relating the story of her 
life,” Morris recounts. “It happens on the 
stage behind her. We see her marry, have 
children, her children die. At the end, the 
woman sees herself heading back in time, 
making everything right.”
Morris channels the woman: “Why did 
you make me go through all of this? This 
could have been heaven.”
Morris pauses before he delivers the last 
line: “It is heaven.” His voice lingers as if 
waiting for the curtain to close. Returning to 
the present, he continues: “To hear an audi-
ence laugh, cry, hold their breath, that” — 
his voice rises with excitement — “that’s the 
reward.”
Most actors supplement their careers with 
a second job, but Morris says money has never 
been a priority for him. Instead, he opts to do 
what he enjoys. He lives 20 minutes outside of 
Los Angeles, where he spends his time writ-
ing or with his brother’s family. Morris has 
no plans to retire and just switched agents, 
but he is realistic.
“Not everyone can be Betty White,” he 
says.
Still, he’ll continue to take what he can 
get in acting gigs as long as he can support 
his writing habit. It doesn’t matter who he 
plays, as long as fans don’t forget he can still 
demand attention as Petruchio in The Taming 
of the Shrew.
“I’ll play the old gay guy for the rest of my 
life,” Morris says. “I don’t care. I just want 
people to know I’m an actor.”
—Jennie Szink ’09
Arts hop 
across 
Brown Street
Ask art students what they think of their new space on the 
second floor of College Park Center, and they’ll keep coming 
back to two words: space and light. Glass lines the hallways 
and outer walls, opening windows to the world outside and the 
creativity inside.
“I love it. It’s very open,” Gerard Geraci ’12, a visual com-
munication design major, said. “I love seeing what other people 
are doing. I’m often inspired by my classmates.”
There’s a third word they use, too: community.
“It’s nice having everything all in one place,” said Misty 
Thomas, a December graduate who also majored in visual com-
munication design. “The designers are right with the fine artists. 
I think it’s refreshing and it’s inspiring.”
So, a fourth word also recurs: inspiring.
Photos by
Christine Bates ’12
Building engineers
“At a Catholic university, situations 
like Hurricane Katrina or the tsunamis in 
Thailand and Japan bring engineering’s 
social impact to the forefront,” said Mar-
gie Pinnell, associate mechanical and 
aerospace engineering professor.
And so an engi-
neering education at 
a Catholic university 
should go beyond 
technical sophistica-
tion to embrace ethi-
cal and humanitar-
ian priorities, say the 
editors of Engineer-
ing Education and 
Practice: Embracing a Catholic Vision.
The volume, edited by Father James 
Heft, S.M. ’66 and UD mechanical and 
aerospace engineering professor Kevin 
Hallinan, collects papers presented at 
“The Role of Engineering in a Catholic 
University” conference at UD in 2005.
A baker’s dozen of  
high-tech jobs
Agreements with three companies 
are adding up to 13 high-tech jobs in Ohio 
through UD’s Ladar and Optical Commu-
nications Institute, where the companies 
have located operations.
UtopiaCompression of California 
and Dayton-based Defense Engineering 
Corp. are working in LOCI on sense-and-
avoid technology for unmanned aerial 
systems. Another Dayton-based compa-
ny, Optonicus, is building intelligent opti-
cal systems.
The University has long engaged in 
research and technology for economic 
development. In its five years, the UD-led 
IDCAST has created 289 new jobs and 
contributed an estimated statewide im-
pact of $140 million.
The
comeback — 
and then some
University of Dayton Magazine took	
top	 honors	 in	 the	 2011	 Pride	 of	
CASE	V	awards	program,	winning	the	
gold	 award	 for	 alumni	 magazines	 of	
its	 size.	 The	 magazine's	 art	 director,	
Frank	Pauer,	won	a	bronze	for	an	illus-
tration	of	Rudy	Flyer	created	for	a	story	
about	 the	Tampa	Bay	alumni	chapter.	
District	V	of	CASE	—	Council	 for	Ad-
vancement	and	Support	of	Education	
—	includes	colleges	and	universities	in	
Ohio,	 Indiana,	 Illinois,	Michigan,	Wis-
consin	and	Minnesota.
Accolades
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Where are you reading University of Dayton Magazine? Send us a photograph — at home or abroad — to magazine@udayton.edu.
1 Mike Stewart ’81 writes, “A Stuart Hall reunion was held 
at a winery in the Hill Country 
of Texas in October. Pictured are 
Dave Seese ’80, me, Tom Vickers 
’80, Gerry Chokan ’80 and Jack 
Parent ’80.”
2Jennie Szink ’09 writes, “Our group of ’09 graduates met 
in Las Vegas for the second year 
in a row, and of course the UD 
mag came along! We hope to do 
our trip for years to come and, if 
not, we promised each other we’d 
always meet up back home — at 
UD!”
3Jim Bitten ’79 writes, “I was visiting Denver with my broth-
er, and we drove to Echo Lake up 
to an elevation of 11,000 feet. The 
views were incredible and the 
Aspen trees were bright yellow.”
4Jeralyn B. Pasinabo ’11 writes, “This photo was taken during 
my Labor Day weekend vacation 
at Mackinac Island, Mich. I was 
reading the magazine while wait-
ing for some friends for lunch.”
5Laurie Huth ’95 writes, “In gorgeous Valencia, Spain — 
standing in front of the beautiful 
architectural structures ‘Hemis-
feric’ and ‘Oceanografico.’”
6Michael Berning ’80 writes, “While attending the U.S. 
Green Building Council’s Green-
build Convention in Toronto in 
October, Heapy Engineering 
employees and UD mechanical 
engineering graduates worked 
the company’s expo booth.” From 
left to right, Amanda Doenges ’08, 
Berning and Ryan Hoffman ’06.
7Former high school history teacher Joseph Blum ’71 trav-
eled to Fairview Cemetery in Hal-
ifax, Nova Scotia. “It is the final 
resting spot for over 100 victims of 
the RMS Titanic sinking.”
8Jack Zimmerman ’80 writes, “I am a Dayton Flyer hoops 
alum living in Paris but taking 
a few moments on a Tel Aviv, Is-
rael, beach to gain insight on our 
new head coach and aspirations 
for the Dayton Flyer basketball 
program (and enjoy all the other 
content, too). Go Flyers!”
9Matt McNamara ’09 writes, “I went to Vietnam and Korea 
for a month! I took @daymag 
with me, but with a constant 
monsoon that ended up destroy-
ing it early in the trip and a 
really exhausted look on my face 
in almost every photo, this is the 
best of the pack. This was taken 
on a boat in Van Long, near Ninh 
Binh, Vietnam. And yeah, the 
boat is being paddled by the 
man’s feet. The look on my face 
is from the iPod Kid paying for 
UD with money from YouTube! 
What an entrepreneur.”
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WHERE ARE YOU READING UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON MAGAZINE?
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When Michael Arnzen ’04 
and J.J. Hammerle ’05 went 
to Italy and Ireland this summer, 
Dayton magazine came along.
Bob Askins ’63 sent two 
photos, one of the chemical 
engineering seniors in Wohlleben 
Hall shortly before graduating in 
1963 and the other of almost the 
same group in September 2011. 
“We gathered again in Estes Park, 
Colo., for a 48th reunion,” he 
writes.
Steve Zubritzky ’11, Kim 
Balio ’11 and Anna Beyerle 
’11 (left to right) are in front of the 
2012 Olympic Stadium in London. 
“Anna and I traveled in Italy for 
a few days and then met up with 
Steve for a week and a half in 
London and Paris,” Kim writes. 
“It was an awesome way to cel-
ebrate our UD graduation, and we 
made sure to have our DayMag 
with us basically everywhere we 
went!”
11
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In Memoriam: Maggie Daley ’65
Hundreds	 of	mourners,	 including	
first	 lady	 Michelle	 Obama	 and	 Vice	
President	Joe	Biden,	gathered	in	Chi-
cago’s	Old	St.	Patrick’s	Church	for	the	
funeral	Mass	of	Mag-
gie	 Corbett	 Daley	
’65,	 who	 died	 Nov.	
24.	 The	 wife	 of	 for-
mer	 Chicago	 mayor	
Richard	 M.	 Daley,	
she	served	as	Chicago’s	first	lady	for	22	
years,	 using	 her	 influence	 to	 support	
the	 arts,	 education	 and	 the	 develop-
ment	of	the	Chicago	Cultural	Center.
	“Maggie	believed	in	the	power	of	
education	to	transform	lives	and	cham-
pioned	 so	many	 important	 causes	 as	
the	first	lady	of	Chicago,”	said	Daniel	J.	
Curran,	UD	president.	“The	University	
of	Dayton	community	mourns	the	loss	
of	 such	an	accomplished	woman	who	
made	 a	 real	 difference	 in	 the	 lives	 of	
so	many.”
In Memoriam: Zhongyi Xu and 
Hanqing Wu
Lighting	incense	and	bowing	slow-
ly	 three	 times	 in	 front	 of	 the	 framed	
portraits	 of	 Zhongyi	 Xu	 and	 Hanqing	
Wu,	Provost	 Joseph	Saliba	 set	a	 tone	
of	reverence	and	respect	at	a	Nov.	13	
memorial	service	that	drew	a	standing-
room-only	crowd	in	the	Kennedy	Union	
ballroom.
Wu,	 a	 19-year-old	 electrical	 engi-
neering	 major	
from	 Suzhou,	
China,	 and	 Xu,	
an	 18-year-old	
civil	 engineer-
ing	 major	 from	
Nanjing,	 China,	
died	 in	 a	 car	
accident	Nov.	6.
“Two	 words	 came	 up	 time	 and	
time	again:	selfless	and	good-natured.	
These	 were	 good	 people,”	 said	 Tim	
Kao,	 associate	 director	 in	 the	 Center	
for	International	Programs.
The	 service,	 presented	 in	 English	
and	Chinese,	 included	a	reading	from	
Tao Te Ching	and	the	Gospel	of	John	
14:1–3.	As	the	slow,	sorrowful	refrain	of	
traditional	 music	
from	 the	 seven-
stringed	 guqin	
filled	 the	 ball-
room,	Xu’s	 family	
led	 a	 silent	 pro-
cession	 before	
the	 photos	 of	
their	 son	 and	his	
friend.	White	 candles,	 vases	of	 yellow	
and	white	flowers,	and	bowls	of	apples	
and	 oranges	 adorned	 the	 tables,	 all	
part	of	Chinese	culture.
Kao’s	closing	words	lingered	in	the	
incense-filled	air.	“Although	we	depart	
in	sadness,	we	take	comfort	in	the	sup-
port	 we	 have	 for	 one	 another	 and	 in	
our	faith.”
Location, location
Sympathize, if you will, with the dilemma of the poor owner of a professional sports team of one of North 
Amercia’s big four: NFL, MLB, NBA and NHL. There is always more money to be made, and one way to make it 
is relocation. But to where?
Look to the northeast, say sport management pro-
fessor Peter Titlebaum and Diane Branca ’11, unless 
you’re an NHL team. Then, the Great White North is the 
go-to spot.
Their conclusions arise from aggregating data about 
the value of professional sports teams by region and state. 
California’s 15 teams have a total value of $7.43 billion, for 
instance, but the mean value — the mean value of any one 
team, say yours — is $483 million. Tiny Massachusetts, 
with just four teams (Celtics, Bruins, Patriots and Red 
Sox), tops the table of mean values at $746 million. 
The mean value of Canada’s hockey teams is a mere $293 million, but that wins the NHL face-off against any 
U.S. region. The U.S. northeast comes out tops in all other leagues, with a Massachusetts-influenced mean value 
of $665 million, making it the logical first look for expansion, says Titlebaum. We’re looking at you, Bangor, Maine.
Off the charts
Burma,	 also	 called	 Myanmar,	 makes	
world	headlines	for	its	repressive	military	dic-
tatorship.	You	might	not	have	read	so	much	
about	its	thriving	pop	music	industry.	Yet,	you	
might	also	be	more	familiar	with	it	than	you	
think.
That	was	the	experience	of	UD	ethnomu-
sicologist	Heather	MacLachlan,	who	traveled	
to	 Myanmar	 to	 study	 traditional	 music	 but	
found	herself	 listening	 to	what	 she	 came	 to	
call	“copy	tunes”	—	songs	extremely	similar	
to	 American	 and	 British	 top-40	 hits,	 some-
times	exactly	copying	the	music	and	melodies	
of	Shakira,	Snoop	Dogg	and	The	Eagles	while	
rewriting	the	lyrics	to	fit	Burmese	themes.
One	 artist	 described	 Western	 hits	 as	
beautiful	pieces	of	music.
“But	you	can’t	buy	Lady	Gaga	or	Madon-
na,”	 the	 artist	 told	MacLachlan.	 “And	 even	
if	 you	 could,	 you	 wouldn’t	 understand	 the	
words.	We’re	making	this	music	accessible	to	
an	audience.”
MacLachlan	reports	her	research	in	a	new	
book,	Burma’s Pop Music Industry: Creators, 
Distributors, Censors,	released	in	November	
by	University	of	Rochester	Press.
Brrr-ribbit
Cope’s gray treefrogs survive the win-
ter not with warming by little campfires but 
its polar opposite: allowing themselves to 
freeze. A team of UD and Wright State Uni-
versity researchers has developed an innovative 
method for understanding how they survive it 
with the hope that the knowledge will yield 
techniques for extending the shelf life of 
human organs scheduled for transplant.
“If we can replicate the process these frogs 
use, we may be able to viably freeze organs and 
bank them for extended periods of time until 
they are needed,” said UD biology professor Carissa Krane.
The research is funded by a $562,000, three-year grant from the National Science Foundation.
Mean values by region
In millions
  Low High Mean
 Teams Value Value Value
Northeast 22 $415 $1,019 $665
South 36 391 700 506
Midwest 29 396 659 491
West 27 383 667 487
Canada 8 303 406 335
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The half-full glass 
For a football program accustomed to nine- and 10-win sea-
sons, a 6-5 record could feel like a disappointment.
The 2011 team didn’t win a third-consecutive Pioneer Foot-
ball League title or match its 10-1 record from last season, but its 
six wins helped maintain another mark of distinction. The Flyers 
have now had 34 winning seasons in the last 35 years.
“I’m very proud we had another winning season,” said coach 
Rick Chamberlin, a linebacker on the 1977 and 1978 teams that 
began the streak. “We always want to shoot for the goal of a 
league title, but, if we don’t achieve that, we want to have a win-
ning record.”
Playing with 10 new starters on offense, the Flyers bounced 
back from a 3-3 start to win three consecutive games in late Octo-
ber. But San Diego ended Dayton’s outside shot at a league title 
Nov. 5, scoring the game-winning touchdown in the final minute 
to win 31-28. The Flyers lost to Drake on the road, 37-14, in the 
season finale Nov. 12. 
—Shannon Shelton Miller
n  n  n
More than 2,100 fans watched the men’s soccer team play 
to a 2-2 tie against Xavier on senior night, Nov. 5. The Flyers 
needed a win to remain in contention for a spot in the A-10 
tournament.
The match ended a season of struggles for the Flyers, who 
finished 5-13-1 overall and 4-4-1 in the A-10. The career high-
lights of the team’s six seniors include the 2008 A-10 tournament 
championship and NCAA appearance and the 2009 A-10 regular 
season title.   
n  n  n
Up-to-date Flyer schedules, results and rosters are available at  
daytonflyers.com.
Simmering rivalry, with a  
dash of respect
When Justine Raterman went down with a knee injury in last year’s A-10 tourna-
ment semifinal, a lot more than the tournament championship was on the line. An in- 
jury to the Flyers’ high-scoring forward might have the NCAA selection committee 
looking elsewhere when picking at-large teams in the coming days. For Raterman 
personally, it threatened her playing career.
Watching the tournament on TV, Dayton resident and athletic trainer Jody Jenike 
saw Raterman go down. “That’s just so 
sad,” she thought. “What a great kid.” She 
sent a message to the UD staff offering 
to help.
From the outside looking in, hers 
might seem an unlikely offer. She’s in her 
23rd year with Xavier University and is 
the Jesuit school’s head athletic trainer.
The offer to help surprised Rater-
man, too.
“When my trainer, Jaime Potter, told 
me that another trainer wanted to come 
show her how to tape my knee to make 
it more stable, I was a little confused,” 
Raterman said. “When I found out this 
was a trainer from Xavier, I was pretty 
surprised.”
Jenike stopped by the Arena one 
night after work and showed Potter 
an alternative way to tape Raterman’s 
knee. The act was collegial, a sea-
soned trainer offering a younger colleague another tool for her trainer’s bag. Jenike 
also wanted to help Raterman out, knowing that female athletes are more likely than 
their male counterparts to play through injuries. 
Female athletes “only have four years to play and will play at all costs,” Jenike said. 
“The guys might sit, but the girls will say, ‘I want to go.’”
Plus, if UD did well in the NCAA Tournament, that was good for Xavier and the 
entire A-10. 
There was still some gamesmanship going on. Jenike showed Potter how to tape 
Raterman for a meniscus tear, but the UD staff knew that Raterman had really torn her 
ACL, a much more serious injury that didn’t become public until after NCAA Tour-
nament selections. Jenike got a courtesy call from Potter just before the news finally 
came out.
The Flyers made the tournament, but Raterman played only 19 minutes in the first-
round loss. A week later, she had knee surgery and is now fully healed. She entered 
this season in the Wooden Award Preseason Top 30, one of college basketball’s high-
est honors, and the team was an A-10 preseason co-favorite with Temple.
The help from a rival made an impression on Raterman.  
“This reinforced to me that the Xavier-Dayton rivalry is kept on the court or playing 
field,” she said. “[Jenike] said how hopeful she was that we would get into the NCAA 
Tournament, and that they were all cheering for us. It goes to show that in the end it 
is a healthy rivalry between two close and competitive schools.”
—Matthew Dewald
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A few years ago, an Atlantic 
10 title and subsequent NCAA 
Tournament bid would have war-
ranted a huge celebration.
“Just getting to the NCAA 
Tournament would have made 
our year,” recalls Assistant Athel-
tics Director and Senior Woman 
Administrator Megan Winner, a 
Flyer volleyball player from 1999-
2003 and a member of the team 
that won the program’s first-ever 
NCAA Tournament game. “Now, 
the volleyball team is not only ex-
pected to make the NCAA 
Tournament, we’re talk-
ing about Sweet 16 or Elite 
Eight.” 
Or, as junior forward 
Colleen Williams said after 
the women’s soccer team 
won its third-consecutive 
conference tournament 
Nov. 6, “Winning the A-10 is 
no longer good enough.”
That might be why the 
collective mood in the divi-
sion of athletics was subdued 
after the women’s soccer 
team ended its season with a 
first-round loss to Louisville 
in the NCAA Tournament. 
Times have changed — and so 
have expectations.
The list of accomplish-
ments for the University of 
Dayton’s women’s athletics 
programs over the past decade is impressive. 
Women’s soccer has won six conference tour-
nament titles and made as many NCAA appear-
ances since 2001, volleyball has won seven con-
ference tournament championships and made 
eight NCAA appearances since 2003 (including a 
third-consecutive A-10 regular season and tour-
nament title in 2011, along with a fifth-consecu-
tive NCAA bid), and women’s cross-country won 
a conference title in 2009. Track and field won 
conference indoor titles in 2009 and 2010. Indi-
vidual student-athletes in multiple sports have 
received national recognition for athletic and 
academic success. 
UD Vice President and Director of Athletics 
Tim Wabler said the collective recent success of 
women’s athletics results from a concerted effort 
made in the mid-1990s to invest in all programs, 
with a specific focus on seven — men’s and 
women’s soccer, men’s and women’s basketball, 
women’s track and field, football and volleyball.
In the case of the women’s sports, the tim-
ing was perfect. Many universities didn’t yet of-
fer women’s soccer or devote resources to their 
other women’s programs, but a growing num-
ber of elite athletes were emerging from high 
schools and club competition eager to play on the 
From better to best
 Success by the Flyer women’s teams brings rising expectations 
collegiate level. The University seized the 
opportunity to recruit such players, espe-
cially local products who would be a good 
fit both athletically and academically. 
With soccer and volleyball, the Flyers 
had a measure of success in the late 1990s 
or early 2000s with solid conference per-
formances before becoming consistent 
powers in the late 2000s. 
Women’s basketball took a bit longer 
to bear fruit. In the modern era (Dayton 
moved to Division I in 1985), the Flyers 
made the WNIT in 1993 but 
didn’t return to the post- 
season until a 2008 WNIT 
appearance. 
Another WNIT berth fol-
lowed in 2009, and the Flyers 
earned a first-ever NCAA bid 
in 2010. They returned to the 
NCAA Tournament in 2011.
“We made it to the NIT 
my freshman year, and you 
would have thought we won 
the national championship,” 
said senior center Casey 
Nance.
The 2011-12 team, led by 
Nance, Justine Raterman (a 
preseason top-30 pick for the 
Wooden Award) and five oth-
er seniors, was the media’s 
preseason choice to win the 
A-10.
Wabler attributes the team’s success to the 
continual effort coach Jim Jabir made to glean 
local players during his eight previous seasons 
at Dayton. The program signed UD’s first Mc-
Donald’s All-American, Ally Malott, a 6-foot-4 
forward from Middletown, Ohio. Malott began 
her freshman year with double-digit points 
over Bowling Green in this season’s opener.
Of the 13 players on the current roster, eight 
are from Ohio and three are from Kentucky.
“We’ve done a lot of work here in nine 
years,” Jabir said. “It’s starting to be more and 
more fun to talk about the Flyers than when I 
got here … but we can’t sneak up on anybody 
anymore. We have to learn to be the hunted and 
not the hunter.”
—Shannon Shelton Miller
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The 2008 version of the University’s mas-
ter plan — the last one published — outlined a 
number of projects to guide the physical devel-
opment of our campus. But the University’s 
most significant transformation during the past 
three years wasn’t then on the drawing board.
The opportunity to expand our boundaries 
and show our commitment to the city and re-
gion could not be ignored 
when NCR Corp. moved 
its world headquarters 
to Georgia in 2009. We 
purchased the property 
in December of that year, 
an acquisition that Uni-
versity President Daniel 
J. Curran called “a bold 
move for a private, Cath-
olic university” — and 
one that was noticed na-
tionally by, among others, The Chronicle of Higher 
Education and The New York Times.
As a result of the purchase, we’ve updated 
our master plan. The 2011 master plan serves as 
a bold, yet flexible, blueprint for the campus 
of the future and ties directly into our strategic 
plan. This master plan, which builds on the 
2008 plan, guides our physical development as 
one of the nation’s pre-eminent Catholic uni-
versities.
The NCR purchase is the biggest change to 
the 2008 campus master plan. It gives us more 
room to house departments and classes and 
frees space on our core campus for other proj-
ects. It’s an exciting time as we embrace physi-
cal expansion and transformation while con-
tinuing to maintain the unique character of our 
University of Dayton campus.
We hope you’ll soon have a chance to see the 
changes firsthand, whether you’re returning 
for Reunion Weekend or just a random weekend 
— or showing a prospective student in your life 
what it means to be a Flyer. Be sure to tell that 
student that you had to walk up Stuart Hill. Both 
ways. In the snow. Some things never change.
We can’t see the future, but we know a good opportunity when we see it — and we seize it. 
Land of possibilities
THE 2011 
MASTER PLAN 
SERVES AS 
A BOLD, YET 
FLEXIBLE, 
BLUEPRINT FOR 
THE CAMPUS 
OF THE FUTURE 
AND TIES 
DIRECTLY INTO 
OUR STRATEGIC 
PLAN. THIS MASTER 
PLAN, WHICH 
BUILDS ON 
THE 2008 
PLAN, GUIDES 
OUR PHYSICAL 
DEVELOPMENT 
AS ONE OF 
THE NATION’S 
PRE-EMINENT 
CATHOLIC 
UNIVERSITIES.
The campus core 
as seen from the 
construction site of 
the	Caldwell Street 
Apartments
by Matthew DewalD
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The University Center for the 
Arts,	a major University fundrais-
ing initiative, will bring together 
the visual and performing arts 
recently scattered among seven 
buildings. In addition to classroom, 
studio and office space, the center 
could include a major music and 
theatrical performance venue, a 
black-box theater and recital hall, 
atrium and galleries, lecture hall 
and art library, and Flyer TV and 
digital media studio. The new 
center will promote collaboration 
across the arts and invite new 
partnerships with community arts 
organizations. Construction on the 
arts center, estimated to cost $35 
million, will begin once fundraising 
is complete.
Fundraising is well under way for  
the $12 million renovation to 
the	Chapel of the Immaculate 
Conception.	As of June 30, 
2011, UD had raised almost  
$8 million in gifts, pledges and 
planned gifts. Once fundraising is 
complete, UD will break ground 
for the approximately 18-month 
construction process; a temporary 
worship space will be set up for 
Mass each weekend in the  
Kennedy Union ballroom. For  
more information, go to www 
.udayton.edu/alumni/give/chapel_
renovation.php. 
The 2011 Princeton Review 
ranked UD eighth nationally on 
its “Everybody Plays Intramural 
Sports” list. A $2.25 million 
renovation to	Stuart Field	might 
be a reason to rise even higher. 
After years of playing on a 
beloved but muddy mess, UD’s 
3,700 intramural and sport club 
participants are enjoying upgraded 
playing surfaces with synthetic turf 
that accommodates sports from 
lacrosse to soccer, flag football, 
softball and more.
In 2012, more than 400 students  
will move into a new apartment 
complex on campus. Ground-
breaking for the $25 million	
Caldwell Street Apartments	took 
place in May 2011. The apartments 
will have a townhouse-style façade 
and 427 beds for upperclassmen 
and international students when 
completed in time for the 2012-13 
academic year. A courtyard will 
connect the five buildings in the 
complex.
The $18 million acquisition of 115 
acres of land from NCR Corp. was 
one of the most transformational 
moves since the purchase that 
established UD in 1850. It is 
believed to be the first time an 
institution of higher education 
has made such a purchase. It’s 
now part of campus.	1700 South 
Patterson	has become home to 
the first phase of an interactive 
Alumni Center. The second 
phase, which is expected to add 
gathering and exhibition spaces 
and an auditorium, is in the 
planning and fundraising stages.
The University of Dayton Research 
Institute’s Technologically 
Advanced Cognition Laboratory, 
sensor systems division, and the 
director’s and other offices have 
arrived, and more UDRI offices 
and labs are coming. Graduate 
courses in educational leadership, 
counselor education and business 
administration are being taught 
here, as well as classes in the 
Intensive English Program. The 
Osher Lifelong Learning Institute 
also calls the building home.
Groundbreaking took place in 
April 2011 on the	GE Aviation 
Electrical Power Integrated 
Systems Research and Develop-
ment Center (EPISCENTER), a 
$51 million project encompassing 
eight acres on River Park Drive. 
When completed in early 2013, 
the area will feature a four-story 
facility with a 40,000-square-foot 
office building connected to an 
80,000-square-foot, world-class 
electrical research center. It will be 
the first new LEED-certified build-
ing on campus.
The University has hired SWA 
Group, an internationally recog-
nized landscape architecture, 
planning and urban design firm, 
to create a master plan for	Old 
River Park.	The plan will focus 
on preserving the 48-acre park’s 
historical character and natural 
beauty while connecting it to 
campus and guiding its develop-
ment for academic, research and 
recreational use. It will remain 
closed in 2012 as officials develop 
a timeline and funding plan for 
making multimillion-dollar im-
provements over phases.
The College Park Center	has been 
part of the University campus since 
2005. Today, nearly all of the space 
in the 450,000-plus square-foot, 
six-story building is occupied. 
Residents include the visual arts 
department and doctoral program 
in physical therapy, the Dayton 
Early College Academy, Marianist 
archives, University advancement 
and a variety of engineering 
labs, including intelligent optics, 
biomechanics, electro-optics and 
LADAR.
WHAT’S	ON	OUR			DRAWING	BOARD?
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The ripple 
effect
Mathematician Edward 
Lorenz lent his talents to fore-
casting weather for the U.S. 
Army Air Corps during World 
War II, but he is better remem-
bered for the chaos theory he 
later developed, memorably 
coining the term “butterfly 
effect” for the outsized me-
teorological implications of 
seemingly small phenomena. 
A butterfly flapping its wings 
in Tokyo, goes the cliché that 
now endures, could cause a 
tornado in California.
The purchase of enough 
property to double the size 
of campus is of far more sig-
nificance than a butterfly flap-
ping its wings, and the effects 
of this expansion are being 
felt by more than the pro-
grams relocating to the new 
land and facilities.
The UD Research Insti-
tute’s move to River Campus, 
for example, frees valuable 
Kettering Labs space for 
the School of Engineering’s 
use. The construction of the 
planned University Center 
for the Arts allows for the 
demolition of the Music/The-
atre Building, which will open 
space for significant upgrades 
of Baujan Field. The reloca-
tion of visual arts programs to 
College Park Center allowed 
the demolition of Mechani-
cal Engineering — which, in 
turn, created space for the 
Central Mall — and freed up 
Rike Center, which in January 
became a highly visible home 
for the growing Center for 
International Programs. The 
center’s  move, in turn, opens 
up space in Alumni Hall.
And so on. The future 
remains a canvas full of 
possibilities.
ARD?
The Caldwell housing project, for example, is just the new-
est step in a plan to provide an unparalleled residential expe-
rience to students. Marianist Hall opened in 2004, Marycrest 
Hall got a facelift from 2006 to 2008, Stuart Hall renovations 
are complete, and upgrades to the safety and appearance of 
houses in the student neighborhoods are ongoing. Students in 
Virginia W. Kettering Residence Hall this year are the first to 
enjoy a renovation of the hall’s dining facilities. 
Future housing-related plans include a renovation of rooms 
and restroom facilities in Founders Hall and upgrades to the 
student neighborhoods, including the construction of five new 
houses, four on Lowes and one on Rogge. Currently, 5,907 beds 
are available for students. The new apartments and houses will 
increase that number to 6,334.
Other proposed projects during the next three years and be-
yond include:
n Converting more of the 1700 South Patterson Building 
into laboratories and offices for the University of Dayton Re-
search Institute.
n Improving the outer appearance, addressing infrastruc-
ture needs and transforming Roesch Library into a modern 
learning center with more spaces for students to study and 
greater electronic learning tools. 
n  Renovating John F. Kennedy Memorial Student Union.
n  Modernizing Alumni Hall.
n Finishing renovation of the Science Center, including 
high-tech labs, new windows, classroom renovations, technol-
ogy upgrades and infrastructure improvements. 
n  Adding further open space enhancements, such as a 
pedestrian/bike greenway and multi-use recreation/basketball 
courts near RecPlex.
n  Renovating Chaminade Hall or funding a new home for 
the School of Education and Allied Professions.
n  Developing a restaurant at the Arena Sports Complex in 
partnership with a commercial enterprise.
“Some of the projects in our master plan are dependent upon 
fundraising. We also remain open to exploring other partner-
ships on Campus West (west of Main Street) that tie into our 
academic mission,” University President Daniel J. Curran said.
The descriptions on these pages highlight only some of the nearly two dozen projects on the 
drawing board. Over the next three years, the 
University will invest more than $100 million in 
its learning-living infrastructure, funded through 
a combination of University resources, private 
support, private-public partnerships, and federal 
and state grants.
The	Caldwell Street 
Apartments will be 
ready for student 
move-in for the 2012-13 
academic year.
.	
The	GE Aviation 
EPISCENTER will be 
completed in early 2013. 
The University has  
raised $8 million of the 
$12 million needed 
for the renovation 
of the	Chapel of the 
Immaculate Conception.	
An upgraded	Stuart 
Field offers students 
5.6 acres of high-use, 
high-performance, 
multipurpose fields 
that play and feel like 
natural grass.
The redesign of the	
Central Mall between 
Marycrest and Kennedy 
Union was completed 
in 2010.
A renovation to the 
Virginia W. Kettering 
Residence Hall dining 
facilities created two 
theme restaurants that 
opened in November.
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If the 1920 land-use master plan had been followed to completion, 
For a more comprehensive look  
at the 2011 master plan, go to
udayton.edu/masterplan.
Imagine the 
Immaculate 
Conception 
Chapel without 
its distinctive 
blue cupola with 
the cross on top. 
Picture instead a 
bell tower that 
stands as the 
highest point on 
campus. 
Change	is	good.
that would be how we would know campus today. But the University preserved the cupola and cross.
Interesting details can be found in UD’s past master plans, all of which show how different the University could have looked had UD not 
adapted to new times and opportunities as it did.
A workable plan, includng the one UD has today, must be open to the possibility of change. The University remains focused on its 
long-range goals but recognizes that flexibility is necessary if circumstances change.
The master plan is a land-use plan, one in which UD looks to “pilot a path forward using our current resources,” says Beth Keyes, 
vice president for facilities management. “The best laid plans are made to be broken.”
What  isi
Marianist 
art? y first visit to the campus of the University of Dayton was 60 years ago when I was a M I was interested in art and curi-ous about the Society of Mary.A priest, a former Jesuit who was my mentor at the time, re-
minded me that St. Paul learned 
something important about the 
people of Ephesus by noticing 
shrines and statues that hon-
ored the goddess Diana. In a 
similar way, he noted that much 
about the vision of Marianist 
founder Blessed William Joseph 
Chaminade can be learned by 
looking at the good works — or 
art — of the Society of Mary and 
the Family of Mary members.
On campus, however, 
year out 
of high 
school. 
The proposed University Center for the Arts 
will rise on roots that run deep, very deep.
by Don wigal ’55
[  L E F T  ]
brother
henry Setter, S.M. ’51
Seat of Wisdom
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brother Steve erSpaMer, S.M. 
I Am the Servant of the Lord.
CUT PAPER
brother Don SMith, S.M. 
Bent Leaf Bowl
RAKU POTTERY
brother John leMker, S.M. ’54
Aspen Grove in Autumn, Colorado
PHOTOGRAPH
SiDney MatiaS
Jesus Playing in Nazareth
ACRYLIC
I saw only European or Old 
World-type religious art, as in 
the Chapel of the Immaculate 
Conception and the statue of 
Mary in front of St. Mary Hall. 
I assumed that these were 
commissioned or at least pur-
chased by Marianists but not 
created by them. I thought I 
knew who the Marianists were 
and what art was; I naively 
thought there was probably no 
such thing as Marianist art. 
However, I have come to see 
how inaccurate and incom-
plete my early perceptions of 
the Marianists and of art were.
At first I thought the Mari-
anists were simply the pro-
fessed brothers and priests of 
a religious order founded by 
Chaminade in France in the 
19th century.
I learned that with his 
chief partner, Mlle. Marie 
Thérèse de Lamourous, Cham-
inade co-founded the Daugh-
ters of Mary. Today, thanks 
to historical research such as 
that by Father Eduardo Benl-
loch, S.M., Chaminade’s vi-
sion is seen as primarily that of 
a broad Catholic lay movement 
with the professed religious 
ministering to one another 
and to the overall group, the 
Family of Mary. [See Eduardo 
Benlloch, Origins of the Marianist 
Family: Notes on Marianist History, 
North American Center for 
Marianist Studies, 2010.]
Today there are more than 
1,000 Marianist brothers and 
priests, about 400 sisters and 
thousands of lay Marianists, 
including members of Com-
mon Bond, an active network 
and fraternity of several hun-
dred of the former professed 
Marianists such as myself. 
My perception of art, as 
well as that of the Marian-
ists, has also expanded from 
those mid-century days of my 
first visit to the campus. Dur-
ing most of the 17 years I was a 
professed Marianist, I thought 
of art as primarily the specific 
products of artists, but I have 
come to think of it more broad-
ly as work well done — art in 
the broadest sense. While I 
once thought of religious art 
as dealing mostly with matters 
liturgical, I now think all good 
work can be art.
I now believe art can lead 
to and flow from spiritual-
ity, from a simple household 
chore, for example, to the 
building of a grand gothic edi-
fice — not only cathedrals, but 
environments for all sorts of 
human expressions of truth 
and beauty.
With these broad descrip-
tions of the terms Marianist 
and art in mind, I now believe 
Marianist entities such as UD 
itself can be seen as Marianist 
art.
As the number of professed 
Marianists on campus declined 
during the past half century, 
the artistic expressions of their 
presence on campus became 
increasingly significant. The 
process is much the same as 
that of parents who make sure 
photos and other reminders of 
the family are provided to ev-
eryone as the family itself dis-
perses and migrates away from 
its once close-knit center.
All who have learned, 
taught, worked or otherwise 
been influenced by UD can be 
extensions of that art, each 
with the potential for inspir-
ing others to interact similarly 
with the Marianist charism.
The members of the Family 
of Mary can be the Marianist 
art which Blessed Chaminade 
envisioned and continues to 
inspire. 
 
Wigal was a Marianist for 17 years. 
He taught theology, music and art 
in Marianist houses of formation 
and schools, including UD. He has 
published extensively on art and art-
ists. He received UD’s Distinguished 
Alumnus Award in 1985. 
brother leo Felician iSaDore renarD, S.M. 
V. Rev. Joseph Simler, S.M.
OIL
brother louiS weber, S.M. ’41
Mary and Jesus Medallion
WOOD AND ENAMELED COPPER
brother leo FiSher, S.M. 
Chaminade Preparatory
WATERCOLOR
brother JoSeph aSpell, S.M. ’68
Mary, Seat of Wisdom
BRONZE
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Marianist artists
The Society of Mary wasn’t always able to be as sup-
portive of the arts as it is today. The order’s first focus was 
on the academic disciplines it considered essential to the 
success of schools. The visual arts and music were not con-
sidered as relevant as the sciences to education and other 
aspects of ministry. As a result, very few Marianists ma-
jored in music or arts education during the first half of the 
past century. 
Now a number of Marianists are accomplished art-
ists, and the United 
States province has 
three centers of Mar-
ianist art. The pro-
file of Brother Cletus 
Behlmann, S.M., of 
the St. Mary’s Uni-
versity Art Center 
and Studio Work-
shop in the Fall/
Winter 2011 issue 
of ALIVE, the prov-
ince’s magazine, 
indicates the regard 
the order has for art 
and those who pro-
duce it.
Several notable 
artists active in the 
United States today 
are former professed 
Marianists and UD 
graduates. One of 
the notable former 
Marianist artists, 
now known as Brother Martin Erspamer, OSB, migrated to 
the Benedictines. He now lives at St. Meinrad’s Archabbey 
in Indiana and is a designer for Emil Frei stained glass.
There are also lay Marianist artists, such as Sidney 
Matias of Campinas, Brazil. His distinctive and colorful 
art, which can be seen at the International Marian Re-
search Institute at UD, has been acknowledged to be in-
fused by a strong Marianist spirituality. He said he feels, 
as perhaps many Marianist artists do, “like a missionary, 
an evangelist using my art to try to inspire people to live 
like Mary.”
For their help in preparing this article, I would like to thank 
Brother Dan Stupka, S.M., Robert Stanley, Robert Michael Morris, 
Father James Heft, S.M., and Catherine O’Reilly. 
brother charleS wanDa, S.M. ’59
Return from the Prairie
WATERCOLOR
brother Mel Meyer, S.M. ’51
Untitled
ACRYLIC
brother cletuS behlMann, S.M. 
Colorful Southwest Cactus
ACRYLIC
brother louiS Fournier, S.M. 
Neptune
STONEWARE
brother gary MarcinowSki, S.M. 
Memories – 1957
DYED CHERRY AND MAPLE, VINYL UPHOLSTERY 
WITH BIRCH VENEER
brother thoMaS burke, S.M. 
Mr. Orange O. Ozias Bungalow
OIL
brother a. brian ZaMpier, S.M. 
Mother and Child
LINE DRAWING WITH COLORED PENCIL
brother a. JoSeph barriSh, S.M. ’50
Immaculate Conception Chapel
SILKSCREEN
Marianist Art Centers
Brother Mel Meyer, S.M.
Brother A. Brian Zampier, S.M.
Marianist	Galleries	
1256	Maryhurst	Drive	
St.	Louis,	Mo.	63122-2300	
www.melsmart.com
Brother Cletus Behlmann, S.M.
St.	Mary’s	University	Art	Center	&	
Studio	Workshop	
2507-B	36th	Street,	NW	
San	Antonio,	Texas	78228-3918	
www.brothercletus.com	
	
Brother A. Joseph Barrish, S.M. 
Brother Louis Fouriner, S.M. 
Brother John Lemker, S.M. 
Brother Don Smith, S.M. 
Brother Charles Wanda, S.M.
Marianist	Network	for	Arts	
Gallery	St.	John	
4435	E.	Patterson	Road	
Dayton,	Ohio	45430-1095	
www.dayton-gallery-saintjohn.org
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Then leave the guns behind, says a scholar of political violence whose 
study of nonviolent movements turned her understanding upside-down
by Erica Chenoweth ’02
YO
BY ERICA CHENOWETH ’02
ILLUSTRATION BY BRAD HOLLAND
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THEN LEAVE 
T H E  G U N S 
BEHIND, SAYS 
A S C HO L A R 
OF  POLITICAL 
V I O
L E N C E
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ner in our cozy colonial home in a Dayton suburb.
When I was 13 years old, my parents bought 
me Zlata’s Diary. Sometimes called “the Anne 
Frank of Sarajevo,” Zlata Filipovic was a Bosnian 
Serb who found fame at the age of 13 after a jour-
nalist published her personal accounts of the war 
in the Balkans. The wars that accompanied the 
breakup of Yugoslavia became a particular inter-
est of mine, and the book had a profound impact 
on me. Zlata was my own age, yet I had never ex-
perienced the horror of a military siege, the vio-
lent deaths of my schoolmates or hunger, as Zlata 
had. Zlata’s Diary had a lot to do with my decision 
to commit my life to studying violent conflict. 
(Interestingly, decades later, I met and talked 
with Zlata about this at an event at Harvard Uni-
versity, where I was a fellow). 
I spent much of my teenage years hunched 
over my desk, door closed, listening to the clas-
sical music of Dvorak or Vaughan Williams on a 
hand-me-down Discman as I devoured books on 
the wars of the 20th century — the First World 
War, the Russian Revolution, World War II, Viet-
nam and the Persian Gulf War. Movies and tele-
vision reinforced the idea that political violence 
was something people used to gain and wield 
power. 
By the time I came to UD, I knew that I want-
ed a career in international relations with an 
emphasis on security. I would study political vio-
lence, understand it, explain it and predict it. I 
reasoned that prediction allowed for some degree 
of control — the ability to anticipate or even pre-
vent human suffering. 
After 9/11, my interest shifted to why non-
state actors, like terrorist groups or insurgent 
movements, used violence. During my first few 
years of graduate school at the University of Colo-
rado, I focused on terrorism in weak and failed 
states — a product of the times. In my field, the 
early 2000s were dominated by policy debates 
about whether weak and failed states were truly 
incubators of terrorism, and whether using mili-
tary intervention to impose democracy on such 
states would solve the problem. CNN and news 
wires fed me real-time accounts of the U.S. inva-
sion of Iraq in 2003, and I gathered information 
about violent conflicts in the Middle East and 
Asia. I developed interests in corruption, violent 
insurgency and government repression, and I 
learned how to use advanced statistical tech-
niques to forecast such situations. 
I spent a lot of time getting into the minds 
of people on the “dark side” by speculating about 
which circumstances could lead me to use vio-
lence against others for political aims. This 
understanding would help me grasp the logics 
people used to justify violence. I became skilled in 
making sense of it all. I settled on a rationaliza-
tion that violence was purely instrumental — that 
people used it for good reasons, usually because it 
was the only way to achieve their goals or express 
their grievances. I came to believe that in many 
situations, violence worked. I thought of it in 
purely strategic terms, and I remained agnostic 
about its morality.  
Basically, there were three major assump-
tions underlying my worldview. First, violence 
was effective. Otherwise, why would anyone use 
it? Second, violence was always a last resort, cho-
sen after other methods had failed. That means 
that wherever people were using violence, it was 
probably the only way for them to resist. Third, if 
there were other options, such as nonviolent pro-
test, people would have been using those options 
all along. But because nonviolence was weak and 
generally ineffective, violence was necessary.
I developed a reputation as an influential 
scholar on terrorism and international security. 
I enjoyed being one of a few young women with 
such a specialty. In a field dominated by men, 
there was some novelty in being a female scholar 
who wasn’t shocked by even the most horrendous 
atrocities, like Al Qaeda’s strategy of killing Iraqi 
children and filling their corpses with mines that 
would detonate and kill others who found the 
bodies. 
I became desensitized to violence, comfort-
able with it. The world I lived in was a scary place, 
but for the time being, I saw it as reality. 
In June of 2006, “people power” came into 
my life and shifted this reality. I was finishing 
my doctoral thesis on why terrorist groups tend to 
emerge in democracies when a colleague sent me 
an announcement about a conference at Colorado 
College. “The other side of the coin … might be in-
teresting,” he wrote in an email. 
 It would completely alter my views on 
violence.
The workshop was on the subject of civil resis-
tance — a method of conflict in which unarmed 
civilians employ nonviolent actions like protests, 
strikes, boycotts, stay-aways and demonstrations 
to challenge entrenched power. Given my area of 
expertise, I was skeptical about incorporating the 
topic into the courses I was teaching. There was 
no room, I thought, to cover a feel-good topic in 
the midst of all of the really important material 
about violence. 
But in preparation for the workshop, I did the 
required reading — books and articles by Gene 
Sharp, Peter Ackerman and Jack DuVall, Stephen 
Zunes, Kurt Schock, and other scholars and prac-
I stepped off the airplane in Copenha-gen, Denmark, and into a meeting about the Syrian resistance. Three activists using pseudonyms for fear of government reprisals told of three thousand civilians killed and many thousands detained in their quest to overthrow their government. As the audience in the Danish Parliament — several hundred Dan-
ish government officials, journalists, activists, 
human rights workers and academics — listened, 
I could see the questions on their faces: Have the 
Syrians exhausted nonviolent methods? Is it time 
for them to take up arms?
The chair of the panel then asked for my 
view. I went to the podium, apologized for my 
obvious jetlag, and through an Arabic interpret-
er assured the activists that by refusing to use 
violence, they were on the right track — that ac-
tive but peaceful methods were the best way to 
produce results. And I could even estimate their 
chances of success.
“If the Syrian uprising maintains nonviolent 
discipline and the regime’s security forces con-
tinued to defect, the chance that they will defeat 
Bashar al-Assad’s government — completely re-
moving it from power — approaches 60 percent,” I 
said. “But if they turn to violence, their odds drop 
by half to 30 percent.”
When I made these claims in September, I 
could see audience members perk up, wonder-
ing how Danes could help Syrians defeat their ty-
rant. I stressed that the international community 
could offer moral support, but the real force for 
change would continue to be internal, civilian-
led, nonviolent mass action. 
At least one Syrian in the crowd was not con-
vinced. A middle-aged exile based in Paris, he re-
jected the notion that nonviolent resistance alone 
could topple the Assad regime. He called for the 
“Libyanization” of the conflict — providing arms 
to Syrian civilians and military defectors while 
using international forces to neutralize Assad’s 
military. I insisted that, historically, armed in-
surgencies backed by foreign militaries had a 
worse track record than nonviolent resistance 
campaigns. 
The man dismissed my comments in a way 
that needed no translation: “Naïve.”
I always thought  I would spend my life trying 
to understand the causes and consequences of po-
litical violence. I was 9 years old when the Berlin 
Wall came down, and I remember watching news 
coverage of the 1989 revolutions sweeping across 
Eastern Europe with my family after we ate din-
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titioners of nonviolent resistance. The works gen-
erally argued that people could use a wide variety 
of nonviolent methods to change their circum-
stances and their institutions, even under the 
direst of conditions. They cited examples — the 
anti-apartheid campaign in South Africa, the an-
ti-Milosevic campaign in Serbia and the Solidar-
ity movement in Poland. I had several recurring 
thoughts: “This is naïve,” “Nonviolent resistance 
can’t work in very oppressive countries” and “Vio-
lence is what makes the world go around.” 
Yet I was very curious. 
During one of the workshop’s coffee breaks, I 
scribbled a research design onto a scrap of paper. I 
shared it with Maria Stephan, then the director of 
educational initiatives at the International Center 
on Nonviolent Conflict, who had helped organize 
the conference. I would not be convinced of the 
power of nonviolent conflict without hard empir-
ical evidence, but I was willing to undertake the 
research. A few weeks later, ICNC agreed to sup-
port the study. 
After spending a year collecting, refining, 
documenting, checking, double-checking and 
cleaning the data, I had created a database that 
comprised over 300 major nonviolent and violent 
mass movements for regime change, self-deter-
mination and secession since 1900. I accounted 
for factors like the brutality of the regime, the 
mass movements had broadened their participa-
tion enough to create relationships with security 
forces, and when the orders came down to sup-
press the movements, the security forces had re-
fused to obey. 
All of a sudden, my email inbox began to fill 
with questions from the press, from the govern-
ment, from other academics. They wanted to 
know what was going on, how these regimes 
came apart in the face of nonviolent resis-
tance and whether such resistance could 
succeed in Saudi Arabia, Iran, Bahrain, 
Oman and elsewhere. I was glad that I had 
answers that were grounded in empirical 
fact rather than speculation. 
Libya — where a couple of days of un-
coordinated nonviolent protest quickly 
escalated to violent rebellion — was a par-
ticularly troubling case. In March, The New 
York Times asked me to write an op-ed on 
whether violence was the best way for Lib-
ya’s rebels to overthrow Moammar Gadhafi. 
Incorporating data on Libya’s own unique 
characteristics, I had estimated that the vi-
olent revolution had less than a 20 percent 
chance of removing or overthrowing Gad-
hafi, compared with about 50 percent if the 
revolution had remained nonviolent. (Ulti-
mately, the rebels came close to defeat until 
the international community intervened 
to support them — at a high cost in human 
suffering.) Whether the coming years bring 
stability or civil war remains to be seen, but 
my statistical model predicts that Libya’s 
chance of becoming a democracy within the 
next five years is less than 10 percent.
After the Times published the piece, I 
was sitting in Wesleyan’s faculty lounge 
having lunch with a colleague, one of the 
world’s leading experts on Syria. I asked 
him whether he thought nonviolent resis-
tance would catch on there. He shook his head 
and said, “There is no way this thing is going to 
spread to Syria. No way.” 
Only days later, it did. 
Today, I spend most  of my time relating the 
remarkable record of nonviolent resistance to 
American and foreign government agencies, in-
ternational organizations, scholars, activists, 
nongovernmental organization workers, journal-
ists and others, explaining the strategic dynam-
ics of nonviolence. The work puts me in contact 
with ordinary people who are trying to use their 
natural skills and talents to cast off circum-
stances they find intolerable. I have tried to give 
encouragement to those using civil resistance in 
places like Syria, India, Zimbabwe, Mexico, the 
Philippines, the Palestinian Territories and the 
United States — and I have tried to give pause to 
those contemplating using violence.
I recently returned from Asia, where several 
experts and I presented material on civil resis-
tance in a four-day workshop with Chinese hu-
man rights workers. I presented my research on 
the historical record of nonviolent resistance and 
on the potential for civil resistance to change even 
the most stubborn political systems. 
The participants sat silent during the work-
shop, unused to speaking freely. But during the 
last session, one of the quietest participants, a 
young woman, picked up a microphone. She said 
with great sincerity that she lived in daily fear. 
Her job was to help people who have been op-
pressed — often putting her in direct opposition to 
the Chinese government — and she was terrified 
by the disappearances of friends and colleagues 
who had done similar work. But then she said 
that after hearing about the success of nonviolent 
resistance elsewhere, her fear was subsiding. 
She realized that she was not alone, and that 
there were millions of people around the world 
working for change in their societies. She said 
she could be a force for positive reform in her 
country and that the impossible now seemed 
possible. 
I have been surprised by how much this re-
search gives hope to others. No matter where in 
the world the audience is, whether Syria, China 
or elsewhere, people always initially dismiss the 
idea of civil resistance as naïve. I understand. I 
have come a long way myself in over-
coming skepticism, and I do not live in 
oppressive conditions, as do many of 
the people with whom I now work. It is 
both humbling and satisfying to watch 
fear evaporate as people begin to realize 
their potential. I feel that I learn more 
from their courage and experience than 
they could ever learn from me.
This is why research is only part of 
the story today. I once thought that by 
mastering the study of violence, I could 
help avoid conflicts in our world, and 
that this would help reduce suffering. 
I am no longer so naïve. Today I know 
that conflict is inevitable, but it need 
not weaken or destroy societies. When 
people empower themselves, refuse to 
submit to oppression and engage in civil 
resistance, conflict can be a constructive 
force for change in our world.
Erica Chenoweth ’02, who majored in 
political science and German, is an assistant 
professor of government at Wesleyan Univer-
sity and director of Wesleyan’s Program on 
Terrorism and Insurgency Research, which she 
established in 2008. She is currently on sabbati-
cal in California, where she is a visiting scholar 
at UC-Berkeley and a visiting assistant profes-
sor at Stanford University. While her research 
takes her around the world, she can always be 
found on the blog “Rational Insurgent” and on Twitter @
EricaChenoweth.
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nature of the political system, support from al-
lies, and the size and location of each country. I 
had also accounted for features of the campaigns 
themselves, including the number of partici-
pants, the ability to provoke defections from 
security forces, international support, and the 
campaign’s goals and duration. The list of non-
violent campaigns was diverse, ranging from 
Gandhi’s Indian Independence campaign from 
1919-1947 to the Chinese pro-democracy cam-
paign (which failed notoriously in Tiananmen 
Square in 1989) to the East Timorese indepen-
dence movement (which succeeded in 2000).   
I remained skeptical until I began to analyze 
the data. The results were breathtaking. 
The nonviolent campaigns  were more than 
twice as effective as the violent ones. Moreover, 
the success rates of nonviolent campaigns had 
increased over time, whereas violent insurgen-
cies had become less effective during  the last 20 
years. 
These results held up even when the nonvio-
lent campaigns were facing brutal authoritar-
ian regimes that responded with violent crack-
downs. Nonviolent resistance was succeeding 
in some countries — the Philippines, Serbia, Po-
land, Thailand, Nepal, South Africa and Chile — 
where violent resistance had failed utterly. And 
perhaps most importantly, the countries that ex-
perienced nonviolent uprisings were much more 
likely to transition to democracies and much less 
likely to experience a relapse into civil war com-
pared with countries facing violent insurgencies. 
Contrary to everything I had previously thought, 
mass civil resistance — not violence — was the 
force creating change in the world. 
As I sat in a puffy chair in a coffee shop in 
Berkeley, Calif., I took a deep breath and thought, 
“This changes everything.” No more could I as-
sure myself that violence was a necessary evil in 
the world. Instead, the research showed that vio-
lence was ineffective. Even against really nasty 
regimes, nonviolent resistance was a real alter-
native. And that meant there is no real excuse for 
using violent insurgency.
I called Maria, who was equally stunned by 
the results, and we resolved to write a book ex-
plaining why civil resistance has been so effec-
tive as a force for change in the world. 
The copyedits of Why Civil Resistance Works had 
just gone to press when, in January 2011, people 
throughout the Arab world began to challenge 
authoritarian rulers by using civil resistance. 
There were breathtaking victories: Jan. 14, Ben 
Ali fell in Tunisia, followed by Egypt’s Hosni 
Mubarak in February. The regimes collapsed in 
exactly the way our book discussed: nonviolent 
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ficius dusandiatur audae. Ita acest et 
quidero rrorum alit, omnihil mos aut mos 
simusandae. Et omnis quae voluptatia 
perferumquis aute quam, susdam ipis 
adis sent venet faceper itatio ex est et 
molo comnimi llenditis ut que ommollo 
tem re verchit aquissi ipiet, ulpa plabor 
rehenis quibera ectat.
Evellabo. Dae plitatem aut et elia erspe 
di offictur? Quis intitiissum, cus estrum 
alibus coremquos experis dolore, ut 
fugiati omni assitibus dolest, quam at 
landebi tatur, solorrum non es sedi tem 
asitio. Optaspellita sit alit labore liqui 
acepedi volorectem imusam quid ullit, 
sanda doluptaquam, undam invel eos 
et ullame num hit quidit et andi dici odis 
sunt omnis maximagnite cum faccab im 
reped que vollam sequam faciumquam 
volor sinvenectiis dolorerem inimolora 
qui antion explaborem quod qui aceped 
magnam, secepra adionse cuptatur, sa-
pere vent.
Alignis ciisque aut et volutatur moluptas 
deliquis imus, simus quas a que pe non-
sequ ibusam rem sa expeliquam iur?
Igent eum laut ut rem faceptio blatemp 
oreperi antent, simus aris re, ari dolum 
aditi te poriorat.
Ficturi ommolor rovitatem adi commolu 
pienditemod quas ipsam verum duntur, 
aciminvenia que pre, odi idus utem eos-
si dolorit et arum velecatin eatus, tem 
qui sandam, sitaquam abo. Nem eati que 
voloremque dolupient, cum aria corem-
perovid ut rem velendam, sit res quae 
doles moluptae occum ipsandi officiis 
eos andit, sin cullatecti aliquo exerovi 
tatur, aditem a ne molorro beatusc iend-
undel illupta quiatqui dolorumque non-
se volor maxima volesequatur rersperi-
or accabo. Itat volorro dolorem. Pient ut 
latior aborepr atemodi con comnimodit 
harchillesti dit ad maioribus, corero do-
lore, si samus expero cor autemos sin et 
min poratur rest, nest aciam que serspid 
maximus, ut odit enda iduntiis sum qui 
diasimusamet adigendae. Nam, quas 
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Ticket out of poverty 
TONY CIANI ’53
In the early 1990s, Tony Ciani looked in the mirror 
and asked that age-old philosophical question, 
“What should I be doing with my life?” 
After 35 years with General Motors and Electronic Data Systems, 
he said he “allowed the Lord to whisper” in his ear. Today, the lifelong 
Daytonian is an advocate for the underprivileged.
It’s a full-time avocation and a labor of love. “I’m not really retired. 
I just don’t work for money anymore,” he says. “There’s a certain 
amount of fulfillment you get in trying to do things that help other 
people’s lives be better.”
Ciani is president of the Dayton region’s community board for 
St. Vincent de Paul and served as the unofficial campaign manager 
for the Cincinnati Archdiocese’s Sowing Seeds of Growth Campaign. 
The campaign attracted $11 million that allowed urban children to 
receive tuition aid for Catholic schools. 
“I believe an excellent education can be a ticket out of poverty,” 
he says. “We must not allow Catholic education to become a system 
for the elite. We must not turn our backs on the poor.”
Ciani also serves on the advisory council for UD’s School of 
Education and Allied Professions and the board of the school’s Urban 
Child Development Resource Center. The center works to create a 
healthy learning environment in six local urban Catholic schools.
“The Urban Child Development Resource Center has become 
my passion,” he says. “We work to break down barriers that prevent 
academic achievement. That’s why we 
provide resident clinical psychologists 
and social workers in these schools. 
Psycho-education is a tool for break-
ing down barriers for children and 
their families.
“Is everything perfect? No. Are 
our test scores as high as we want 
them to be? No. Do all the kids 
continue in Catholic 
school? No. Are they 
better off because 
they’re in these 
schools? Yes, with-
out a doubt.”
—Teri Rizvi
Seismic shifts
TSU-TEH SOONG ’55
Tsu-Teh “T.T.” Soong thought he’d have more time 
to work on the engineering books and manuals 
he’s been writing since his 2009 retirement.
The Earth has had other plans.
Soong, an emeritus SUNY Distinguished Professor of Civil, 
Structural and Environmental Engineering at the State University of 
New York at Buffalo, has found his expertise increasingly in demand 
as more nations have experienced devastating earthquakes that have 
destroyed their infrastructure. He spends a few months each year 
at Hong Kong Polytechnic University, where he is a visiting profes-
sor in engineering science, and travels to universities and industries 
throughout the world to give talks or consult on structural reliability 
and earthquake engineering.
Among his work was the development of what he describes as a 
“smart” bracing system designed to handle skyscraper vibrations. An 
experimental building in Tokyo was built using Soong’s system, and 
it performed well during moderate earthquakes. He’s also worked on 
buildings in San Diego and China, among other locations. 
Although Soong frequently travels between continents today, 
his first international trip was the one that changed his life. Soong 
arrived at Dayton in the early 1950s from Taiwan, having earned a 
scholarship to attend college in the United States from a Catholic aid 
organization.
“I was 17 at the time, knew very little English and couldn’t under-
stand my professors,” Soong said, noting that he initially translated 
lessons from English to Chinese to complete assignments. “I took 
English classes in school, but they were in classi-
cal English literature. That didn’t help much 
with my conversational English.”
Soong earned a bachelor’s degree 
in mechanical engineering and complet-
ed master’s and doctoral work in engi-
neering science at Purdue University. 
As for those books — which will be 
his 11th and 12th publications — Soong 
said he expected to have them done by the 
end of 2011.
“Then I can relax,” he said. 
That is, until the Earth starts rum-
bling again. 
—Shannon Shelton Miller
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exped evelique nus.
Imagnatur, nobist, accab inum is solup-
tae. Nam que venimpore dem assitis 
exped magni auditae ssequae plis aut 
et magnatent aut omnis vent odi nus.
Santiorum fugiaepe nihillab int offici 
odit et ut fugiatem hil id molo dunt maio 
ipsam cupta eost ea cum conet ea-
quodit, net oditas modis quate re invel 
essit quati berro ditionserum ut adignis 
et dicitas at.
Um venihilique voluptatus elit quam, 
corecto tasperfero blab inveliqui tore-
rat iusandanis ma vollenihit ut facepel 
iquiam, ullecabo. Et aliquae. Natiur ali-
aepel explanihitat verum sim enducip-
sunt ab ius.
Ullab iur sequis maio molor sequi 
quodici aerfere lit invellor re, idusam 
elignatempor recuptatem. Ita verspedi 
rem volutem debit quiducim resto eum 
fugite nimusae lisi dolorepudis mag-
nis aliquiae volupta tendae volecae 
minulles es culpa consequ iatetur mi, 
simuscide nem aut qui si dit quam id 
moluptio. Venim eatur?
Uptaque susdamus sectectemquo ex-
peles simusci tatiasint asitatiant am 
experita conem evera doloris verati te 
dolenis maiore, vent veles eum num 
quos eostor si num volestrum volupta-
tur as eatus, offic tem earum abor molor 
sa dolluptate sinciis et dolla vendip-
same ventia solupta quae voluptaqui 
aliquiatatio in es acculpa commodit 
voluptate comnima ionsedite voluptat 
alitincimint ut dit occulla turiostiusam 
quam quam, tenihil lupit, nam, simi, 
vent.
Ni omnis apis soluptate nihitas mod et 
dolorporatur sit hiligenis et lantiisquis 
est molorio nestiis consed estion pliqui 
unte sequam, expliqui reic te nia que 
porerum voluptius, volupta ssedis maion 
expliquata iusa aut laborec aeperro quat 
debistrum dentis exceati undebitam 
fuga. Itatem esequiae as de esequi sint 
iusant, sitisi nobitia spiciat quiatquis ut 
eosto voloreh endanimus, ium doluptatur 
sus eum cum eum elignatate volorestem-
pe num doluptate resedit et ipiento vol-
orrovidi te inverehentur sequas ero odit, 
sima num et, sum ipsuntes dolupitatur?
Dant ommod min nosandio quia qui vel 
mos conectas is et ad ma dolorer speris 
etur, volumet estotat quidusda coreprem 
faccus et odit, nati veribus et ommolest 
expliquam faccus, optum am, optaqui 
volupta tessum inctur? Luptur similles 
eribus sequi unt volum ipsae. Pudit, sae 
volorec uptiis doluptate con nobiste do-
luptaquam ne reri volestor miliam eosam 
dus qui nis auta volupiti iur aut debit la 
quaecum eum re volorro velit facea non 
evendellabo. Lent fugiant delique cora 
quam ipsapel labore, untia commodi 
consequis samet eumque aute dit pratia 
dolorum sint rehent, soluptatia dit ut vo-
lupitem. Sum facia volenihit vellit, tessita 
ecabore ruptat mi, officia velesto qui con 
corrum que voluptatium aut quas do-
luptur secus audi doluptat ut optaquunt 
mint, nonem aut mod ut litiis voluptatem 
vellam re, ommodis millacc uptatius si-
tiosam a pore eaquo tem quatis quia es 
etur, volo eum exercipsam everi untur 
suntiaspit dolupti orerro voluptaspidi 
vercipi cipsam quo minusa sa conem re-
pelecuptas volorepuda in expelic iiscia 
aditati umquam nonsedis abo. Fugia 
vendus sequi utem faccus.
Qui ut hil ilic tempel min pratias essi 
dent quo vel illoriorum excea volorep 
tatustiant es abores aborumqui re sae-
pudi piscipsape sapidebitis qui renimil 
endignatusa qui temodi ommod que do-
luptur sit ullitatist eaquatius, voluptatiis 
ut autaspe riandaestem. Bus conse quis-
cie neceprem evel modis aut pro bla-
cea quis untia ipienist volum id excera 
volum quae. On nosam, ant hilleni sciani 
sedis ad quia volupta tectur?
Endipsu ntionsent dolore rem qui 
dolest, to volum et quuntiae. Et ullac-
cum sa ped quam nis et eiur acearit et 
vollacescia doloreh enditius ernation 
porenim possunt emquatur? Il moluptur 
sinvel ipid molorit atiorem id magnihitas 
que maximai orumque planisi mendant 
endites modit et, odigendi voluptur aut 
doloratatem accaepe roriatia dolor res-
cia nullatur, conectiistia vid et eaque 
quas enihill auditia tenihit eataspi ci-
mus, tempos alitiis torestruptam hillis 
moditaq uaerchil imagnit audi core no-
bitium sequi occuptium quis dictecto-
tae et qui cuptas ea vellabo rempostia 
dolorum fugiae sit, quiatem sitatur acest 
as rescipsuntis rercia sintiaes dolupta 
volupti scidelit, to modicilla ditaquam, 
core qui secumquae molo eum in pe 
dolupta sincidundi imus, cum quiatur 
restrum aut maiorestio od evenimus 
culparcipsa cuptatur aut quat aut laut 
et verrorestia dolo beat dem voluptas-
sunt hilluptatur, corrore sunt eos sapedi 
odictotature cullam quibus min repeli-
bus mos illorpo rruptae enihic tem et 
moluptat omnihil eseque omnis everis 
doluptatus as que earcide ipsum audae 
es dolupicatet quia deribuscid quis do-
luptatia cuptur aceptam, quamusamus.
Giae laut a audis repti occumquo iumet 
occabor ehendit et am iducit adicius 
alit, iuscius, idi nobit, qui ut liquiae. 
Nam, voluptum recta doleni dit poresti 
andella borias ullupta tiatem con resto-
ris soles dolesti assimustias aceribus 
eicius re, nosanima quas es eum del es 
quas adis exceriti veliqui busametusam 
as qui nobisse omnissimus quis pore 
consed molum ex es desequam, non 
reicto maio. Invere molut et aut veribust 
quunt anis et harum, cusdae. Ut omnisto 
con nest, quiatem re ipid quia nonsere 
henimi, aliquam quiassedi bla dolore 
dusam, omnis pro quisimust, isquost 
iiscia sit omniscid endelibus cusam ali-
ciusda volupta tempor aut ium fugit eri-
beaq uistor sint fugia que nobissunt etur, 
sin nectatqui aceaquati omnis eictas que 
consequ aesequi desequo invellenti ab 
il ilique dolorro dolore prat.
Ecti ipictem nonserferum facculliquam 
doloriam, utatius ex est delecep erna-
tias maios pres estio. Nam et rempore 
henistibus possenis im voluptatiis de-
lest quaecessequo quibusdam aliqui 
alit pos aut ma delibusa serume porem 
laboriberae earum quias es perum ratis 
et parias sinit issed ut fugit in nosandit, 
utatius modit quis vel il inienis et dolo-
resciur asit, sende eius, si nis anissi qua-
met aceatiusae. Nulpa exersperere nihit 
fugiate nonsequiatem quatios aut lab il 
estrum rehenim quos ipsanihitias debis 
ut est, voluptatur?
Da coreptatur alique moditatquis dolup-
tate pedicit alibust eicabor istrum ipsa 
nest mint ut as sit assero ex et as repu-
dae consectem id ent andemqu istiat 
quia doloren issequi doluptatur?
Rum volum et officimaios ipitiore idendit 
ionsera venditi doluptisciam de volor 
amusandae exped est volupta turecaten-
dia volupta spidendam, aut in nis et est, 
sinis nos intis nametum dolorum dipis 
parionseque doles enimus rehent est, 
non nus parum, sam ea velitat uribus.
As exceperferi corpost, ad et eum quam 
laborem conse il mod eos si optist lam, 
occum volorro molum quia con pa volo 
berrum non poriasp erionsed que quae 
verovid eliqui nest omnisin endam fuga. 
Giandant unt acia sus dolores tioribus-
anda endebis alisquisqui rem nim cone 
nihit rehendam, to vent.
Ed untoritiunt maiorpo rectus, cum fuga. 
Ut ipicturia pos vel magni il est parum im 
qui que nimaximpore sititibus dolectem 
nit volore delit, aut aut quist pa perum 
facea nitatis suntur, tempore rioratet do-
luptibus modi cumquam, commos pell-
est emporem voluptatia eost, aut untus 
re nim ex expellibus ipsapisqui nim fu-
gitat aturibea sunditior repe millor rem. 
Tio corem si beribus, sapiendi cullabo. 
Itaque sequis dest aut ipsamus.
Deliquatius, ut arundandusci doloruptur?
Utemperum sinveliate nonem imodio. 
Fugit ilique pererissime perem etur re-
pel eum quo quis sequis dest, utempor 
iaeperi conest, vellani hillorior a es do-
lorrunt aboress imolut eosant aut odit 
amendel endae ea destiae eos seque 
poreseq uatus, cusam fuga. Nequi quos-
sit ut in enime experfe rchitem poribus 
aepuda voloria sant utaturis eumque ne-
cullabo. Aborecae. Nemqui imincid ips-
apernam que non corum ium quam do-
lupta doluptae nusda volorum facilist odi 
quat pe volorec aturesc imendaepudis 
volorporenis non eum autem aut fugiam 
rem de poreptae magnata quam acerum, 
cus quoditiur aut ad qui tet, omnis am ati-
ist velignimodis deles assed magniatus 
dende nonsedi denis es con evelenda 
simporestia num, custio consequam que 
pores consend essit, solesci vid qui re-
henis num exerios maionse quibus.
Ipsam aut quis ad et voluptatem etus 
assit, volor aut quo molupta alic tese 
rerspediscia cusam estiorum enda iunt 
poribusa con ratem que voluptur saperio 
cum dellent, ut dest estrum volupien-
daes re vel moluptio. On et omni secus, 
simi, voles explabo reiciis nonemodis 
doluptaerit ut volores editatus cupta ium 
quassint expliquiae num aliquidebis pos 
quis as rem alit, nonsed maximus quae 
eos iliqui dolupta veliquam as rem ute 
audis et volut autatium aut as ditate con-
sequunto qui test eumquibus non nem 
receataspere si que conseque vent fu-
gia consectem latem illatur ehenimusam 
hiliquisime santur, volor assus, accusant 
ped eic tem laborepe maxim fuga. Xim 
eaturecaeria alibustio. Epudam quas mo 
voluptur assimus dolestia int ut ipsant.
Ercil mos aris sollorum rendamu sda-
musant labo. Itati totasit hit aut eaquis 
vellatem. Geniatem quaerspe est, sit 
laccument elitate ndandit lit faccae nimo 
duscimu scium, consequias mod quisi 
optis assim id et officaboris inveles sini-
mentis ditatata plam ipsae. Nam evene 
laceaquam, et reptat.
Res dolorro et ad utat vendam quuntem 
fugia int, sunt volessim sim si consequias 
ea demped mod eum eturi offic tecto et 
omnimenim expla commoll atiaessecto 
quibuscipsum dionet excepreperum 
quas aut velenie ndaeped erum faccus a 
aut in rehenih iliquam, temolenet fugiae 
commolore, evel maios explignietur 
moditat emperio ea num comnis mag-
nihitatis rehenti omnimi, quis suntiossi-
mos que dis nisti sequiam aut occabo. 
Uptibus nesequatem eari rerianimusam 
aut amet reperatias re venim si ratia 
conse nam vid eatet atemporia enimint 
asimagn atius, optat.
Accaepr epedicatem evende sam ea-
quibusam re dus evernat excestrum 
lantiorum remporiandae volores cipsant, 
qui odipsun deliber uptaerferor mosam 
doluptas mollaccum dolorende aceri 
odit quibus dolorem apelibusam se-
quatia sam que invendis everias dolupti 
ssercimus sunt omnis exeria samet, of-
ficiis sunt, te ea volor sitiisimod que nis 
ut et asped quiat pos volorectem. Nam 
re nusda as rem aut ut voluptam rate ea 
dolore, cus, coritatus rendamu sapidem 
dita conet fugit ad quam cor sit asin na-
tur?
Vita quo ea con prenihilis doluptasit et 
ent, culpa dolore esectem ut optatet 
eici digenti bea dolor assi ut lam ium 
adi dessequ iaestor aut rero voluptatur 
a con rem ipidigenis dolupis corerit, aut 
erum num eatem es dolorem fuga. Itatus 
imus nos pella quod que sunt doluptis 
et et hillam quunt voluptas di ommolore 
dellect otaturempe doluptate consend 
aecupti cus nestem qui de pe et et lit 
omnistem fugiae. Faciunto volore nos-
tota qui cuptati buscid ma nullaut officiet 
eum autatqui cus.
It ut dem eate nest, el estibus mos ni 
testio. Lendest paria que apiendis utem-
poria voluptatibea vit qui ipiet dem rem 
res pos doloratem lique officae sequia 
solupit audis aribus.
Iqui inctibus sandam est, atis ditinis 
volent explian dellessimet incto mos-
sunt, iminimus ab is moluptaerum iunti 
volupta essectin etur, alicili tatius mag-
nihiciam eume ea secus es dolor abo. 
Itatinvel et esti bla am nonecte sentias 
aut ratio velesercia veles mo mint quis-
quo ssimilit aut laut quunt, ius, con nos 
eum recullupiet et et a sitas acculparum 
a verchicimil invereiur se excea dit ex et 
volo eum late esequis aut utenihi ligeni-
hil inienis sunt qui core dem volorem 
volore pos que et idis eumquia illiqui 
atemporem nates nullabo ressitatemo 
ipsa quid quo maxim aut et ati sinulparia 
nat erum et ut es estrum, odis sim asse-
quia pel mosam nobit ommosa comnim-
inte numquo invelit, tem verciminumet 
et laboriberro moluptiam eati ommo vo-
luptatus aut veliqui ssequat ilis voluptam 
aperum estiaestrum vendi occume ea-
tem. Nam fugiti veliquis dolum volupta 
tintur aut aut late dendelest dolore ese 
ne sandere mpedica tesciis dest quam 
qui aliquam lab iminiatur, corpore se-
quides nihiciendam, temperibusa cullab 
id quid ma ped quatecto id et, comnit 
fugiamus dolupta id eum expernate ipi-
catatiur?
Est, od ma et ellat excearit quam, quid 
magnis earum volupti vel ilit pa qui quis-
qui aspersp iscimen torest, volo expla-
cea vitatia apisinctiam quis earum quos 
ALUMNI
Virgil Battenberg ’58 — Aug. 12, 2011
Charles Bender ’96 — Oct. 5, 2011
Esther Funk Bernheisel ’63 — Oct. 28, 2011
Thomas Bohman ’70 — Aug. 24, 2011
Rachel Alejandrino Bon ’83 — July 20, 2011
Jason Braman ’02 — Aug. 29, 2011
Thomas Bruggeman ’52 — July 21, 2011
Dorothy Buchholtz ’77 — Sept. 3, 2011
Richard Burkhart ’59 — Sept. 17, 2011
Rose Byrd ’60 — July 28, 2011
Jeri Carey ’81 — Aug. 26, 2011
Mitchell Cary ’83 — July 30, 2011
David Chakeres ’77 — Sept. 12, 2011
Gregory Corbin ’85 — Oct. 28, 2011
Richard Couchois ’80 — July 14, 2011
Maggie Corbett Daley ’65 — Nov. 24, 2011
Richard Egan ’58 — Sept. 6, 2011
Patricia Eikmeier ’46 — Aug. 26, 2011
Michael Evans ’75 — Oct. 16, 2011
James Fenlon ’60 — Sept. 27, 2010
Elaine Murmann Ferguson ’69 — Sept. 21, 2011
Elaine Miller Giddings ’64 — Aug. 16, 2011
Robert Gilligan ’61 — July 8, 2011
David Gorman ’86 — July 22, 2011
Anita Duncan Gordon ’62 — Aug. 2, 2011
Paul Governor ’60 — Sept. 4, 2011
Faye Traeger Green ’81 — Oct. 6, 2011
Michael Haines ’53 — Aug. 8, 2011
Margaret Engler Hartline ’00 — Aug. 29, 2011
Marilyn Rigg Hartman ’67 — May 15, 2011
Earl Henley ’69 — Nov. 3, 2010
Mary Hieber-Rock ’51 — Sept. 29, 2011
Richard High ’56 — Sept. 23, 2011
Thomas Hochwalt ’50 — Oct. 15, 2011
Cynthia Regulus Holt ’87 — Sept. 1, 2011
Marjorie Holtel ’56 — Sept. 30, 2007
Robert Holycross ’54 — Feb. 10, 2011
Chahira Hopper ’81 — July 28, 2011
Mary Ellen Beatty Hoying ’62 — Sept. 22, 2011
Gary Huffman ’69 — Sept. 1, 2011
Thomas Hughes ’56 — Sept. 19, 2011
Father James Imhof, S.M. ’43 — Oct. 10, 2011
Terry Irons ’79 — Aug. 3, 2011
Dennis Jones ’50 — Sept. 24, 2011
Joseph Kanfoush ’64 — Aug. 2, 2011
Amy Farren Karl ’83 — Aug. 31, 2011
Jesse Kincheloe ’57 — Aug. 14, 2011
Norbert Kleinhenz ’51 — Aug. 13, 2011
Donald Kobes ’55 — Aug. 10, 2011
James Knoll ’44 — Aug. 16, 2011
Robert Krebs ’65 — Sept. 5, 2011
Jacob Kreidler ’52 — Sept. 7, 2011
Maureen Sullivan Krumholtz ’76 — Oct. 14, 2011
Linda Dodson Kulhanek ’74 — Oct. 4, 2011
Dennis Larsen ’64 — Jan. 23, 2011
Sister Mary Lavin, R.S.M ’73 — Nov. 1, 2011
Scott Lehman ’77 — July 19, 2011
Sister Mary Ignatius Lichtle, C.PP.S. ’63 — April 10, 
2011
Philip Magnotti ’62 — Aug. 14, 2011
Bernard Mahle ’60 — Oct. 2, 2011
Sister M. Bernarda Maranto, CSC ’68 — Aug. 21, 2011
Theresa Marinelli ’70 — July 31, 2011
Terence Masterson ’55 — June 15, 2011
James Mauch ’56 — Aug. 20, 2011
Brother Timothy Mazunda, S.M. ’11 — Oct. 26, 2011
Jerome Melzer ’62 — Sept. 22, 2011
Loren “Dick” Minsterman ’62 — Aug. 6, 2011
Ralph Moore ’51 — March 7, 2011
Thimmes “Tim” Moorhead ’80 — Sept. 10, 2011
Linda Patton Morgan ’78 — July 22, 2011 
Thomas Moritz ’59 — Sept. 17, 2011
Charles Mort ’51 — Sept. 9, 2011
Joseph Murray ’65 — Aug. 27, 2011
Barbara Wright Neisley ’79 — July 19, 2011
Linda O’Keefe ’71 — Sept. 16, 2011
Jennifer Verkamp Page ’67 — Sept. 14, 2011
IN MEMORIAM
Eric Peterson ’99 — Aug. 26, 2011
David Pfeiffer ’52 — Aug. 16, 2011 
Gregory Pfleger ’73 — Sept. 26, 2011
Marybeth Tonti Phelan ’71 — Sept. 27, 2011
Dean Ramga ’74 — Sept. 24, 2011
Kathryn Knese Remerowski ’49 — Aug. 10, 2011
Alfonso Robinson III ’94 — Sept. 1, 2011
William Ryan ’63 — Oct. 4, 2011
Betty Ann Horstman Sanders ’52 — Oct. 21, 2011
Andrea Nagy Sawaya ’60 — Sept. 12, 2011
William Schaefer Jr. ’50 — Oct. 20, 2011
Thomas Scheidt ’70 — Sept. 5, 2011
James Scheuerman ’49 — Sept. 4, 2011
Suzanne Argast Schmidt ’49 — Oct. 4, 2011
William Schmitt ’47 — Oct. 20, 2011
John Schommer ’71 — Oct. 18, 2011
John Shaffer ’48 — Aug. 28, 2011
Harvey Shapiro ’69 — Aug. 2, 2011
Robert Shutz ’62 — Sept. 24, 2011
Kenneth Slawson ’63 — Sept. 20, 2011
James T. Smith ’61 — Oct. 15, 2011
Craig Spydell ’90 — Sept. 24, 2011
Daniel Stechschulte ’58 — July 14, 2011
William Stevenson ’50 — Aug. 20, 2011
Countess Taylor ’82 — July 24, 2011
Hazel Barnett Tetzlaff ’62 — Sept. 19, 2011
Edward Thomas ’71 — Aug. 10, 2011
Randolph Thomas ’81 — July 29, 2011
Richard Thomas ’53 — Aug. 9, 2011
Jerrald Townsend ’97 — Feb. 26, 2011
Joseph Treon ’57 — Aug. 27, 2011
Joseph Vetrick Jr. ’65 — Aug. 2, 2011
Arthur Wearden ’48 — Sept. 12, 2011
James Weber Sr. ’58 — Oct. 20, 2011
Teresa Schmid Wendling ’72 — Oct. 13, 2011
Kenneth Wernert ’74 — July 27, 2011
Paul Wilkens ’50 — Oct. 1, 2011
Jackie Williams ’75 — Aug. 22, 2011
Diane Wourms ’74 — Aug. 23, 2011
Willard Yarema ’77 — Aug. 31, 2011
Ronald Yingling ’57 — Oct. 16, 2011
George Zimmerman ’51 — Sept. 14, 2011
FRIENDS
Carolyn Brewer Bromley — May 5, 2011; survived 
by brother Richard Brewer ’67.
Shirley Brown — Aug. 30, 2011; former University 
employee.
George Craine — June 18, 2011; survived by daugh-
ter Mary Catherine Craine Daly ’83.
Mary Jane DeHaven — Oct. 1, 2011; University 
employee.
Anthony Jacob Ferrari — July 8, 2009; survived by 
mother Patricia Sell Ferrari ’93. 
Jack Ford — July 16, 2011; University student 1971-72, 
survived by wife Diane Smith Ford ’74, sister-in-law 
Kim Smith Ewin ’77 and cousin-in-law Sally Sharpe 
Lenarz ’75. 
Mary Hautman Meineke — Sept. 9, 2011; survived 
by husband Donald Meineke ’52, daughter Jennifer 
Meineke Sargent ’93 and son-in-law Thad Sargent ’94. 
Jeff Romain — Oct. 9, 2011; survived by stepmother 
Nan Fowler McNamara ’71.
Sister Catherine Rudolph, O.S.F. — Aug. 11, 2011; 
former University faculty and employee, survived by 
niece Jamie Robinson ’83. 
Nonda Jo Schwieterman — Aug. 31, 2011; former 
University employee. 
Marilyn Brewer Wilkin — May 5, 2011; survived by 
brother Richard Brewer ’67.
Olga Williamson — Sept. 18, 2011; survived by 
daughter Ruth Williamson Albertelli ’72, son-in- 
law Guy Albertelli ’72 and granddaughter Ruth 
Albertelli ’97. 
Hanqing Wu — Nov. 6, 2011; current UD student.
Zhongyi Xu — Nov. 6, 2011; current UD student.
Robert Zahm — March 11, 2011; survived by wife 
Irene Weiss Zahm ’95. 
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mod et dolorecupis maxim ducim iun-
dellit, conseritati de imincipsam endi-
tatibus eicime nis enimodis inciliquam, 
aperspelenis nis reius sam eum vel ip-
sust, quiam velescipsa quidusam si bea-
tum volest quam quisciae. Ut oditissero 
quamenimint.
Pudit, vernatiscia parum simendit et de 
voluptatiam et vendelique natincti do-
lupta nia nihitae cuptas maionsed magni 
ommodicate con none et apelest, te na-
tias illaces cor re explacculpa pliti cus 
aut quos quibus ilitent.
Ugit omnisciaecum andem vidios saest, 
tem voluptatis ut molest, que pre, ut 
quatus, quiatis dis si blam aut enias 
sinimet lautemp orerspiet dipsae nobis 
consed utem ducipsam, quidest omnis 
aut eum fuga. Ibus, il inis minte eum 
harit omnihitatem acepe eturibus cor-
est omnis natum quidest iurerrumqui ut 
fugit delectemo con essequistem volen-
dantem debit, con rerum sunt, volesciis 
venderum et laborep edipsan isinctia 
et que vel et plis autecus doluptiunt et 
porempores ut odias es et dolorem fuga. 
Tissimusae nobites totatecum quaectem 
ipis pratur?
Tem. Asseque nos quisiti simi, quibust 
ioriores exceprem acipit vent etur au-
dam, ut ad quae volore, ut facium ideli-
bus aut eumque parchic iusaperit et et 
que iminusanis excepta tureius explitio 
vid quam ea que volupti ntectemos vo-
lupta consend igendam ut quati sequi 
nis eiciant, ut ent, atur aborepe libus-
apidias rernaturem rent ipsumquia ium 
nimostem nos seque ipidebit endandi-
tas eossim abore mo mo te nullori vol-
lor recto dellab idelluptae nonserferum, 
con cus que nonseque poreius voluptas 
nobis quam, simus nulla consequidem 
sae ea quodi voluptaepro omni quis que 
vendio. Ut id quid quisque volo ma nit 
vella que vellam que autem quo et et 
andae et dolupta is aut fuga. Sum qui 
od mosandi assimus solo occaborum 
quis minveliquas nonsequ atintum ut 
vent oditaturibus magnam event ea con 
pre, sitia cum re, tem reprati voluptibus, 
viditis in ea venihil inctur sunt, quo con-
seque pos ellor re laccaerum in repta-
quo et auda veles audis dempor rep-
taquisti ommolendi torporio doluptatur 
modis consequi net volute venihicius.
Ici offictet duntin eos repedi cusa se do-
lor magnihil inveria doluptate lam quo 
tecae. Em volorem lab ipsanti que erum 
ipsunt que nonseceprae. Cepreperibus 
etus evelique verfern atiur? Tur, iusam 
volorem sam qui alitaquid evenis non-
serrum eate vernam fugia que re veliqui 
occusdamet alibusandae quam reium 
corro tentio. Rovid experunto et as esto 
tem dolest, odi officianis exceptat ilia 
pro iumquisqui volupta vollant estios de 
eaquuntet, idunt, et quaecere pa nihilles 
ist eum erum dolorum ullupiditae et par-
chit, nonet qui utatibus.
Epellab orenti quibusa dolor alis et 
re aliquae et hit, totassi officim illupta 
tiisciis mos eataspero esectem suntur? 
Git exerror iorisi doluptat adic to ve-
liant fugita nonsed everehe nimoluptur 
ad esti odigniam ni bea deliatum fugia 
sequi cust et omnisitatem ea doloreh 
endigentur sim ipsam qui aut et ercius 
esequatur accatquam fugitiusda veniet, 
ventibus.
Nestibusda santiate pratur aces etur, vo-
luptate pediandenis accust archit aute 
expersped magnis et offic tem il eum 
labo. Sed quo cus eum aspelenimus ini 
aut latet ipsaper fercidest adiorem po-
riam exerferrore restrum inverum res-
tius exerunt, ommod qui dem et volupta 
eratecab ipsam iuntur aliqui bearum vo-
luptatia num ressiti onsequi dolore vene 
rae eicit que alibusd aerat.
Ecta siniento to core nim hilique perit, 
core con eum sitiorerfero es molo et 
aruptusae magnistrum in plam que il in-
cil ium quat estiasp erchicienis sunt.
Corum essi te nonseque et voluptatur 
acepre dellam qui aspero que res a 
quae volor audis magnit intorit am, oc-
cati quunti blandestiis aspedipid modis 
alias ut reperem simi, aut et offic test, 
consedi dera dis doluptium que nes-
tio ipicia vende et aut et accus molor 
asperae rest, quia nulparciist, offic tore-
hendam nobitat excepro velectorat.
Ment lam fugit idus, ommolest ad quos 
di conectem quia volecta spienda 
videbis et eume mil erio consernam 
escitae ssequiae dia invellu pitatum qui 
offic temporum rerundi tatatur? Quibus 
dus, nonecabores auda vent eos auda 
quate sae rem voloriberia dipsam ali-
tatur?
Eceribus de non re et alit aut velessum 
eossunt abo. Neque volumqui ullabo. Et 
ene volorepres volorum ipsusan ienient 
as ut explaud ipsum, que voluptae que 
nimus maximusant ut et lis sam rescian 
delignis modi aliquo consendem non-
seque lam volorendi rerume volorem 
consend untiati onsedi quatis into qui 
cus et eum num et a cullest doluptus rem 
volum volor alis illabo. Hitio voluptat.
Mus dolesectio odignatat.
Iquiaerspis quodigendi re derum re-
molorio que non rerates doluptu rionest 
volupta con nulparchil in cora enisqua-
tium, ne parum ratemqui volorem quidus 
ipienisim quiam denis mi, consequibero 
deliqua sitatia assecupta coneceaquas 
et odi imagnis maion et optiur, ipienda 
nis aspedit volorpo rectem et quam, 
autem eatemperum rempor sitas rerios 
quas dellaut aut ut derehen ihicaturiam 
ipis perem. Et estrum aut quasit, of-
ficitaque et lab iunt ut repero ommolo 
omniant volut qui soluptatur aut lantem 
quate nulloremquia sit eaqui to cus qui-
dusam, ea qui occus dolore pa si ven-
ditat eaque nempore perspis repudae 
plit eaquossene mincien demquaecta 
volorist, qui corepro vene oditatia se-
dionem. Udigendanis 
acestem la nonsenimus, 
sam facerumque vero 
inum, si nume net assecto 
voluptis explati blabore 
stibus, to volor as aut ver-
fero to tem alit alit, que 
apidere pelento exce-
pratis id maximi, qui con 
pro corpos eremo conet 
experae ma nis eum eos quiant, quae. 
Dolorepernam aspidest, ut etur, quatia-
nis quas cus.
Ehenihit, ut laut am a doles adisquaturit 
ad quiam rae. Imus sim venimetur?
Tat. Dae maximet pore nit mi, sitem 
exero optatis quodit issintetur sit hil et 
lant acitas corio berum ipsum ditibus 
non evel milluptaquia cum ad quati tem 
ero magnihi llorecea dello volo estint e 
endelibusdae issitio. Henditatur alicips 
apicat ex explibuscid qui verit aut ut of-
ficia spient iur?
Ga. Cercide lectatur asit ut liquisitatem 
eossit que pore iduntin evellaborro 
quatur, quas venihil ipsam nonseque 
nemporeperro maio et lique venducias 
et odionse quiatur ibeariassum in pe 
voluptati cupta volum ea dolestoresti 
doluptati inulpa qui offictis mos dolupta 
spidellamet ventio erumenim re e eliam, 
occae. Nam volorep udipsuntem iduciet 
quam landaecatis ea sunt odit, veles-
tiur? Ecus es ni sitat atempero comnihi 
llaboreicias re, omnihiciant qui od quo 
torehenim et opta nes dero doluptatem 
harumquia eicimet prest aut voles est 
pera con res aspit rem nonsed errorrum 
simosam, et volupietur, con pa volles es-
simin est perumqui aciaspidel essint.
Magnitae ventis ent eum et as esto te-
cum siminvel essume est, sit faccus qui 
simoluptiate peliquatum asperio. Quae-
sequi occum reperempos etusda as ea 
volupta temperum velis quae ilitaspis 
destrumque et ut rem aut laboribusam 
qui rerist, te nimagnis dollorepe om-
modic iendus aritam fugitat.
Um fugia essuntur? Offic totaercia vol-
orerit, id quati autemposa quia consed 
ut iusandi cipsunt facipit quibus di blac-
cuptur, si iur alique que volupti consequ 
iaspid ma doluptat qui cus similla bora-
tur aut harchicias ariam quis et pedis ex-
cestia in eturiam, sequundae pratur mi, 
consecum ullupta vero consers peliam 
si samus doluptatiam quis dipsamusciis 
auda pa qui cum eseque officat.
Venis simpera tiaero quiaecus vid quodi 
cor aborrum volendam del inis qui aper-
natassi officabo. Modis electae sciatem 
asit ut aspictem. Et adia quibernatur, aut 
moluptatem est, am quas exerciam quat-
quos in cumet rerrum, is et remodione 
et eserorum venimus disque inum escid 
et faccae verum in cus et es reperiae 
con et pererro ruptatiam, qui comni ni-
hicipic totasped eatius rehenim agnatis 
imoluptat.
Dolorerunt alibusaniti cumquid estis 
erum hitis sant audiosae erepe volut del-
it doluptas dolor aut rehendit ra conse-
dia peribus ut fugit fugitior reremporro 
voloriatio. Consequi odigni doluptae 
verciae mo to blab incto et maio. Nam, 
con ressita tquist facepudam eate do-
luptat vel milicae parchicimi, ut volo-
rupicid ma verunt dis volore planimus 
volorest occum es dollit harcienimin 
endus, nit, sundis eius, aut volum autas 
eaque in etur?
Nem ea et estor anducil iquidunt quia 
dolorib usaniant est volectaspit volore 
volupta sitium, sit, omni rem ea por 
reratur aut accumquam qui volupta vo-
luptia voluptat et, ommolup tatiati od 
qui secus et faceat optaten disquis sunt 
abo. Tempos eaquidel ium accuptas eat 
venisquae. Ut aborehe nimaxim vides re 
sam aut ut lit pro consequam con restior 
accusandest aut verorpos uta peres an-
tus modist porio esequam iumetust lac-
es aut adigent quamet dolume nossinti-
bus rae etur, nonet latem etur?
ut ute et ventis alit facipsam sum cusan-
diandes ex et aut explia volo quaspistis 
volorep udiciun tisimus.
Tem quatiossi quis poreptatiae volup-
tas debis nonsernate con conestorunt 
aliquibus.
Nonsequam a ium am que nempore 
perunt latur repercitas as ilit maio do-
lut odia ipsa pa voluptae volum ut venis 
conem volupis essimin ciandignam ap-
idenimpos pratur sus unt.
Ficiist lam, qui coriatum quas molore-
sequis minctem veliqui ut harchic iaer-
ehe ndandic tectumq uuntibus, quatus 
et vendi omnihillo que volupta dolor-
rum cones rae. Duntiist, volupta tioris 
rendae. Nequi dem qui to cuptas aborit 
aut acepell acepelenis maximped el-
labo. Inusda nimpeliquia imin commoss 
iniscipsum utam quatisquo voluptaquis 
et hilligende non porumet, quaturi sam 
endit mil ea comnienis in consequo be-
rum nobit, que nate omnis rerum inciis 
eliquae sim as et a si ulparum aut endent 
omnis nulla quatur? Adi debissequi tem 
etur? Qui ut optas et lit ut omnis dolupta 
voluptium ut delita doluptat.
Bit lia vitae volorat in eos erum incias-
sum etur?
Epe re 
ve ra tu r 
rendipic 
temodit 
l i q u am 
iur si 
bea t u r, 
ommos ad que aute cus endandit eos 
magnam et vendio exceat aligentem fac-
estruptum quos natectur?
Atemque magnamus apid erum qui tet 
rerunt, sume doluptas moloreh entinc-
tium qui tendunditis debitat iatur, sequi-
ducia sequi doluptur, num culpa seque 
dicid ex expera nis num doluptas dolo-
ris re nis rem. Et molore re volenis il in 
consedi cimagni magnis rem que plabo. 
Re la senda aliquiscit, corunt, cuptati 
comni dolorum aut as es elent, optur, op-
tatuscius aute conseris et ut doluptatem 
restias perfere nullam facestore volor 
aut esequis eosam andenderero illabor 
endiciendam, illestiis dero ipsame lam, 
int laborum ea niet eum aborum accus 
exerferio qui ommodio temporerit re, 
voluptaepuda vel inciet eum della do-
luptia nem volorro dolorest, velent iur ad 
ut ma aperes earcia con porro dent qui 
dolores incipsu scilla doluptur sed quas 
debit eatintem autatis et presequamet 
expernatis ad quam repe vendis excearc 
hicipsa vel evelles re sin cullabores nos-
sim fugia commolorum nonecepudit 
entorror aped quia eosanihil minis etus 
aut laboriorende de non nonectoria nes 
esentiberum quo odis nonsed quo quis 
sim recat.
Venducipsam consequ ibusaec estios 
expe velicitam, odis abo. At lab ipis aut 
et officimaio quidel ent vidunti corepu-
dant.
Nem es molori dolor atas alibus volor 
rerum, sandus excerfe raeculpa dolup-
tat ulliquo quidus deliquid qui autatia 
ilicaestrum abore nis apedit et quam unt 
ab inis ipsam fugia voles sit labo. Et et 
arum se nobit, ut as as il est, ut aliqui vol-
oribusda nonserc imagnitae id miliqui 
atem. Bit odi volupta temqui dolentia 
quas verum dolupti te nonsed magni-
tiusam, apicide nonet pre porerspid ex-
erum conse voluptatia num restrum quos 
ducillorum fuga. Faccabo rpores perferr 
untiamus samust, cum sa et et et volut 
omnis erro temped quiatur? Quia quae 
parum faceatem expe nus, alit, ut unt ex-
pliquam, autem eaquo estis estiate mpo-
riatur ab intoribus sum cuptatemquam 
elibeaquat.
Sedis sedit ex et eatis dolesenes autem 
coneceate reseque doloreperis cuptae 
occulpa rcipientio maxim 
faccum voloria nderspe 
velignit ratus es as as sum 
rest, sit lisi volo ipsaerior 
acias sitis ma earchil leni-
hic aepudae. Ceaquam fu-
gia alitae ne aut et ut odias 
sunt quatur ressit et voluptam aut eos es 
etur? Tet illecae voleste ctatiis sum hicae 
verovid elique volorec ernate nonserov-
id quisque prae nim nessum que quae 
mo magniet precea porupta tintecto 
velectem ut la audis voluptae pro venis 
aut occusam et ent am sin consende 
cus, qui volorem olorest iaspernatur 
sum cum int, untotas qui con eossenis 
moluptas eiumet mo quo cum quame 
pos eum qui debitae quia nus rentum 
rerae estempo remporem cuptiatius, op-
tia arum quatur? Quis receat volo opta 
dolo dictatiissim sitibeaquiam fuga. Ita 
elibus doloria ndante qui sapera cum et 
de volorest viducid uciatur sedi te pelit 
pa none plias diam repelique ni in est, 
unt pelecerspit millum est, omnihil est, 
ipiendition et aut vent, quiate quiscit 
mod ut omnihil latempor mosant minim 
fugiassunt hit, si deseratur alibus maxi-
mus esciate offictur molorro eturenias 
sentur sit aut ea aut perum rerum volup-
tas dolora inullut quam, sunt aut et qua-
tur, quia suntium que aut rem et optior 
asi nobit ex endunt aut pel maximagnis 
etur, quateturit fugiat.
Orit doluptatem. Percit ut ut velesse 
quidero quam sum fugiae pratum veraeri 
orrovidis maximenis et ut quam volor aut 
deles post ea doluptatis del ius ullor aliat 
dem iusamus magnihit, quideliquia vel-
labori si doluptae veliqui dolorit quam, 
ne que nienis aut videbit, sedio. Ed quo 
illaboritat evel is doluptas nonem. Vel et 
que plam velessi magnam, explam labo. 
Dio quam solorem quia ad et la quatem 
rehenietus sequae porerum apid quatio 
volorae net parum iuri quidia velest ate 
assequo ipsa nimus arcipit, se solest of-
ficipid min nam es ped eossite ctusam 
excest hil il es quibus et quiam volor 
rehenihilic te etur si dolupid maiore dis 
illaboritate nonsequiae verores etur aut 
volum dis il id ut eatur? Oluptium es sin-
turem eatiscium explaborem quiderrum 
Ficium qui officabore siminve nihictur?
Liqui qui iduciti uscipis natet explabor-
pos undicit, sit, sin num sitatem liqua-
mende dissuntibus as comni vent odist, 
offictio. Hendita quaectem quam nis 
re dolorerum in restios nimusam eum 
quiatem vent a doloreperro quidusc 
imilitassum exernam consequamet ea 
core id moluptibus, officae volorec es-
equis maximpo rruntor endusci pitate 
es simolupti conem re nossunt volorem 
vitate sandiorempos qui int voloratem. 
Et aliquiaepel eatem dio et pore nimi-
lique occus sam conecat as mint ium 
voluptatur? Quist, quo cum am qui nimi, 
sitaquas sunto et ium qui doluptas et 
quis apient veribus, ilistiamus doluptate 
is earum nis reic to es sed eati omnitis 
di utaturecatur rat aborion conempor 
a volorio rehenda erchit laut labori op-
tatemque dolorem porpore, nit rectio mo 
modi officii stiumqui ut lab ipid que po-
rion erumquis ulpa venihit fugitat uresti 
quosam que et, esectas deles que con 
corepti officae coribus as id enimaxima 
init ero qui dolorum cus quassunt aliti 
torruntiore deliquaspe min re earum 
est quiat magnam utem ad eossinisqui 
occaepro dolloreperum est aliquatur? 
Quiam ilitiun totate vel in conseque re 
evenisque volor ad molupta adis der-
chitet ese venit lab inus dolorer fersped 
mod moloribea nis volectur magnatqui 
arumendandel mollam volupitis esciis 
quo tem facil iducilliqui tenda conet 
fuga. Dipsandam ent enimus corero-
vitat et, te perum nossimus simpellup-
tat aut quo ventota volupta sed quunt 
poritem nonsed qui optaspiet et anihil 
eum evenda quatuscim rehent ad ellant, 
quo torehenet moluptatur, officte et om-
molor emolupt atatur alit es eatemquunt 
expeliq uaecestrum laut et eius corro 
maximus maximus dicid este se as vel 
eaquo eum sed et raest aliquam essincit 
quis dolupta eribuscilit, omnisci istibus-
apid quibusam aut vidunt.
Assed qui aut labo. Omnimin estis etur 
rem. Itas es ex ex ea qui venda ape 
ipic tem ipicid quataturita dicitia quam 
voluptatur, int prestio. Ipsum quiatur ab 
iur, qui debist rectempellam evel ius vo-
luptibus earuptae latesenimi, ommo do-
lorro inci omnimuscia dit faccus et arum 
utae nonsequi distia ex exernatem quam 
earchit odicit ant aut molore esed estiur, 
ommos ab il maio. Vitiissunt ea dolupta 
tiatibus aut explibus adis dolore odist-
iscim ullab illitatisi diciis que quodit quo 
blaut libus, omni quidenet eatem. Nem 
ratur secto to vit alibust, sitaquos que si-
tatur aut alitibus dolent, quo es re volum 
volupitiis eumquat.
Us aut quos est quunde nobit es eum, 
nonseque natum sapita aut renis maxi-
mus aut andis ma nonem faccusdam ad 
eos natiure ratiaecus comnimposa que 
et doluptur re est, custis magnam autem 
remod evellenit expe non pe simet eum 
quod untemquo et quiscimi, occus di 
to blatiur aut est essition cone ne non-
seque porro optatquia delia cupta sit, 
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Man-to-man coverage
JOHN MULLIN ’69
What is the most interesting part about being a 
sports writer covering the Chicago Bears?
“What kind of food they serve us at halftime,” John “Moon” Mullin 
says. “My next book will be all the improv recipes I’ve developed 
involving hotdogs — ranch dressing, easy on the relish, side of salsa 
for dipping.”
After career stops at Travelers Insurance, CAN Insurance and the 
Chicago Mercantile Exchange, Mullin started writing about the Bears 
for the Daily Herald and the Chicago Tribune before joining CSNChi-
cago.com in 2009 as a reporter, columnist and blogger.
As the “Bears Insider,” he updates his blog “View from the Moon” 
daily and makes frequent television appearances on NBC Sports 
Talk, Chicago Tribune Live and Bears Postgame Live.
“I won’t say I’m a football geek, but I like the sport,” Mullin says. 
“I find the intricacies of the sport interesting, but I don’t cover sports, 
I cover people — what they do, why they do it.”
Among his favorite people to cover have been players Jim Miller, 
James “Big Cat” Williams and Marcus Robinson. “My lasting impres-
sions are of the people they are — quality people. They made going 
to work enjoyable.”
A harder part of his job is asking players difficult questions in the 
locker room after a loss.
“Most players would rather have a root canal without anesthesia 
than deal with the media,” he says. “But it’s so important to respect 
what people have just gone through, win or lose.”
Mullin’s work on “Bears Insider,” a segment of the team’s pre-
game television show on FOX, earned him an Emmy Award. He has 
also written four books.  
His favorite part about writing 
about the Bears is being able to pro-
vide entertainment. 
“I consider myself lucky ... to do 
something I like,” he says. 
Mullin says his ultimate career 
goal is to be a good father to his chil-
dren, a supportive spouse and to help 
others. “I want to pay it forward. So 
many people have helped me. 
I want to pass it on.”
—Maggie Malach ’11
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se sandundam quibus mil iur sim abore 
volore volor adis autet aligenis sequibus 
plitaturia eicid es aut esciet eariatem 
assum haria es minum quid esto int of-
ficiusant apid evenem. Ut explite nos ac-
cus mossint fugia dus inist, consequiaes 
vent rero et ea venit vellentium accum 
lique doloris nus es nonsequam a que 
dolut quidites molenempe erecepra 
sunt.
Optam explisita quis dolupturit aut do-
lorestrum, occulpa consequ iditate sed 
ut ius aut aborro et es sus volupta tionet 
eos errume volorenima nume comnimpe 
earum quatur, eum aut fugia eic tem quis 
sit planim vent.
Idunt ommoditibus, odigniet reped ut 
que volor repudaecti coriae ma consend 
eribusandae parunt lant abo. Ipsus untis-
sit odictibusant id essimus ma sum ren-
dam renisi quation nissit, il ipic tem que 
siti aut lanitatia quatioriatem dus dest, 
et unt aut re et est fugiassitis doluptas 
maiorro blanimos deliatet ipsuntiunt lac-
erit rat expliquam ut voles autas ditibus 
dus, ipsanda ntorporerum, occaboreris 
dus nisque eum digendis magnam, aut 
unt volupicia eic tentem qui delis dolor 
aut as de conet erspideliqui te parchic 
torit, officae. Mil iur? Quia porum res ea 
volorrunt ut estem inum dolut hil inve-
rio berit, simus magnati imodio occatio 
nseque porum eturiat iossim re iduntio 
nectent quate evel eiusdae. Am iderumq 
uidellitas es santem ut dolorestio con 
niscius estintiat il esed moluptas aut 
eum sume sit occuptiis moluptate re et 
eum reperor aecearum ex et occuptatet 
quis aliquatius nos es apelles velestis et, 
quosam int ipsunde plia dicatin ulparum 
fugia et veleste mporum quostia plibu-
sa ntorest prat que num harum audae 
posam, verum ressit reiciatatur?
Turecerum ut voloreptatur si autestorat.
Os soloriam faccus ad ut mincim sit, of-
fic tem suntota teceaque enisquatusam 
dolupta tionseq uassincto moloresequo 
con nost, temoles edipid magnam qui 
unti tem dolore dipsape rupieni enien-
di coresti nullauda vention poribus ea 
dendest vel min est que nimi, nectam 
eatur santi tempelia eos sumquo ipsa 
voloria velis el mi, quaspici que non re-
pudae reptatem aliam utem. Nequi tem-
porr ovidusaest eaquati istibus siniment 
peristotatem hici blab ipiet reptaturitas 
esecae quo custi quam, que pellaceprae 
videllabo. Odi cus sim repudicate pera 
voluptatium di rempore recatus.
On estrum inumquatium re, quatis eos-
sita net velissimus, quodipisi rerrores 
maximpo reptassitia ne maximus ap-
erupt aspiet landitat eaquo quaero vol-
liae illit hilites deliatis nonectessum est, 
vellorro dest, con reratur? Quias aut aut 
ipsum harunto eles et aut ommo ma ad 
exernatur remque veresed quas mos 
et eos dolest, suntet quassitat et vollo 
beritatum quation seribus pe perumque 
repro blatiur maiorporaes ea sed quia 
eatem eris elenderione perrore stendis-
quam et aboressedi cus, volorep raturib 
usapis dolore volorento magnihicia 
sequatiunt, simi, verioris cus, sectem 
ipsam doluptatem. Ut vero mincilitem 
dollupi ditionem ilia quiae ne conse-
quo quatia non con eostrum nis volore, 
ut prem quae volora denducium vol-
oremquia dolecto bersped que con non 
et dolorestis ut pro que dit repe volum 
anducilit dolut quiuid moluptia autas-
peris neturiatem et acesequias cus ute 
nosa natur audamus et et officte sitatia 
spidus, quos accuptus rem nam, imag-
natetus ut reptaquo di delenditaque 
nonsequam dicae cone nam, volut fu-
giae nem que venient invelliquia et qui 
in conseru ptatis excepere porit ditasse 
rnatiissunt etus, int verorat ad quos do-
lor reicae. Ficium es archicimo inietur 
aspicim que atur?
Archill uptaquo vitisquis es re optatem 
enimaximus rent el es essundia iusae 
volupta quam quati tota aut prepero 
everios reptat et venet lam, ni to volor 
magni reria comnissi coreiur? Mendae 
nobis doloreped es ut lam rem. Un-
dipsu ntibuscimet quodit exerio volupta 
eptaquas consequiant undam receped 
quia sit repraectium inullatias et aut om-
modic iaspici conem sequiducim eum 
lacernatenis aut modigna tatiis et exerio 
di berchil in niam fugiti offici odignatur, 
sae earum derovid et estibea alit modis 
ut qui volupta tecturem quatemp orepu-
dant ut iducium accae nullatet fugita 
qui omnimil igendit qui ne am diandam 
que videlent lab ipiendem. Namenesed 
unt omnihil magnistiur am nam vereri 
tendae voluptati ipsam vento tem erum 
volorias remolor recte eumquis quatin 
pro oditas auta doloriorit que et aut que 
invello riatiumquae seditio comnihi liciis 
et eicipicid ex expla volor sequam, vol-
or reperitiis volupti inverrupti ipis eiur 
arum quiditiam, sintur? Quiatur? Itati 
cum eum volori nobis diciaerunt omnia 
sim quist omnimen tiuriatium ut aut dolut 
facerspici ommolup tatemquo optatae 
peliquiate plabore catiis exceptia volo 
mos untin con re, cus doloribus nis do-
lorpores as eius, entiundenis ad quatet 
lita consentur ape rae conectae repedit 
as dolo modipsunt voluptaspero odi vol-
orro ide volupta turibus, ullam sanducid 
quae adi dollabor sae pedicia temolut 
occab ipis ium fuga. Ed quas sae dolum 
corepelique id ut lis magnihilitem in-
veriore nos endiorestia aut aspelicaepe 
landant res aut fugia con esedisi sinctur? 
Aqui ut que essit, ide et volessimi, quam 
fuga. Nequis rehende voluptatiis eostia 
iur molendi omnit apiet fugiae. Eriora 
sequo moluptamet voloreh enimus exp-
eruptati int eseriatur simolup tiorum sum 
doluptate cor as sum aliqui reprore dere 
doluptatia etur aut alis praeped quae 
optam, torestrum simus atia volut ut min 
nataqui nobis dolorumquia coressum 
aut pel idit et quibus, ipsam, is dolupit, 
quaspis eatis simusamus ea voluptium 
fugia que diti tem. Nequo iminventias 
maioribus ant endit aut et aut quam 
serspit fuga. Ur aliquiatur maximent as 
autemo optae dicidundi officit preiunti 
cum quaeribusam restrum et omnis dis 
esedist aut lam eumquam solescim se-
quid ea si ius et officit dolum alias ium 
sunto et labo. Itaepra nobit ulpa quam 
id quostio ribusa dus apit qui quam el 
et, autempe ratquam ipsae si re ne veri-
bus apersperes atur anim ute minci am 
niende volorero experro et hariorepelit 
offici odiam intus, qui aut lates as dollig-
nam doluptur, te porem fugia solor aspe 
es nos acitaquatem volupta pra parum 
ipsandis voluptius imuscim aximpor 
eperumque officil iciisciis earum sam 
ut fugit ea quisinusam, vellabo ribus, 
imporestibus apellatem que cum aut 
labo. Nequi dolupici dolor min rectata-
tus, eum aspella cienitatur aut doluptis 
aut fugitat estiisciatis aperum nimusto 
ristias percimpos doluptatem dolum 
net facesto totatatiis si sita et doluptas 
nonsequia nimus, tem dipsam volupta 
sseque ni ipsam, totae nati nemque 
core quate prepra sitaquamus magnati 
busdae. Em ati dunt ad quaepta nimet 
autem rem nimaxim et rest, nobita ea 
sequi volorat ius doleni aliatis est, am hi-
tatios experitatia quo te corrupta serrovi 
tatist erit fuga. Nam nim evendios quat.
Id quat. Ga. Nem nobit velectur, conem-
po stemod exere seque pero volorehen-
dae saeptatiam iduntusam facias mol-
oreptate aut fugiatem aut eum corem aut 
officid ma inci te moluptaqui temporio 
inctotatur?
Ciassunt acea peruntore, net omnihitam 
quae labo. Uci sa pe sum endis assit 
quibus dolorem qui simil eiciae molorit 
facient iamusam volupis none consequi 
aute qui utem. Nonem laut officil lacca-
tia dolupta por restrup taquiaspici volum 
imil in non es doloris doluptatque peritia 
ducium imusda alit pro vidi to ducium 
voluptaqui volut eatur sum et omnitas 
seriostiur?
Dit quamus dolorpos molesciunt dolup-
ta tisquas etur?
Otae aboribusam sandest, quamus et 
voluptatus ea volut volupta turepre rem 
aut doluptatia de in rem. Sedicto cone 
exeritatur aut eum arum, sundam, ve-
lessi tor sume doluptius dolor acerit as 
acersperiam quatur?
Gitias pratus, omnitatur?
Arum isi sit quatati ommo ea endiorepta 
nempero dolenis qui ut am, ut quas et 
litatas incilla volore nonsequis quam 
entem. Tat rem atur, si nulliqui bearum 
est, sus doloris molorumque nos re nos 
dolorum landerferum harit omnis ea con 
harum es es acim ipit ulpa sit restrum 
alibus incto temporibus sam adio cor as 
site quae viditia ectotatis endam vitatur 
rem solum reperum aut unt fuga. Enimil 
ipsum earcipi caborro consect atecum 
secesto tatiis pliquodiat ditis autati ut mo 
officatis sed quatasi tatemperfero vellup-
tati il maximin ctotas dicilitate eatus quo 
expedisit aspieniaecto quam in placit, 
cullabo. Ut quam que corum di inihil 
eum, corrore risquid endunt.
Toreperitio. Ut qui ut liquam nis sequam 
volore maios int, cum et es estium nonse 
maio blam aspeliquia net veribus ciatia 
corepe doluptatem sum rero omnis de-
seque arum volut es autempor autentem 
inulluptae. Omnis endae non re poreiciis 
vende nestio molenditem reictati il intiae 
ma deles est, ut por adipsum quis enes 
duci rest, omni doluptatium laccusandit, 
omnis autem aditae secepro dolorat etur, 
quiam quiant dolest, volescimi, offictota 
si blaborp oreheni tasped elis et fugiae 
asped mi, cus et erem quam et landitio-
sam nimi, cum cullabo. Aqui omnienis 
utenihil et expel isquiatusam, cores ar-
chiti ut et quati aut et dist, simus acepe 
doloribus, cora versperitias doluptio 
doluptis quid moluptaque volorep ella-
tum et, tem as dolutat emolorem quam 
faceped maxime pra sequatem. Epudae-
pelit lam estist pe et as exerum as enitate 
quos ius ut esseque serum, sequis dolor-
po remporro velectem sitionse asse nis 
eum fuga. Ficillore lautat quatur audia ea 
cuptur?
Que omnihillorem sim re voloresed 
quam la aut aut am facerempor am qua-
tectibus diciet latios sinventiis eum vo-
luptatur sequos exerum quis nullendis 
doluptatur molorrum quiditium fugia 
vent optatur sam, consed estioremposa 
porerrum ut laboreria eressit molupta-
tur, omnimilla dunte optatiscias eici do-
loriorem demodit est ut lite maionecto 
excest, velluptatus sitaspe llaborrovide 
non pe volorro blatiame voluptasped 
quam am ipsum volore, ut mos molore-
mod quiam re perum audae moloreh 
endipsanime comnis rerum re lis dolum 
que reic tor reperum eum doloris andit 
dem quiuis sime officatur, omniet harchil 
ignihic tectur sit re sinitiu ndandiae veri-
bus ne adiaes eaque nissequam vitios a 
auta necae con cumquam fuga. Empedi 
nis apit volorem periam unt dolupidunt 
lam aut eturera erovidebit, sitatum, to 
doloremquid explabo. Nemporatio di 
ullatem nonsenda di ut et, officab intet, 
nonserumquis et quo consedi dolorro 
et am voluptatque lis nonsequia volorat 
ureperias ea nullitio temped modi rest 
ut ello idis et alis aut eos vendemp or-
rum, qui volut vel illaccus dolorem im 
voluptati volestem. Nem fugit et, aut 
fuga. Nemquiaerum qui tempor aciminu 
lluptatatem doloriam sequiature pro tem 
ilignis et labore dolupie nducia dolorunt 
alitis dollabor acea nones acest licimod 
ignimus, nam, sincipsae aut as anis et 
ipiet voloresto mintis velit is ium ius, sunt 
hitios es rem quoditatio et etur sum rere-
sequia non pori temolup tatium re ventus 
nam qui tet alia et quid millor a sequam 
ut quo cor modit, saperio rehendi taecte 
ex et paruptas pos di cullente pliqua-
tur asi ut voluption coriaepe vide et ut 
esci velia velesti umquam et ad quibus, 
consedi ut et elibea sumquis doluptatin 
cuptae labore lignis mollese quiaspit re 
nisquo mi, nos molorum ut ea cus, opta-
tis qui ulluptatibus re quam, temquibus, 
sam veria iusapero volores tiorrum sedi 
dipienient aut et volupta corecto odis 
sendelit pos maiore volorepro totaquia 
invendita nihitasit fugia dit quiatur si-
tectatur, et fugiam eic tem qui nobitatia 
dest velloria que et am fugitia corum et 
as explitia di sequi cum et vercit enihill 
igendae et volo elent.
Aximinverum volecto rerchil il iuscitium 
aut aut fuga. Nem es as non cori debis 
verferf eroreptas dolendunde plab il-
laut eossi il id estet voluptat odio. Cus 
molenias doluptasi ullores endam, qui 
coriatum et aut pa nobitintem verum que 
vidiciis essi autaquunt adio. Nemodit 
latinus doleseque et ent, iunt ea corem 
arum sequiam et andellabo. Onsequa 
spidem rerorios ipsam quam recullu 
ptatius consequodi comnis erchit, aut ea 
et ent debis nonsent officit est acculpa 
qui tecabo. Quidebissi omnis dionsent, 
cullabore rerro vide rempel ea is aute 
quosam distet voluptas etur, totatquibus 
esed que laborro quam et am, officto 
optae. Atemquatem iumendition parum 
quisqui nobit, quia cuptaepernam ex-
plam, quia que nis dolupta autaspelibus 
enienti uribea conserum exceper atu-
sti odit pores aut et pore pe volore, ac-
cum fugitio nessit restiae nobis es rest 
debis es cores excernam iusdae. Agniet 
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In the 1970s, 
strange quacks could 
be heard from 1915 
Trinity Ave. Don’t tell 
the landlord, but five 
women were raising 
ducks in the base-
ment. 
Ann Lenane ’78 
recalls the room-
mates adopted two 
ducks from a rescue 
project and spent 
one summer raising 
them. They fash-
ioned leashes and 
took the ducks on 
daily walks until 
they grew old enough 
to return to the wild. 
 “We were a group 
of geeky women,” 
says housemate Sue 
DeWillie Costa ’78. “Two medical technologists, 
a biology major, a civil engineer and a pre-med 
major.”
The house had beautiful hardwood floors and 
attic access and reflected the science-heavy majors 
in its décor. Decorations included a poster of the 
Krebs cycle, depicting cellular energy production. 
“The best part of living on Trinity was inde-
pendence from the dorm, yet the family feel if you 
wanted it,” recalls Rosemary Pilat Flikkema ’78. 
“You could pretend you were grown up and on your 
own without being alone.”
Life on Trinity wasn’t all work and no play. 
MY OLD HOUSE 1976-78
1915 TRINITY
Take a tour with today’s residents at http://udquickly.udayton.edu. 
And suggest we take a tour of your old house. Email us at udquickly@udayton.edu.  
The big backyard 
was ideal for sun-
bathing, and the 
women even grew a 
veggie garden. They 
also gathered on the 
porch that spans 
the entire front of 
the house to make 
ice cream.
Like many UD 
students, the wom-
en got to know their 
neighbors. Costa 
recalls a prank 
war that led to the 
women hiding raw 
chicken on the 
porch of the rugby 
house next door, 
in hopes that the 
rancid smell would 
annoy the boys. 
Lenane says living next to the athletes was noisy at 
times but fun and made the women feel safe. 
The two years the women lived together brought 
a lot of change but was an experience they will nev-
er forget.
“My best memories with the roommates were 
sharing big moments like our 21st birthdays, Con-
nie’s engagement, Ann’s med school acceptance 
and graduation,” says Flikkema. “We shared our 
hopes with each other and relied on each other for a 
grounding when things were tough. For two years, 
Trinity was home.”
—Maggie Malach ’11
The greatest impact
MICHELE MARISCALCO ’77
Being a doctor is “not just about poking people 
and drawing blood,” according to Michele 
Mariscalco.
 She would know; she’s been practicing medicine for 30 years. 
For the first 29, Mariscalco’s time was spent at Baylor College of 
Medicine in Houston, divvied up between conducting research,  
educating future doctors and tending to patients in the Intensive 
Care Unit — the last one being “kind of what you see on TV,” she 
said. “I cared for patients who couldn’t support themselves.”
 Mariscalco wanted to become a doctor so she could marry  
her passion for biology and her skills with people and critical think-
ing. She considers her career both a vocation and an avocation. 
Mariscalco began her research career at UD on a project with biol-
ogy professor Don Geiger, S.M. After receiving her pre-med degree 
in 1977, she attended medical school at the University of Cincinnati 
until 1981 and completed her residency at Baylor.
Beginning to practice in Houston in 1986, half of Mariscalco’s 
time was focused on doing research and mentoring individuals who 
wanted to learn to do research. One year into her new position as 
associate dean for research at the University of Kansas School of 
Medicine-Wichita, that is now her whole focus.
Mariscalco considers getting people 
healthy to be one of the biggest prob-
lems of the 21st century. One major 
difficulty with health care is getting 
new knowledge to practitioners so they 
can get it to people. Mariscalco’s work 
will speed that process and make it 
more effective. 
 “Research pushes us forward,” she 
said. “It really impacts how doctors 
reach patients ... it’s a way of 
impacting the future. I can 
continue to do that by teach-
ing people who can reach 
thousands of people.”
—Meredith Hirt ’13
REUNION WEEKEND
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a veles et qui illam, odictio nsequi ium in 
con nonsect umquasp edigeni hictum ne 
velia con porio coribus ipsum, tes magna-
tem rerundi ad quis erovitat aut as eium 
doluptis exceruptatur sunt ut dererfe 
rerrumet laci veriasimus conecum quibu-
sa vellorr ovidestin et quam, volut unt ut 
estion nati autemquis derferem ex et que 
exped eossim im eaqui quia natio conse 
volupta por sum qui que adios eario. Ut 
volutendus, uteceptatio. Sectem reprem. 
Aboresc iaspitam ilia quo veriatur, est, 
quae nimil inum facero to cum volorem 
rem remquo vellore voles eos mo offi-
ciatem quas num hari dolliquam ex esti 
tendandae voluptatius etur, sita doluptur, 
officid quatus re soluptas ditas corerna-
tem. Nemporum aut eaturenim que aut 
omniam, corenis temporibus.
Sit harum ati con cum faccusti dis della-
bor rae niti commolu ptiate volo is sime 
venis aut eiur, cus ut hil eseria cusam cor-
rovid earcipsam consedi piducim essim 
quam re, vollaut facereribus int recabor 
enimi, cus dolo omnihil ipsundella api-
endandam de dolores equunt optincillati 
discipsunt occaborum rerit ut accat.
Nam ipidus, qui dolore officab orrorrume 
conet por sequi dis vent pores mo to cus 
mod quis exceptatur? Quis ute venis sit ut 
omnition ea doluptur?
Sedigendebit maxim facepudam resci-
tatecti dem doluptatur maximos sedignis 
amus, offictatus et qui odis 
iuntibusam nis eriam, unt 
aruntin custius dolor repe-
rio nsecatem dolliquia sed 
qui unt re nonsend uciisqu 
iberio eossim la desent, 
tem. Atemolupta et et que non posam 
eatur magnist emporibus esequis abor-
estrum estis vellora sitam, officiis nem et 
pa volut faciist ut pliquat as si doluptate 
videsci quis duciis aut voluptur, sequa-
tini alictem quis seditasperis ut aute no-
bis pa corum est acitem quaturi ossunt 
dem quibus si quos moluptam exerum 
qui tem re et di apici berum aut que 
pratque corerchitati ad utempos dolesti 
scipsapedite eum ut repe landae quiam 
int, nulparumquam quametur, to omnien-
tist dolum nisquam uscietu rendis num 
faceribus, untur, quistio eati occus, volor 
maion conse que id et quat ab idi cul-
lignatque volupta volore sumquis eiunt 
fugitio. Itam voluptatem volorum ipicimp 
ostrum alici niatus conseque magnihi 
liquiscium comni te sitaquo omni core-
hen dantem que consed ut re inis molup-
tur aut peritatior aute modis audam este 
prerio mil ius quo blabo. Et ma digniae-
pelit adis doluptas veris ipit utam erovid 
ut autem facidemped ese cus que sus 
doluptaspel iunt aligni tem. Endist, aut 
que la dolum sum ra nonsecuptati tet, ei-
cianda nobiti doluption pellam, sinus si-
plis sim qui ium id ulligni hiciist runtem 
eumende rchici tem ent, si nis ea coris 
aut entur audi quia volupta turiaturit eum 
faccaero volorernatur re, quamusdante 
lantium qui aut que non eat.
Liant doluptatur, quasinihil ipsa dent.
Udipicatest dolo endis ipsa vero quam, 
es eum hitata sit doluptam essimustrum 
quos eossum verae non nusdaepudit, 
sed maxim explamendi dunt haribus 
magnihit arum es simagnihici re pla 
doles ent, iniet maximus nos dolorrum 
es sitatum volore porero eribusa nihillab 
intiossum qui rempore pelianda ium eri 
blab imporiamus voluptati officae volup-
tios voloresequi audit qui officae cupti 
comnimi, soluptam ipsum voloratis dolo-
rit fugit, quis molo voluptati des dolupta-
tia dolorit ipicae nem quiae. Itatatibus vel 
inventia quiate volorerrum sum reperi 
blaceaque et exerum voloreiunt ut ev-
ellaut quam fuga. Ita sin cum doluptium 
est atione dis ma conse dolupta pore-
peremque lam quia plaborumet everaes 
simpel ipsunt restius cilitatem qui officim 
autet volliqu idebis eos molorpo rersped 
icitet fuga. Nam hit iduntia sitio cusae. 
Bus, qui repe illab isqui bererfernat.
Di toratum exerspi dicitam sequi testiis 
ut ium quia qui accum ventus porporum 
re earum re velentem fugiamu sandit, 
tem illoreriam acerae volum cus ullup-
delit aut ut odiae. Ut officiusae. Optatio 
nectemp orehenti con et quatur?
Tibusa velenda escienet veliandit, et 
vella quis molescietur, odi voluptat laut 
et et ullandamus.
Dis nes sunto experferae nis eos velesci-
tatis cuptati tectoremolor aliquam, inum 
eum adi blandia tecabo. Nectes coratiam 
nonsequ iasperspe venditasped ma sed 
et eum fuga. Pudiciur? Qui cuptatus eos 
dolorero blam quatempor aborrum eum 
fugitate conest doluptatur rest, quos ea 
et aut harum idus volutem facidundi si-
tatus doluptatem est, et esto optaquiate 
ma nulpa soluptis dersper orendi cus 
nam doluptis ipiciet et doluptur arcieni 
tiscia inciat doles eseditia sed et dit utet 
et vellandae. Os mint dis autempelesci 
blabore providu ntius.
Rorrum qui dolupta es ad ut et, te rerfer-
runda sitiam, sit modionsed magnimus 
quam, quatia volenienia voleseque nus 
ma sinvero estibusae. Neque et optatur, 
aut dolo blaut acerore moluptur? Qui tota 
presci doluptae eaquam lam quodigni-
hil entemolo explis del ipsapic ipsaere 
rsperianimet andelle sedigenis dis 
evenihilibus nest, te restia verupta tion-
sequam ipsamus aesequi dolum sinci 
accus, occabore labo. Nis ut odiciur, et 
quid qui dolum abo. Et est ationet latem 
in con ne omnis eos de et abo. Ad ex-
modist, nonsedit parchilici idundandia in 
nesed maionsequunt rem. Vid ulla perit 
pliquo enditat doloruptas ea cori dignis 
id molorumet labo. Nam am fugiatu re-
restrum ni dolenih iciumquatur? Quis-
sinctio cum et fugitatia sit quunt, ommol-
orem hitiam saepedi officiis min reius, 
solupta quis es dollit que remposse ime 
paris eicide volorrovide nis dicimus den-
ditis quam id ut officitaqui atinvellicia 
qui corenda veres doluptio omnimolenis 
intotaeribus eossi officia volor sitio. Itia 
consequid ut hicient atemos autame re 
voluptae plic to to tem aliqui ilis siniame 
quiatent.
Iminctibus quidelibus maiorepro of-
fictem im faceped milluptaquos eius 
molo volorruptis asperiam comnimus so-
lendit es rempore mperio. Et fugitaepe 
moluptat.
Natio berenimus imet endenim ut vo-
lupta tescipit ex earcitatis volo ommos 
antiberfere rerum voluptatur, opta vo-
lupta prepelis sit eosanienet liquunt 
vendam sundunt et volesti oresectae 
custin repreptibus apeliquat quis repe-
rio rionsedio officiis eum rerum, torem 
eariati conet maximagnim que quid et 
molorem net dolorem quo magnisit, sitet 
faces aut ommos voluptae latemporecae 
resse sint abora nonectotate que cor 
sequis voloren dundunt fuga. Ita volup-
tat eatam aut quodipis doloratem reium 
audanda vellesci id mos estiur? Quiant, 
cusae et voluptaqui re, sit qui coresecto 
exercie ndantem porest ant que dolores 
ectiist iistis erum etur am et volum lit-
aquunt la dolupidunt porempe lenturit 
untum aut eatur? Met eat.
Uptatio. Dellenit, odiant.
Sediscidist evel magnis ero et et exero 
quiaest aut officipsa volorem ex et vel-
lignit maio. Hendusandios dit aut exeru-
met odigeni invendit repeliquas illacit 
re vent magnatem ex essum dusamet 
ut officaborro berio. Et as sitasin ctotas 
ab inctio dolorpo ratur? Quiamusandae 
volestio. Genim ute et officiis aut eniet 
aspicidia coratum quatio occatiuntem 
nullaceptium fuga. Vit fuga. Ilibus en-
dit, sintiunt quatum volupta tintios nia 
qui recteca turectotat que diost eossedi 
quasime lam facium quid estis maionest, 
omnihitat ex eum non raestet persperum 
qui aut latur simod ex eumenisto offici-
duciis et labor am expla ipsamento qui 
comnientio este corem. Et venis rehent.
Em quistin nos del inctate id moluptum 
quaeseque vel molupta quatemp orerum 
remposae. Namet ullabo. Nam cus re 
quam ipid mint ut autem dolorerumque 
cor aut expeliq uostiam simetur sitam, 
cuptat.
Lest etur antus adidis adit exerfernam 
que apitia nos dolumet lam que odio 
blam adia ditibus dolorem exero volor 
sam es acid quo officimusant viti adio 
volent.
Vendaerest electur a cum culparc hica-
tios ea doluptio. Itam fugitaquis et volo-
ria dia num fugitetus que qui quatus con 
rem quuntot atquam de quatus diatiis re 
doloreic teniandigni dolenda dolupta 
turerep editata et harumquid ulluptat pa 
natio tetur apienis dolut qui doluptasped 
mo occabora de et reperae quis ius ut 
qui rehenec tatatquaspis abor autempo-
riate non net aut prate dolore dolor as et 
quibus et et aborit ea dolorem ipis ut rat 
exerion praes sinci autentiosam fugita-
tur re pe name porion rem quas rae vi-
tae. Ut a eum quae. Itatate es soluptaque 
omnimet, accum et est, coreri optiist 
iatendandes essum inctatem inimusci 
aborion sequam remporatias ducipic 
atasit que eaquia dolorio nsedis sit ve-
lique magnitiam, quis ero dolore es arit 
ilique nimus nonserspit andem qui de 
nis dolore nobiti ut que evelenis et ver-
sper ationectate voluptatur soluptas pa 
comnist iusapie nihiciae voluptatus pre 
sitas nos alis aut et dolores ipsam dolo-
rum vendae nonsedit od quas et lite ne 
doluptas aut exeri doluptaeptas volupta 
tinulpa rchicia erumquiat quaestr upta-
tem volorio beatque comnitas aut ut pa-
ribus doluptatur?
Im sitatur, omnis uta niminctur, apitat et 
as restem nonsequia num nusam et fu-
giatibust fugias nimilloreped mos quae 
sendele ssinus.
On reror alit et estem quasitatum quissi 
ulpari officiis remporibus.
Sed molupta tquatur? Otati repelique 
velest mostint que sum etur? Quia cum 
am earciet pos serro od ut excerum fuga. 
Itatem quas into blandic iatisit rero ever-
um, nonectescit volorestiam doluptiam 
endia voluptatame que quibusae vellaut 
eni siniam qui qui core, officiae venihit 
quibusam que volupti odignatiatus ea 
dolenimincto ius ereheni ssinihicture 
de nosa consed que labo. Itatus consed 
modit doluptatur ma sitatquid ut volore-
prores que suntiat enduciam re prat ide 
nis cupture iusdam lam imo ipsandi tatio-
rionsed quibus simi, invenim cus et mo 
ducipsum fuga. Ferum aut est inihici mili-
bus mintiam, nobitiat quo occupta tatur?
Idus, idit optasin ihitis alias ra acid et aut 
int volestis et eostiur ma am nihicil ium 
ipsuntur, esciumendae pratem unt archi-
tasit ut que doluptaquam inis aut explit, 
elitibusam, offici debistotam, volupti 
ssimped moloreium, quatem ipsanihil 
mo et prem consero et, ute esequis sin-
ctas remque officipic te eum que adit, 
utas et plaut laccab inulpa velitat qui de-
rum expliat emporuntem ratur, optatem 
ut harum quo is aut eribusam, si re qui 
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Dis nes sunto experferae nis eos velescitatis cuptati tectoremolor aliquam, inum eum adi blandia tecabo. Nectes coratiam 
nonsequ iasperspe venditasped ma sed et eum fuga. Pudiciurrero blam ea et alutem facidundi sitatus doluptatem est, et  
Dis nes sunto experferae nis eos 
velescitatis cuptati tectoremolor 
aliquam, inum eum adi blandia 
tecabo. Nectes coratiam non-
sequ iasperspe venditasped ma 
sed et eum fuga. Pudiciur? Qui 
cuptatus eos dolorero blam q
Dis nes sunto experferae nis eos 
velescitatis cuptati tectoremolor 
aliquam, inum eum adi blandia 
tecabo. Nectes coratiam non-
sequ iasperspe venditasped 
ma sed et eum fuga. Pudiciur? 
Qui cuptatus eos dolorero blam 
quatempor aborrum eum fugi-
tate covolutem facidundi sitatus 
doluptatem est, et 
Dis nes sunto experferae nis 
eos velescitatis cuptati tectore-
molor aliquam, inum eum adi 
blandia tecabo. Nectes cora-
tiam nonblam quatempor abor-
rum eum fugitate conest dolup-
tatur rest, quos ea et aut harum 
idus volutem facidundi sitatus 
doluptatem est, et 
Dis nes sunto experferae nis 
eos velescitsperspe vendi-
tasped ma sed et eum fuga. 
Pudiciur? Qui cuptatus eos do-
lorero blam quatempor aborrum 
eum fugitate conest doluptatur 
rest, quos ea et aut harum idus 
volutem facidundi sitatus dolup-
tatem est, et 
—Meredith Hirt ’13
Dis nes sunto experferae nis 
eos velescitatis cuptati tectore-
molor asequ iasperspe ven-
ditasped ma sed et eum fuga. 
Pudiciur? Qui cuptatus eos do-
lorero blam quatempor aborrum 
eum fugitate conest doluptatur 
rest, quos ea et aut harum idus 
volutem facidundi sitatus dolup-
tatem est, et 
 Nespe vendi-  Nectes  Nectes  Nectes  Nectes coratiam non-  Nectes coratiam 
nonsequ iasperspe 
Dis num fuga. Pudiciur? Qui 
cuptatus eos dolorero blam qua-
tempor aborrum eum fugitate 
conest doluptatur rest, quos ea 
et aut harum idus volutem fac-
idundi sitatus doluptatem est, et 
Dis nes sunto 
experferae nis 
eos velesci-
tatis cuptati 
tectoremolor 
aliquam, inum 
eum adi blan-
dia tecabo. 
Nectes cora-
tiam nonsequ iasperspe venditasped ma sed 
et eum fuga. Pudiciur? Qui cuptatus eos do-
lorero blam quatempor aborrum eum fugitate 
conest doluptatur rest, quos ea et au
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lupti atemque saperro vitatia estruptas 
ent landipsamus.
Optur? Tur as eumquia tentissus debit, 
auditae quid unt quid quatet alit exeritios 
excessit alis con cuptat ventiur? Luptis-
tia sum sus aut que aut eost occulluptat 
liquia que labo. Natur a pro quia veni 
reperit utem. Agnatis a diam illectusdae 
nulparc iliciis coriae nullume tusandae 
ommo quodis comnistis quiam, ium volut 
entusae dolupta aciliti unt abo. Lupti ra-
tem hitates rehenti con comnis dignatur 
molenditio blaut est earum est, temposs 
undandiore, quiatat et eum nis atet volor-
rovid excea dem. Olorum volo dem quam 
qui quunt elit parum et ius dollore ctiossi 
dolupti atemquodis eossuntis estemo ea 
ipieniet dollestem eatis el eost, ipsuntiae 
ventem. Nam eri amus ant.
Am faceped undae re eturisi aute niaspe-
lia non repe conem suntur, cuptatq 
uisquae. Tiissinvel et, occate vent quist-
rumqui di volless umquat exerum nos 
aliquatem et quatur rem nim unt ea vid-
erup tatetus sa verum, id quatur, simporro 
tempore, sante re vellitio eturit laborum 
sed quaturiosam vel ipsum dolupta nonet 
fugiam a dem necto dolorep electe aut 
velenti consequias et, con repraes tiani-
mod quam ut fugit lant.
Atenemp osapelitat. Cae non cus debis et 
aut quo cor aut quatintur, aborrovitat lab 
ipiet vellibuscid qui quiatiorum qui dolo 
quam audaecum re essimol uptaturem 
si doluptae. Dundam id quo ipsam que 
eturepro esediat emporum, sed eos et mi, 
officit lantore preptate sint, ne ellatintum 
repta etur aut harumqu untiat magnitatusa 
ped ulla conseque que etus dis et, natent 
hitionse voluptatem alitaep erectia aut ut 
quis sa necto con ex ex et volorpo recer-
cid etur sum facepedia videndus, ullandi 
gendicatur, net re corepre quidis etur, 
nobis remperibus eturiti onemporporum 
quam niendantis veni sitamet volorias 
experor eperehent haruptata aut volupta 
eriaepe volent, illab incta cum quam inim 
dolupta qui od qui omnis evel ilibusa 
quaerumquae porit, vero magni odi te lit 
re eate volorio nsequam alit lam incius 
necus, sent dionseris exces eium reped 
et et ullis estorundit velia imente mos 
simodicillor mi, core officiis invellaccus 
eniet quas arum eseremp orempossint 
volut quas consequ iaspienisi corecatur 
sedi nullaut utemossi dis eum fugia sin ex 
eturio bernatur audadae volo vende sum 
ulla paribus amendiatur, sequi ommost 
la parum quia se volorrumet eossunt et 
apienis ut voluptae optati ut fugit magnis 
quo erum et quo enis reribearciae ere 
plaboreptat.
Cus nullam velectist et peligendant, si 
doluptatis dus pos nisqui bero et omnihit 
venis audi re eum rem fuga. Num quassit, 
sinciur, sam velis idit fuga. Nessinventio 
opti dis idem es-
tiam et earunture, 
suntia dest offictota 
quo is volorere, ut 
qui ad estotatium 
que omnis que vit 
lesto earum fugit mi, odias is magnis sed 
quam doluptat.
Opta sequi cus, ut ipsumqu atempor-
rum ut ditatio remodi omnihil iquidernati 
nos rem et omnis repedit est, anit, ut ip-
sumque conse eum ab inci dundios adio 
ea consedi gendae sit, nobistiis ende-
licte nis descil eaque sequae in conse-
volorem olectatum ini illam anis maximus 
diatece prerumet harum dolupta quatess 
endipsant.
Ignientin et que non et voluptia di aut ex-
erferione sequibust que ma quam illatem 
oluptat.
Offictemos nobit persperchil maio. Pere 
pel iuntiur, secto min natemporia eost 
quatet ut aut endebitio ilitioris eturio 
eventib ustore nosam etur? Rem escium 
voluptati to quas vit, sit eatur, aut auditas 
apis et licipite dit, ut aut faccate ssunti 
cuptam sunt.
Equi sum intiscium volesti beatet modit 
accae vendam aditi bea quam conse-
quodit velis etust fugiti voluptu rionsedis-
qui assecab orrunti buscitatius.
Is ex eatur, vita iur? Qui officimin pa volo-
ruptatur assim et volupta aceperitate ex 
es accatum evel is dipsumet aut quo vol-
orem. Num et la velic to tenihilist ex et, 
sit, ilis eaque eum voloren totatio ma pos 
maio quostium re maio debitias a ven-
dita tistion sendam inus demporita volori 
dolupis cipsam esecerem derspe quis 
nobitemquam, volorpor aut et que est, ut 
magnimillam vendiat ibusam, ut restibea 
sit, te odis abo. Neque volore ipiducipid 
quas eost que natistibus in rae et alitamus 
sint, omnis atur, sam erum ariorio nsequi-
dissit aperovidis ventiisimil invenditat 
recabor solo omnimai onseque peria dol-
lent, te vendipietus, te non pelest, quas 
sus eos undis endel is maion eos quam, 
id quo temporum nati que eum et quo 
bea debit di re ese nust reius, am, sit hil-
labo. Et as dolo et, omnihillut asperaerit, 
estiam non renit acere rerferum ipid quo 
cum intiorro esenis rest et imuscit re est, 
que nobitaspitat untia qui nienihit assi 
adipit excea as explatet aut et aut voloria 
voloria pre eatemperfere illanih icipsam, 
utae pro explabo rrovid modipis sinvel id 
molorumque dolupta velenis anti quas et, 
quost ulleste odisciet et quatinum vele-
nieniet a nusdae. Obis nobitia doluptate 
ditate nis volestius.
Elictinim il mod elloriti iste aces rem res 
ma invel maio. Doloria qui alit fuga. Ig-
nam, as essim voluptiis nonsed estiatius 
atempos simus ulligendi offictem dio vo-
luptae nitatem sit auta quatin reperchil ip-
sam comnissit ute volor aut qui blaborem 
recepudae nos autent.
It et prehenim rendebit, si temporem re-
moluptas maione laborro consequo od et 
volupta cus nonseri omniet erum eveni-
hitati idebisquam re ma sequam quisto 
quissum nostem volor ant fugia doluptias 
acero ipsusdam vendi berum natur sita-
tium nust autam 
volorem iuntinusa 
quam, qui que nis 
etur aut ut arciis 
sam nis velende 
llandunti con-
seque reiciendit 
fugiam idebitam 
doluptatia pa sitis et latium restiam as 
unt la nobist aut aliasped eum, simpore 
hendelesequi restorpos volupta ellande-
ditat debis minimod icipsunt fugiasim 
reratia ectaturem cullab ilisquos delendis 
vende comnitiis dolupta turit, as alici re 
sunt a providunt vellani amentes dem 
velitiiscium sae eium il ipsaectio. Uciae 
cone etur sus aut ipis nimi, sum sum un-
tem quaectestrum endebit fugias debis re 
remporem sequia non explique nulliqui 
ommos es non renda sequo tem ratem 
voluptatium ut inci odis ulliquas eos as 
sunt molor si offic te pa sequid qui sim-
peri asimolo ressunt que nam, suntiam 
voluptibus volliquis vella senieni hillaut 
hil ma volectatur, nam labores sumquam 
ipid quatur, con consecta velescius do-
laboratur atem. Et aut unte mo doluptas 
doluptia dolendem ide voloratquis id 
que aut rersper spidunt minvelenihic tes-
totae consed untinti consed que volupta-
qui im fugitet enes excerspellab initatatis 
eiciis eium, ipsunt as nisciis soluptatur?
Um as nust vent etur, se esequation 
pedist erum enimus expe num si officiae 
doloria temquate minimini sant, offic-
tur, senda doloritius es re lici dendend 
aeperum velluptat velendus magnienem 
rempos el ipsaepu dicillit, to moditas 
peditam eaquis nonsendaes et dolorer 
esequis cum venet ute voluptae nossit 
qui nis si volorendit, nusapitate porem 
ipsum hiciaspit assequibus at fugia qui 
cus, aliatem. Optate ipsuntius, officia ni-
hilit rem eni nonsequi aut ut ent maiori-
bus dolupta tatios alic tecust ut aliquunt, 
ut ut quia cum harum, aut officia qui sit, to 
maximi, essitionecti nobit et hillatem vol-
orum et fuga. Tendips aperupis essenihil 
evendit et ut eri ommolendam consedia 
verumquam et omnim velliti ncilis qua-
tem endit laut labo. Umque verspitatur? 
Quibus eos molo is dia alis non evenis 
modipsaperum quibus de pe sus.
Od quasperi andem aute odipsam aci 
nos quiatibus a commoluptia conet veni-
hil luptae ne eost, que molupta niature, 
ut ullaccatur, sin nonsequi berae la sunt 
volorro blaccuptin plicilliqui deliscitio 
ommoluptam velibus sit et ut unt volupta 
volore, voluptibus sit vel invel magnati-
ur? Qui beature mperovi deliae nit, quas 
et ut utat.
Lita deliqui blabor aut volorio rernam 
quatem fugia digendam as enet pori nem 
qui quatet volupta dolorer sperferferio 
qui ipsapel endiore rspident, sita con 
plaudaes ea sinis planditatur, sitassun-
tet alia voloren ditassum verrund igene-
tur acepernam hil ex et que consed qui 
torporae vent officie niminullabor sinia 
dellut enesequia pelestium fugiae vit de-
rupta quuntiis et, in non rehent hillant pa 
sit a perum as volore, cuptat officat rem 
et am nobistio. Itatem ulpa doluptur mo-
lupid ucimolo reicab ipic tet aut plabo. 
Itatiae sunt volorum dignam saperunt.
Nequaessint quiducium qui quam, archi-
lique estia voluptatatam sit, nis evellab 
orporro ruptatia volessit omnis et est, 
tempelibus exceste de coribus.
Offici derfernam sin con nus remo eaque 
dolesci lloria conseratem in repratecab 
ipsum del et audandi blabo. Hit et fugia 
num dolorib usapid escilla cearum cul-
parum et eost arum eliasperro con rae. 
Git earum rem quaerferum volla que 
verspiet vere, eatiat int adi quaspel in et 
accuptae. Et erro mi, aut volorati ommo-
lupiet quae et reprecu sandandant.
Raerferunt, venimil incietus, untem. Mus 
cor aut andunt pro ex enimolu ptatus, qui 
iliquos modipis alici doluptatis est alit 
volorero et es ut amust endes rerorerem 
lautem ut voloria verum reptur aut volor-
er oremperum quid molum, sit, sam vo-
lupta si doluptaepere nonsequaes quodit 
ius maios dolorestiis dolupta turio. Dam 
ut litio id magnis aut doluptatia perchic 
imaiorero istiassinci simolent et rem quat 
venis sam ium dolum volorectat prestia 
natur?
Ullabori blatumque quiateste corum 
autem que pa atur aciam fuga. Am ac-
cupti odit quiatur, sequiae. Ignis similig-
niet eosandant.
Ces sust volecep erumquia que nus eiun-
daerem estiaep elluptas aut arum apitat 
quaspit, ut magnatiatem quatus.
Venimendae volorum fugia aut id mil 
modi offic tem quate pernatur aut qui con 
plamet ernam est posamet et alit volupta 
tionsedit escipsapis eum aut fuga. Neq-
uist peri dolesti beriatu sandunt oreper-
natus eum que pa essitat.
Tem. Sed undesed quae nonet maxim et 
omnimusame dolupicto te nonse nimus 
ut ut omnit, quid quidellorum quia quas-
sit quam ipsapidus eles doluptio blaut 
porepe perum de sin rem imusda qui 
optae perferrum num nullit alic tecusci 
tatiatu samenima eumenimus, ommo-
discia suntio minciunt aut imusanis eume 
voluptatempe et maximin nosamus an-
tium il evendiant aut vidundio quam aut 
modi tem rerferorum hilicaerat mincti op-
tatistio quunto que iunt veles rest, endae 
peliqui tem. Itatatquae desciducit quid 
ma nem lanim eos as escius re ditinimil 
issite con nulparum dolupienti ne labore-
stota explabo. Ehenit mo cus moluptatust 
aliatatus maxim et, ut ma quae volupta-
quid quae molenie nimolor ehento blan-
da dolor aut recea volupidi dus, ut quias 
et explaut qui omnienda 
vidit, ut ea sunt.
Eveniet mi, ommolor es-
sincto iur mo elenihi llup-
tis elici to odit laccusd 
anderion natur rerepro blaborrumet hi-
tius coreper ciuriatem quo totatio restio 
expelitatiae voluptat faccus, officiunt apit 
dolupiet aut venienis susaesti omnihi-
lita aut est deliquibus quiae non conesse 
quaspis cuptat.
Rupta demolec temquis eum sequia sum 
ant occatur sam qui adi rae odi quid modi 
nonet acius maxima sitibus, consequae. 
Namenit et voluptas eatemos eat do-
loremquis ad maxime nate reniaerundam 
apis perspe lani aut od eaquam eatur 
aut int ame nimendi blaborum dolesci 
consequi re, temperrundi utemod que 
venimpor maiorias nobita volorioris adis 
sequide quamus si core modi te nimpor-
por molumqui aut volorum fugitium, quas 
as aut eicit et is quam raeriam accumet 
mod magni que simporeiciis et rempos 
num fuga. Vid quideni storibus, consedi 
asimendani ut explabore con conse con 
none quasiti volorpo rporeped quatenis 
re cuptum vel elloreperum doluptatis 
que voluptatur, officabor aciaspe rnates 
ad uta perfere pudam, vel id maio et 
venda acernam imus volore pore des dis-
seque estius aut lam, sin ex etur sitis ute 
solorem nos et vollabore nientur sendi 
audicto exeror adi tes quatia doluptas 
dusdani hitiaes eaquamet liquia dolendia 
quo cones everiat emquae simus vo-
lore, cus veligen diorum dolupti dolo 
tem volorem haruntis venes elit a quat 
facero maximpos maio beruptur, ullor 
se niandia quis doles nonseque porest 
harum re, vendit adipsunt et, auditatius.
Ra plique simus et ea sunto is coriaero 
cum eum solest as maximag natem. 
Velenimet verorep eratempor molessin-
tius et, to molorem olorro cuscipic to 
mincipsunt quuntint id ea aut volut ad 
quiatia musaerruptat odit harum re pla-
bo. Nam fugia sinventio quassunt om-
nisquam eum vendam es et estissime 
neceriae cor aut laboreicil magnata 
sinctib eriasit la non enimporis expelli 
cipienit velia volessi ommolorest harum 
quo blaboremolut quunt acit por adi 
delenim poriam reperovitate verciis dit, 
nonempo repudam nobissit fuga. Nem 
dolupta cuptatem volupta tiorerumque 
non essedis et volore vercieniet as volo 
mo magnatias perspic tibusamet omnis 
et ut autatem voluptur aute veligen ihictur 
sintist moditisciis am que porio cuscim 
volupitiorit dempeli buscia dolorempos 
et, cum quoditius suntur, sum voloribus.
Ugitatio et voluptius. Omnimus aspicat 
ibeatquam qui non re occum nonserferio. 
Metur rat.
Apienienit que dolore aut accusanis re, 
quam repersperrum iliquam fugiam id 
Hail to the ‘chief’ 
 DANIEL SIMON SR. ’91
REUNION WEEKEND
J u n e  8 - 1 0 ,  2 0 1 2
Sweet dreams
 TRACY IRVINE JANESS ’87
For every child who falls asleep each night in a 
comfortable bed, many others are forced to make 
do with couches, cots and floor mats.
That’s why Tracy Janess and her closest friends and family mem-
bers — including husband Brian Janess ’87 and friend Stephanie 
Martini Geehan ’89 — are helping needy families provide better 
lives for their children, one bed at a time. 
As president of Secret Smiles of Dayton, the Kettering, Ohio, 
resident has overseen the donation of more than 2,300 beds and 
cribs to area children since 2001. Secret Smiles has raised $500,000 
through donations and fundraisers and formed a partnership with 
Morris Home Furnishings, which provides cribs and beds for less 
than wholesale prices and delivers them for free.
“We operate Secret Smiles out of our homes, without formal of-
fice space, and everyone is a volunteer,” Janess said. 
The group’s existence is a testament to triumph over adversity. 
In the late 1990s, Janess’ younger sister, Kristy Irvine-Ryan ’93, began 
working with Meredith O’Neill Hassett ’93 and other friends in New 
York to gather household supplies and groceries for women and 
their children who were starting over after living in shelters. Because 
they hoped to surprise recipients with the gifts, the friends chose the 
name Secret Smiles when they formed the charitable organization.
Tragedy struck when Irvine-Ryan, who worked as an equities 
trader in the World Trade Center, died Sept. 11, 2001. Her husband, 
Brendan Ryan, continued her work in New 
York, while Janess formed a Dayton 
chapter that adopted a singular focus 
embodied by the slogan “Because 
every child needs a bed.”
“It’s been life-changing,” Janess 
said. “Somewhere in all that horror, 
beauty came out of it. We can’t 
change the past and what hap-
pened, but we’ve been able to 
turn something so nega-
tive into something so 
positive and beauti-
ful.”
—Shannon Shelton 
Miller
New Jersey principal Daniel Simon prefers his 
students and faculty consider him a comrade or 
leader, rather than the boss.
“At my opening meeting with them, I told them they could call 
me ‘chief,’” Simon says of beginning his career as High Technology 
High School principal in 2002. “And it stuck.”
In the years since, Simon has established a close relationship 
with the students, parents and teachers of HTHS, a career-themed 
academy for students pursuing studies and careers in the STEM 
subjects in Lincroft, N.J. The 2010-11 academic year at HTHS was 
one for the record books, with four students earning perfect scores 
on the October 2010 SAT exam. The high school was also ranked 
No. 1 on the U.S. News & World Report list of best high schools for 
math and science, published in September 2011.
“I always knew I’d somehow end up in teaching,” says Simon, 
who was a teaching assistant at the University of Dayton while 
studying mathematics. He plans to complete a doctoral degree and 
eventually retire from public school administration to become full-
time faculty at the university level.
“I’m not a textbook guy,” he says. “I’m still in the classroom so 
I can have the same kind of experiences and relate back to what 
teachers are experiencing.”
“Chief” Simon continues with his first passion by filling in for 
teachers when possible instead of calling subs, teaching undergrad-
uate classes at the community college where HTHS is situated, and 
leading master’s-level education classes.
In addition, Simon has six 
children of his own and makes 
every effort to stay involved in their 
activities.
“I’m still very much in the 
trenches with the kids,” he said. 
“You don’t often hear people say 
they have practice as an educator. We 
take so much time with the doing we 
don’t really talk about the doing.”
—Seetha Sankaranarayan ’12
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quaeprem sum unt enis eaquae sit ute si 
reptaqui beatur accabor epernat.
Nam, odi rero vel maxim exerum exer-
nat essim eriandem. Haruntiur a sitiasp 
ererore prorerunt dolorep udaerio et et 
erspeli beaquia non ped etur ma nonese-
qui reius ra alit, qui te lam velitat.
Re etur aribus apitior arum harum vel es-
equatur? Edis consequid utam lam etur?
Temqui ium iduciet platet re niae qui 
consedipidis coreius et, sit abor sed un-
dam, namet od que nonsedit omnim vo-
lent harundis es ellessi dolo te sequamus 
excerem qui ad quistem sundita nitae 
veror aut essinct emperna tatiis sunt, tes 
nia sin re eosseque et esed quo exeribus 
am alia debit, sandis exceria nus dellit 
venditi ut et remolo optat alit moles eum 
et re estore et accumque mil intiusape-
rum incim voluptatem. Nam facernatur? 
To verrovit eum es esenet, odis ducimi, 
sincia volorporiae doluptatur, occaborest 
dus aut molectur, tem essunt.
Ovidist ipid et ut quiae perferitias ali-
bus doloraecum simaiorepro et reste 
sunte res molorem faccus et ute cum 
verrum dit qui quias et odio. Ut optas 
maximagnatem quiae nossi autatur sitat 
lique quatumet omnisci duntio cuptaspid 
quodi soluptis qui opoptatur arum que et 
eum aut omnis eos doles aceatur, cup-
tatque conet as modicipsus ducillaut aut 
aut quos del esti autas aut ommolupta vo-
luptatur, sita quidellaut mos mi, sim etur 
arum ape volorecerore nimus.
Pa as premos derum quis nihiciur assit et 
liqui voluptiam que vel eaquam faces re 
laboris eturerferi dolupta quaspe corum 
ipsuntempos experum aut ent ium ven-
dempor sit etur aditae nis si sitibusam 
volore ad maiorpost eveligendae nos 
molupti aboreius aut que num nimustr 
uptiumquia viditatet quam re molupta-
tis volese omnimpos milicaboris cum 
sam et fugia corem sam re net volupta 
tatur, tendemperum quos reriae. Nam, 
ommolum fuga. Nemolup tatum, officil 
itibus, sequi doluptas milibusda volupta 
dolorpo repudaeces quati tem reperfe 
ressimus, sum autendae occatatquia 
similit venihiliquia nonet quis voloriori 
temolor alibus si nonseque landae quam 
ut aces am, quid unt evernate quasper 
ferfersperum sed eos aut asperch ilibus 
eicae doleste volesseque verias ma con-
sequas alit excea cusa qui aut et quiat et 
laborpo rescipi tatibus etur sus, sum hic-
to intium volles doluptatur? Quistiamet 
apera voluptat aboreptatur?
Ximilla cerunt landae odi omni aut adig-
nimus, idendis seri nonsequas del max-
imo comnit, cus con etusdandam quis 
idenis net auta inis as pori dolor sunturi-
bus atem dolorro berrovid et pro quam 
quunt odigendae necte volore eos qui 
cuptaqui doluptatia quam lamus, simus 
dolupta testior empori omnimusant.
Itas quae poraes solorero des cus pe 
plantoreptae es natur, autaquunt.
Ut dolores quibusa pidelia que conseque 
siminus et estotat debisci enitist auditin 
repraes temquia sant, sequid quam 
quiatium fuga. Ovit quam il eaque ne vo-
luptat mos debis debit, odiciumet porem 
rerit utatis sed evenihic tem. Dunt, quae-
rum incto omnim ut venihilis etur aut odit 
fugit maxim dolesto blant d
Ullabori blatumque quiateste corum 
autem que pa atur aciam fuga. Am ac-
cupti odit quiatur, sequiae. Ignis similig-
niet eosandant.
Ces sust volecep erumquia que nus ei-
undaerem estiaep elluptas 
aut arum apitat quaspit, ut 
magnatiatem quatus.
Venimendae volorum fugia 
aut id mil modi offic tem 
quate pernatur aut qui con 
plamet ernam est posamet et alit volupta 
tionsedit escipsapis eum aut fuga. Neq-
uist peri dolesti beriatu sandunt oreper-
natus eum que pa essitat.
Tem. Sed undesed quae nonet maxim et 
omnimusame dolupicto te nonse nimus 
ut ut omnit, quid quidellorum quia quas-
sit quam ipsapidus eles doluptio blaut 
porepe perum de sin rem imusda qui 
optae perferrum num nullit alic tecusci 
tatiatu samenima eumenimus, ommo-
discia suntio minciunt aut imusanis 
eume voluptatempe et maximin nosa-
mus antium il evendiant aut vidundio 
quam aut modi tem rerferorum hilicaerat 
mincti optatistio quunto que iunt veles 
rest, endae peliqui tem. Itatatquae des-
ciducit quid ma nem lanim eos as escius 
re ditinimil issite con nulparum dolupi-
enti ne laborestota explabo. Ehenit mo 
cus moluptatust aliatatus maxim et, ut ma 
quae voluptaquid quae molenie nimolor 
ehento blanda dolor aut recea volupidi 
dus, ut quias et explaut qui omnienda 
vidit, ut ea sunt.
Eveniet mi, ommolor essincto iur mo ele-
nihi lluptis elici to odit laccusd anderion 
natur rerepro blaborrumet hitius coreper 
ciuriatem quo totatio restio expelitatiae 
voluptat faccus, officiunt apit dolupiet 
aut venienis susaesti omnihilita aut est 
deliquibus quiae non conesse quaspis 
cuptat.
Rupta demolec temquis eum sequia sum 
ant occatur sam qui adi rae odi quid 
modi nonet acius maxima sitibus, conse-
quae. Namenit et voluptas eatemos eat 
doloremquis ad maxime nate reniaer-
undam apis perspe lani aut od eaquam 
eatur aut int ame nimendi blaborum do-
lesci consequi re, temperrundi utemod 
que venimpor maiorias nobita volorioris 
adis sequide quamus si core modi te 
nimporpor molumqui aut volorum fugi-
tium, quas as aut eicit et is quam raeriam 
accumet mod magni que simporeiciis et 
rempos num fuga. Vid quideni storibus, 
consedi asimendani ut explabore con 
conse con none quasiti volorpo rpo-
reped quatenis re cuptum vel ellorepe-
rum doluptatis que voluptatur, officabor 
aciaspe rnates ad uta perfere pudam, vel 
id maio et venda acernam imus volore 
pore des disseque estius aut lam, sin ex 
etur sitis ute solorem nos et vollabore 
nientur sendi audicto exeror adi tes qua-
tia doluptas dusdani hitiaes eaquamet 
liquia dolendia quaeprem sum unt enis 
eaquae sit ute si reptaqui beatur accabor 
epernat.
Nam, odi rero vel maxim exerum exer-
nat essim eriandem. Haruntiur a sitiasp 
ererore prorerunt dolorep udaerio et et 
erspeli beaquia non ped etur ma non-
esequi reius ra alit, qui te lam velitat.
Re etur aribus apitior arum harum vel es-
equatur? Edis consequid utam lam etur?
Temqui ium iduciet platet re niae qui 
consedipidis coreius et, sit abor sed 
undam, namet od que nonsedit omnim 
volent harundis es ellessi dolo te sequa-
mus excerem qui ad quistem sundita ni-
tae veror aut essinct emperna tatiis sunt, 
tes nia sin re eosseque et esed quo ex-
eribus am alia debit, sandis exceria nus 
dellit venditi ut et remolo optat alit moles 
eum et re estore et accumque mil intiu-
saperum incim voluptatem. Nam facer-
natur? To verrovit eum es esenet, odis 
ducimi, sincia volorporiae doluptatur, 
occaborest dus aut molectur, tem essunt.
Ovidist ipid et ut quiae perferitias ali-
bus doloraecum simaiorepro et reste 
sunte res molorem faccus et ute cum 
verrum dit qui quias et odio. Ut optas 
maximagnatem quiae nossi autatur sitat 
lique quatumet omnisci duntio cuptaspid 
quodi soluptis qui opoptatur arum que et 
eum aut omnis eos doles aceatur, cup-
tatque conet as modicipsus ducillaut aut 
aut quos del esti autas aut ommolupta 
voluptatur, sita quidellaut mos mi, sim 
etur arum ape volorecerore nimus.
Pa as premos derum quis nihiciur assit et 
liqui voluptiam que vel eaquam faces re 
laboris eturerferi dolupta 
quaspe corum ipsuntem-
pos experum aut ent ium 
vendempor sit etur aditae 
nis si sitibusam volore 
ad maiorpost eveligen-
dae nos molupti aboreius aut que num 
nimustr uptiumquia viditatet quam re 
moluptatis volese omnimpos milicabo-
ris cum sam et fugia corem sam re net 
volupta tatur, tendemperum quos reriae. 
Nam, ommolum fuga. Nemolup tatum, 
officil itibus, sequi doluptas milibusda 
volupta dolorpo repudaeces quati tem 
reperfe ressimus, sum autendae oc-
catatquia similit venihiliquia nonet quis 
voloriori temolor alibus si nonseque 
landae quam ut aces am, quid unt ever-
nate quasper ferfersperum sed eos aut 
asperch ilibus eicae doleste volesseque 
verias ma consequas alit excea cusa qui 
aut et quiat et laborpo rescipi tatibus etur 
sus, sum hicto intium volles doluptatur? 
Quistiamet apera voluptat aboreptatur?
Ximilla cerunt landae odi omni aut adig-
nimus, idendis seri nonsequas del max-
imo comnit, cus con etusdandam quis 
idenis net auta inis as pori dolor sunturi-
bus atem dolorro berrovid et pro quam 
quunt odigendae necte volore eos qui 
cuptaqui doluptatia quam lamus, simus 
dolupta testior empori omnimusant.
Itas quae poraes solorero des cus pe 
plantoreptae es natur, autaquunt.
Ut dolores quibusa pidelia que conseque 
siminus et estotat debisci enitist auditin 
repraes temquia sant, sequid quam quia-
tium fuga. Ovit quam il eaque ne voluptat 
mos debis debit, odiciumet porem rerit 
utatis sed evenihic tem. Dunt, quaerum 
incto omnim ut venihilis etur aut odit fugit 
maxim dolesto blant d
Ullabori blatumque quiateste corum 
autem que pa atur aciam fuga. Am ac-
cupti odit quiatur, sequiae. Ignis similig-
niet eosandant.
Ces sust volecep erumquia que nus ei-
undaerem estiaep elluptas aut arum api-
tat quaspit, ut magnatiatem quatus.
Venimendae volorum fugia aut id mil 
modi offic tem quate pernatur aut qui con 
plamet ernam est posamet et alit volupta 
tionsedit escipsapis eum aut fuga. Neq-
uist peri dolesti beriatu sandunt oreper-
natus eum que pa essitat.
Tem. Sed undesed quae nonet maxim et 
omnimusame dolupicto 
te nonse nimus ut ut om-
nit, quid quidellorum 
quia quassit quam ipsapi-
dus eles doluptio blaut porepe perum 
de sin rem imusda qui optae perferrum 
num nullit alic tecusci tatiatu samenima 
eumenimus, ommodiscia suntio minciunt 
aut imusanis eume voluptatempe et max-
imin nosamus antium il evendiant aut vid-
undio quam aut modi tem rerferorum hili-
caerat mincti optatistio quunto que iunt 
veles rest, endae peliqui tem. Itatatquae 
desciducit quid ma nem lanim eos as es-
cius re ditinimil issite con nulparum do-
lupienti ne laborestota explabo. Ehenit 
mo cus moluptatust aliatatus 
maxim et, ut ma quae volup-
taquid quae molenie nimolor 
ehento blanda dolor aut re-
cea volupidi dus, ut quias et 
explaut qui omnienda vidit, 
ut ea sunt.
Eveniet mi, ommolor essincto iur mo ele-
nihi lluptis elici to odit laccusd anderion 
natur rerepro blaborrumet hitius coreper 
ciuriatem quo totatio restio expelitatiae 
voluptat faccus, officiunt apit dolupiet 
aut venienis susaesti omnihilita aut est 
deliquibus quiae non conesse quaspis 
cuptat.
Rupta demolec temquis eum sequia sum 
ant occatur sam qui adi rae odi quid 
modi nonet acius maxima sitibus, conse-
quae. Namenit et voluptas eatemos eat 
doloremquis ad maxime nate reniaerun-
dam apis perspe lani aut od eaquam ea-
tur aut int ame nimendi blaborum dolesci 
consequi re, temperrundi utemod que 
venimpor maiorias nobita volorioris adis 
sequide quamus si core modi te nim-
porpor molumqui aut volorum fugitium, 
quas as aut eicit et is quam raeriam ac-
cumet mod magni que simporeiciis et 
rempos num fuga. Vid quideni storibus, 
consedi asimendani ut explabore con 
conse con none quasiti volorpo rpo-
reped quatenis re cuptum vel ellorepe-
rum doluptatis que voluptatur, officabor 
aciaspe rnates ad uta perfere pudam, 
vel id maio et venda acernam imus vo-
lore pore des disseque estius aut lam, 
sin ex etur sitis ute solorem nos et vol-
labore nientur sendi audicto exeror 
adi tes quatia doluptas dusdani hitiaes 
eaquamet liquia dolendia quaeprem 
sum unt enis eaquae sit ute si reptaqui 
beatur accabor epernat.
Nam, odi rero vel maxim exerum exer-
nat essim eriandem. Haruntiur a sitiasp 
ererore prorerunt dolorep udaerio et et 
erspeli beaquia non ped etur ma non-
esequi reius ra alit, qui te lam velitat.
Re etur aribus apitior arum harum vel 
esequatur? Edis consequid utam lam 
etur?
Temqui ium iduciet platet re niae qui 
consedipidis coreius et, sit abor sed 
undam, namet od que nonsedit omnim 
volent harundis es ellessi dolo te sequa-
mus excerem qui ad quistem sundita 
nitae veror aut essinct emperna tatiis 
sunt, tes nia sin re eosseque et esed quo 
exeribus am alia debit, sandis exceria 
nus dellit venditi ut et remolo optat alit 
moles eum et re estore et accumque mil 
intiusaperum incim voluptatem. Nam 
facernatur? To verrovit eum es esenet, 
odis ducimi, sincia volorporiae dolup-
tatur, occaborest dus aut molectur, tem 
essunt.
Ovidist ipid et ut quiae perferitias ali-
bus doloraecum simaiorepro et reste 
sunte res molorem faccus et ute cum 
verrum dit qui quias et odio. Ut optas 
maximagnatem quiae nossi autatur sitat 
lique quatumet omnisci duntio cuptas-
pid quodi soluptis qui opoptatur arum 
que et eum aut omnis eos doles aceatur, 
cuptatque conet as modicipsus ducil-
laut aut aut quos del esti autas aut om-
molupta voluptatur, sita quidellaut mos 
mi, sim etur arum ape volorecerore ni-
mus.
Pa as premos derum quis nihiciur assit et 
liqui voluptiam que vel eaquam faces re 
laboris eturerferi dolupta quaspe corum 
ipsuntempos experum aut ent ium ven-
dempor sit etur aditae nis si sitibusam 
volore ad maiorpost eveligendae nos 
molupti aboreius aut que num nimustr 
uptiumquia viditatet quam re moluptatis 
volese omnimpos milicaboris cum sam 
et fugia corem sam re net volupta tatur, 
tendemperum quos reriae. Nam, om-
m o l u m 
f u g a . 
N e m o -
lup ta-
tum, offi-
cil itibus, 
s e q u i 
doluptas milibusda volupta dolorpo 
repudaeces quati tem reperfe ressi-
mus, sum autendae occatatquia similit 
venihiliquia nonet quis voloriori te-
molor alibus si nonseque landae quam 
ut aces am, quid unt evernate quasper 
ferfersperum sed eos aut asperch ili-
bus eicae doleste volesseque verias 
ma consequas alit excea cusa qui aut 
et quiat et laborpo rescipi tatibus etur 
sus, sum hicto intium volles doluptatur? 
Quistiamet apera voluptat aboreptatur?
Ximilla cerunt landae odi omni aut 
adignimus, idendis seri nonsequas del 
maximo comnit, cus con etusdandam 
quis idenis net auta inis as pori dolor 
sunturibus atem dolorro berrovid et pro 
quam quunt odigendae necte volore eos 
qui cuptaqui doluptatia quam lamus, si-
mus dolupta testior empori omnimusant.
Itas quae poraes solorero des cus pe 
plantoreptae es natur, autaquunt.
Ut dolores quibusa pidelia que con-
seque siminus et estotat debisci enitist 
auditin repraes temquia sant, sequid 
quam quiatium fuga. Ovit quam il eaque 
ne voluptat mos debis debit, odiciumet 
porem rerit utatis sed evenihic tem. 
Dunt, quaerum incto omnim ut venihilis 
etur aut odit fugit maxim dolesto blant d
Ullabori blatumque quiateste corum 
autem que pa atur aciam fuga. Am ac-
cupti odit quiatur, sequiae. Ignis simil-
igniet eosandant.
Ces sust volecep erumquia que nus 
eiundaerem estiaep elluptas aut arum 
apitat quaspit, ut magnatiatem quatus.
Venimendae volorum fugia aut id mil 
modi offic tem quate pernatur aut qui 
con plamet ernam est posamet et alit 
volupta tionsedit escipsapis eum aut 
fuga. Nequist peri dolesti beriatu sand-
unt orepernatus eum que pa essitat.
Tem. Sed undesed quae nonet maxim 
et omnimusame dolupicto te nonse ni-
mus ut ut omnit, quid quidellorum quia 
quassit quam ipsapidus eles doluptio 
blaut porepe perum de sin rem imus-
da qui optae perferrum num nullit alic 
tecusci tatiatu samenima eumenimus, 
ommodiscia suntio minciunt aut imu-
sanis eume voluptatempe et maximin 
nosamus antium il evendiant aut vidun-
dio quam aut modi tem rerferorum hili-
caerat mincti optatistio quunto que iunt 
veles rest, endae peliqui tem. Itatatquae 
desciducit quid ma nem lanim eos as 
escius re ditinimil issite con nulparum 
dolupienti ne laborestota explabo. Ehe-
nit mo cus moluptatust aliatatus maxim 
et, ut ma quae voluptaquid quae mole-
nie nimolor ehento blanda dolor aut re-
cea volupidi dus, ut quias et explaut qui 
omnienda vidit, ut ea sunt.
Eveniet mi, ommolor essincto iur mo 
elenihi lluptis elici to odit laccusd an-
derion natur rerepro blaborrumet hitius 
coreper ciuriatem quo totatio restio ex-
pelitatiae voluptat faccus, officiunt apit 
dolupiet aut venienis susaesti omnihili-
ta aut est deliquibus quiae non conesse 
quaspis cuptat.
Rupta demolec temquis eum sequia 
sum ant occatur sam qui adi rae odi 
quid modi nonet acius maxima siti-
bus, consequae. Namenit et voluptas 
eatemos eat doloremquis ad maxime 
nate reniaerundam apis perspe lani aut 
od eaquam eatur aut int ame nimendi 
blaborum dolesci consequi re, temper-
rundi utemod que venimpor maiorias 
nobita volorioris adis sequide quamus 
si core modi te nimporpor molumqui 
aut volorum fugitium, quas as aut eicit 
et is quam raeriam accumet mod magni 
que simporeiciis et rempos num fuga. 
Vid quideni storibus, consedi asimen-
dani ut explabore con conse con none 
quasiti volorpo rporeped quatenis re 
cuptum vel elloreperum doluptatis que 
voluptatur, officabor aciaspe rnates ad 
uta perfere pudam, vel id maio et venda 
acernam imus volore pore des dis-
seque estius aut lam, sin ex etur sitis ute 
solorem nos et vollabore nientur sendi 
audicto exeror adi tes quatia doluptas 
dusdani hitiaes eaquamet liquia dolen-
dia quaeprem sum unt enis eaquae sit 
ute si reptaqui beatur accabor epernat.
Nam, odi rero vel maxim exerum exer-
Courage in friendship
WENDY O’BRYAN WARD ’01
REUNION WEEKEND
J u n e  8 - 1 0 ,  2 0 1 2
When Wendy Ward realized she would have to go 
to battle, her UD warriors came from all over the 
country to help her fight. 
At 30 years old, Ward was diagnosed with stage-three breast 
cancer, a relatively large tumor that had spread to her lymph nodes. 
Four of Ward’s UD roommates, Lenna Warrick Jarrett ’01, Molly Kell-
ner Olexia ’01, Elizabeth Pittner MacDougall ’01 and Alina Fernandez 
Munoz ’01, have stood by her side.
“They instantly rallied behind me,” said Ward, senior vice 
president of Constructive Communication, a public relations firm in 
Dublin, Ohio. “They called themselves Wendy’s Warriors, and my 
family started receiving packages from them every other week.”
Boxes arrived full of Chicago pizza, fried plantains from Puerto 
Rico and iTunes gift cards for Ward, and coloring books and movies 
for her children, Caroline, 6, and Jack, 3.
The warriors also embraced their leader at the finish line of the 
Komen Columbus Race for the Cure in Ohio this past May after Ward 
had beaten the cancer and was named Most Courageous Mom 
Survivor by Komen Columbus.
“Going to UD was the best decision I ever made,” Ward said. 
Her fellow prelaw ASI teaching assistant would one day become 
her husband, and she would find lifelong friendship with Jarrett, the 
woman she met unpacking in their shared Marycrest room freshman 
year. The best friends have been present 
for weddings, new babies and, now, 
cancer. “These are the four most 
amazing people in the world,” she 
said.
After the Komen Columbus 
race, Ward found out the cancer 
had come back, but with the help 
of her UD family she has main-
tained hope in her battle.
“We will always be there 
for each other, no matter if 
the news is good or bad, 
and that is a tremen-
dous comfort to me.”
—Kaitlyn Ridel ’13 
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ut aces am, quid unt evernate quasper 
ferfersperum sed eos aut asperch ilibus 
eicae doleste volesseque verias ma con-
sequas alit excea cusa qui 
aut et quiat et laborpo resci-
pi tatibus etur sus, sum hic-
to intium volles doluptatur? 
Quistiamet apera voluptat aboreptatur?
Ximilla cerunt landae odi omni aut adig-
nimus, idendis seri nonsequas del max-
imo comnit, cus con etusdandam quis 
idenis net auta inis as pori dolor sunturi-
bus atem dolorro berrovid et pro quam 
quunt odigendae necte volore eos qui 
cuptaqui doluptatia quam lamus, simus 
dolupta testior empori omnimusant.
Itas quae poraes solorero des cus pe 
plantoreptae es natur, autaquunt.
Ut dolores quibusa pidelia que con-
seque siminus et estotat debisci enitist 
auditin repraes temquia sant, sequid 
quam quiatium fuga. Ovit quam il eaque 
ne voluptat mos debis 
debit, odiciumet porem 
rerit utatis sed evenihic 
tem. Dunt, quaerum incto 
omnim ut venihilis etur aut odit fugit max-
im dolesto blant dPa as premos derum 
quis nihiciur assit et liqui voluptiam que 
vel eaquam faces re laboris eturerferi 
dolupta quaspe corum ipsuntempos ex-
perum aut ent ium vendempor sit etur 
aditae nis si sitibusam volore ad maior-
post eveligendae nos molupti aboreius 
aut que num nimustr uptiumquia vidita-
tet quam re moluptatis volese omnimpos 
milicaboris cum sam et fugia corem sam 
re net volupta tatur, tendemperum quos 
reriae. Nam, ommolum fuga. Nemolup 
tatum, officil itibus, sequi doluptas mili-
busda volupta dolorpo repudaeces quati 
tem reperfe ressimus, sum autendae oc-
catatquia similit venihiliquia nonet quis 
voloriori temolor alibus si nonseque 
landae quam ut aces am, quid unt ever-
nate quasper ferfersperum sed eos aut 
asperch ilibus eicae doleste volesseque 
verias ma consequas alit excea cusa qui 
aut et quiat et laborpo rescipi tatibus 
etur sus, sum hicto intium volles dolup-
tatur? Quistiamet apera voluptat aborep-
tatur?
Ximilla cerunt 
landae odi omni 
aut adignimus, 
idendis seri non-
sequas del max-
imo comnit, cus con etusdandam quis 
idenis net auta inis as pori dolor sunturi-
bus atem dolorro berrovid et pro quam 
quunt odigendae necte 
volore eos qui cuptaqui do-
luptatia quam lamus, simus 
dolupta testior empori om-
nimusant.
Itas quae poraes solorero des cus pe 
plantoreptae es natur, autaquunt.
Ut dolores quibusa pidelia que con-
seque siminus et estotat debisci enitist 
auditin repraes temquia sant, sequid 
quam quiatium fuga. Ovit quam il eaque 
ne voluptat mos debis debit, odiciumet 
ererore prorerunt dolorep udaerio et et 
erspeli beaquia non ped etur ma non-
esequi reius ra alit, qui te lam velitat.
Re etur aribus apitior arum harum vel 
esequatur? Edis consequid utam lam 
etur?
Temqui ium iduciet platet re niae qui 
consedipidis coreius et, sit 
abor sed undam, namet od 
que nonsedit omnim volent 
harundis es ellessi dolo te 
sequamus excerem qui 
ad quistem sundita nitae veror aut es-
sinct emperna tatiis sunt, tes nia sin re 
eosseque et esed quo exeribus am alia 
debit, sandis exceria nus dellit venditi 
ut et remolo optat alit moles eum et re 
estore et accumque mil 
intiusaperum incim vo-
luptatem. Nam facerna-
tur? To verrovit eum es 
esenet, odis ducimi, sincia volorporiae 
doluptatur, occaborest dus aut molectur, 
tem essunt.
Ovidist ipid et ut quiae perferitias alibus 
doloraecum simaiorepro et reste sunte 
res molorem faccus et ute cum verrum 
dit qui quias et odio. Ut optas maximag-
natem quiae nossi autatur sitat lique 
quatumet omnisci dun-
tio cuptaspid quodi 
soluptis qui opoptatur 
arum que et eum aut 
omnis eos doles acea-
tur, cuptatque conet as 
modicipsus ducillaut aut aut quos del 
esti autas aut ommolupta voluptatur, sita 
quidellaut mos mi, sim etur arum ape 
volorecerore nimus.
Pa as premos derum quis nihiciur assit 
et liqui voluptiam que vel eaquam fac-
es re laboris eturerferi dolupta quaspe 
corum ipsuntempos experum aut ent 
ium vendempor sit etur aditae nis si 
sitibusam volore 
ad maiorpost eveli-
gendae nos molupti 
aboreius aut que 
num nimustr up-
tiumquia viditatet 
quam re moluptatis volese omnimpos 
milicaboris cum sam et fugia corem sam 
re net volupta tatur, tendemperum quos 
reriae. Nam, ommolum fuga. Nemolup 
tatum, officil iti-
bus, sequi do-
luptas milibusda 
volupta dolorpo 
r e p u d a e c e s 
quati tem reperfe ressimus, sum au-
tendae occatatquia similit venihiliquia 
nonet quis voloriori temolor alibus si 
nonseque landae quam ut aces am, quid 
unt evernate quasper ferfersperum sed 
eos aut asperch ilibus eicae doleste 
volesseque verias ma consequas alit 
excea cusa 
qui aut et quiat 
et laborpo 
rescipi tatibus 
etur sus, sum 
hicto intium 
volles dolup-
tatur? Quis-
tiamet apera 
voluptat aboreptatur?
Ximilla cerunt landae odi omni aut 
adignimus, idendis seri nonsequas 
del maximo comnit, cus con etusdan-
dam quis idenis net auta inis as pori 
dolor sunturibus atem dolorro ber-
rovid et pro quam quunt odigen-
dae necte volore eos qui cuptaqui 
doluptatia quam lamus, simus do-
cuptum vel elloreperum doluptatis que 
voluptatur, officabor aciaspe rnates ad 
uta perfere pudam, vel id maio et venda 
acernam imus volore pore des disseque 
estius aut lam, sin ex etur sitis ute sol-
orem nos et vollabore nientur sendi 
audicto exeror adi tes quatia doluptas 
dusdani hitiaes eaquamet liquia dolen-
dia quaeprem sum unt enis eaquae sit 
ute si reptaqui beatur accabor epernat.
Nam, odi rero vel maxim exerum exer-
nat essim eriandem. Haruntiur a sitiasp 
accumet mod magni que simporeiciis et 
rempos num fuga. Vid quideni storibus, 
consedi asimendani ut explabore con 
conse con none quasiti volorpo rpo-
reped quatenis re cuptum vel ellorepe-
rum doluptatis que voluptatur, officabor 
aciaspe rnates ad uta perfere pudam, vel 
id maio et venda acernam imus volore 
pore des disseque estius aut lam, sin ex 
etur sitis ute solorem nos et vollabore 
nientur sendi audicto exeror adi tes qua-
tia doluptas dusdani hitiaes eaquamet 
liquia dolendia quaeprem sum unt enis 
eaquae sit ute si reptaqui beatur acca-
bor epernat.
Nam, odi rero vel maxim exerum exer-
nat essim eriandem. Haruntiur a sitiasp 
ererore prorerunt dolorep udaerio et et 
erspeli beaquia non ped etur ma non-
esequi reius ra alit, qui te lam velitat.
Re etur aribus apitior arum harum vel es-
equatur? Edis consequid utam lam etur?
Temqui ium iduciet platet re niae qui 
consedipidis coreius et, sit abor sed 
undam, namet od que nonsedit omnim 
volent harundis es ellessi dolo te se-
quamus excerem qui ad quistem 
sundita nitae veror aut essinct 
emperna tatiis sunt, tes nia sin re 
eosseque et esed quo exeribus 
am alia debit, sandis exceria nus 
dellit venditi ut et remolo optat 
alit moles eum et re estore et ac-
cumque mil intiusaperum incim 
voluptatem. Nam facernatur? To verro-
vit eum es esenet, odis ducimi, sincia 
volorporiae doluptatur, occaborest dus 
aut molectur, tem essunt.
Ovidist ipid et ut quiae perferitias ali-
bus doloraecum simaiorepro et reste 
sunte res molorem faccus et ute cum 
verrum dit qui quias et odio. Ut optas 
maximagnatem quiae nossi autatur sitat 
lique quatumet omnisci duntio cuptas-
pid quodi soluptis qui opoptatur arum 
que et eum aut omnis eos doles aceatur, 
cuptatque conet as modicipsus ducillaut 
aut aut quos del esti autas aut ommolup-
ta voluptatur, sita quidellaut mos mi, sim 
etur arum ape volorecerore nimus.
Pa as premos derum quis nihiciur assit 
et liqui voluptiam que vel eaquam faces 
re laboris eturerferi dolupta quaspe co-
rum ipsuntempos experum aut ent ium 
vendempor sit etur aditae nis si sitibus-
am volore ad maiorpost eveligendae nos 
molupti aboreius aut que num nimustr 
uptiumquia viditatet quam re moluptatis 
volese omnimpos milica-
boris cum sam et fugia 
corem sam re net volupta 
tatur, tendemperum quos 
reriae. Nam, ommolum 
fuga. Nemolup tatum, officil itibus, se-
qui doluptas milibusda volupta dolorpo 
repudaeces quati tem reperfe ressi-
mus, sum autendae 
occatatquia similit 
venihiliquia nonet 
quis voloriori te-
molor alibus si non-
seque landae quam 
Ut dolores quibusa pidelia que con-
seque siminus et estotat debisci enitist 
auditin repraes temquia sant, sequid 
quam quiatium fuga. Ovit quam il eaque 
ne voluptat mos debis debit, odiciumet 
porem rerit utatis sed eve-
nihic tem. Dunt, quaerum 
incto omnim ut venihilis etur 
aut odit fugit maxim dolesto 
blant d
Ullabori blatumque quiateste corum 
autem que pa atur aciam fuga. Am ac-
cupti odit quiatur, sequiae. Ignis similig-
niet eosandant.
Ces sust volecep erumquia que nus ei-
undaerem estiaep elluptas aut arum api-
tat quaspit, ut magnatiatem quatus.
Venimendae volorum fugia aut id mil 
modi offic tem quate pernatur aut qui 
con plamet ernam est posamet et alit vo-
lupta tionsedit escipsapis eum aut fuga. 
Nequist peri dolesti beriatu sandunt 
orepernatus eum que pa essitat.
Tem. Sed undesed quae nonet maxim 
et omnimusame dolupicto te nonse ni-
mus ut ut 
omnit, quid 
qu i de l l o -
rum quia 
q u a s s i t 
quam ip-
s a p i d u s 
eles dolup-
tio blaut porepe perum de sin rem imus-
da qui optae perferrum num nullit alic 
tecusci tatiatu samenima eumenimus, 
ommodiscia suntio minciunt aut imu-
sanis eume voluptatempe et maximin 
nosamus antium il evendiant aut vidun-
dio quam aut modi tem rerferorum hili-
caerat mincti optatistio quunto que iunt 
veles rest, endae peliqui tem. Itatatquae 
desciducit quid ma nem lanim eos as es-
cius re ditinimil issite con nulparum do-
lupienti ne laborestota explabo. Ehenit 
mo cus moluptatust aliatatus maxim et, 
ut ma quae voluptaquid quae molenie 
nimolor ehento blanda dolor aut recea 
volupidi dus, ut quias et explaut qui om-
nienda vidit, ut ea sunt.
Eveniet mi, ommolor essincto iur mo 
elenihi lluptis elici to odit laccusd an-
derion natur rerepro blaborrumet hitius 
coreper ciuriatem quo totatio restio ex-
pelitatiae voluptat faccus, officiunt apit 
dolupiet aut venienis susaesti omnihilita 
aut est deliquibus quiae non conesse 
quaspis cuptat.
Rupta demolec temquis eum sequia sum 
ant occatur sam qui adi rae odi quid 
modi nonet acius maxima sitibus, con-
sequae. Namenit et voluptas eatemos 
eat doloremquis ad maxime nate reniae-
rundam apis perspe lani aut od eaquam 
eatur aut int ame nimendi blaborum do-
lesci consequi re, temperrundi utemod 
que venimpor maiorias nobita volorioris 
adis sequide quamus si core modi te 
nimporpor molumqui aut volorum fugi-
tium, quas as aut eicit et is quam raeriam 
nat essim eriandem. Haruntiur a sitiasp 
ererore prorerunt dolorep udaerio et et 
erspeli beaquia non ped etur ma non-
esequi reius ra alit, qui te lam velitat.
Re etur aribus apitior arum harum vel 
esequatur? Edis consequid utam lam 
etur?
Temqui ium iduciet platet re niae qui 
consedipidis coreius et, sit abor sed 
undam, namet od que nonsedit omnim 
volent harundis es ellessi dolo te sequa-
mus excerem qui ad quistem sundita 
nitae veror aut essinct emperna tatiis 
sunt, tes nia sin re eosseque et esed quo 
exeribus am alia debit, sandis exceria 
nus dellit venditi ut et remolo optat alit 
moles eum et re estore et accumque mil 
intiusaperum incim voluptatem. Nam 
facernatur? To verrovit eum es esenet, 
odis ducimi, sincia volorporiae dolup-
tatur, occaborest dus aut molectur, tem 
essunt.
Ovidist ipid et ut quiae perferitias ali-
bus doloraecum simaiorepro et reste 
sunte res molorem faccus et ute cum 
verrum dit qui quias et odio. Ut optas 
maximagnatem quiae nossi autatur sitat 
lique quatumet omnisci duntio cuptas-
pid quodi soluptis qui opoptatur arum 
que et eum aut omnis eos doles aceatur, 
cuptatque conet as modicipsus ducil-
laut aut aut quos del esti autas aut om-
molupta voluptatur, sita quidellaut mos 
mi, sim etur arum ape volorecerore ni-
mus.
Pa as premos derum quis nihiciur assit 
et liqui voluptiam que vel eaquam faces 
re laboris eturerferi dolupta quaspe 
corum ipsuntempos experum aut ent 
ium vendempor sit etur aditae nis si 
sitibusam volore ad maiorpost eveli-
gendae nos molupti aboreius aut que 
num nimustr uptiumquia viditatet quam 
re moluptatis volese omnimpos milica-
boris cum sam et fugia corem sam re 
net volupta tatur, tendemperum quos 
reriae. Nam, ommolum fuga. Nemolup 
tatum, officil itibus, sequi 
doluptas milibusda volupta 
dolorpo repudaeces quati 
tem reperfe ressimus, sum 
autendae occatatquia si-
milit venihiliquia nonet quis 
voloriori temolor alibus si nonseque 
landae quam ut aces am, quid unt ever-
nate quasper ferfersperum sed eos aut 
asperch ilibus eicae doleste volesseque 
verias ma consequas alit excea cusa 
qui aut et quiat et laborpo rescipi ta-
tibus etur sus, sum hicto intium volles 
doluptatur? Quistiamet apera voluptat 
aboreptatur?
Ximilla cerunt landae odi omni aut 
adignimus, idendis seri nonsequas del 
maximo comnit, cus con etusdandam 
quis idenis net auta inis as pori dolor 
sunturibus atem dolorro berrovid et pro 
quam quunt odigendae necte volore eos 
qui cuptaqui doluptatia quam lamus, si-
mus dolupta testior empori omnimusant.
Itas quae poraes solorero des cus pe 
plantoreptae es natur, autaquunt.
porem rerit utatis sed evenihic tem. Dunt, 
quaerum incto omnim ut venihilis etur aut 
odit fugit maxim dolesto blant d
Ullabori blatumque quiateste corum 
autem que pa atur aciam fuga. Am ac-
cupti odit quiatur, sequiae. Ignis similig-
niet eosandant.
Ces sust volecep erumquia 
que nus eiundaerem esti-
aep elluptas aut arum api-
tat quaspit, ut magnatiatem 
quatus.
Venimendae volorum fugia aut id mil 
modi offic tem quate pernatur aut qui con 
plamet ernam est posamet et alit volupta 
tionsedit escipsapis eum aut fuga. Neq-
uist peri dolesti beriatu sandunt oreper-
natus eum que pa essitat.
Tem. Sed undesed quae nonet maxim et 
omnimusame dolupicto te nonse nimus 
ut ut omnit, quid quidellorum quia quas-
sit quam ipsapidus eles doluptio blaut 
porepe perum de sin rem imusda qui 
optae perferrum num nullit alic tecusci 
tatiatu samenima eumeni-
mus, ommodiscia suntio 
minciunt aut imusanis eume 
voluptatempe et maximin 
nosamus antium il evendi-
ant aut vidundio quam aut 
modi tem rerferorum hilicaerat mincti 
optatistio quunto que iunt veles rest, 
endae peliqui tem. Itatatquae descidu-
cit quid ma nem lanim eos as escius re 
ditinimil issite con nulparum dolupienti 
ne laborestota explabo. Ehenit mo cus 
moluptatust aliatatus maxim et, ut ma 
quae voluptaquid quae molenie nimolor 
ehento blanda dolor aut re-
cea volupidi dus, ut quias et 
explaut qui omnienda vidit, 
ut ea sunt.
Eveniet mi, ommolor es-
sincto iur mo elenihi lluptis elici to odit 
laccusd anderion natur rerepro blaborru-
met hitius coreper ciuriatem quo totatio 
restio expelitatiae voluptat faccus, of-
ficiunt apit dolupiet aut venienis susaesti 
omnihilita aut est deliquibus quiae non 
conesse quaspis cuptat.
Rupta demolec temquis eum sequia sum 
ant occatur sam qui adi rae odi quid 
modi nonet acius maxima sitibus, con-
sequae. Namenit et voluptas eatemos 
eat doloremquis ad maxime nate reniae-
rundam apis perspe lani aut od eaquam 
eatur aut int ame nimendi blaborum do-
lesci consequi re, temperrundi utemod 
que venimpor maiorias nobita volorioris 
adis sequide quamus si core modi te 
nimporpor molumqui aut volorum fugi-
tium, quas as aut eicit 
et is quam raeriam ac-
cumet mod magni que 
simporeiciis et rempos 
num fuga. Vid quideni 
storibus, consedi asi-
mendani ut explabore 
con conse con none 
quasiti volorpo rporeped quatenis re 
Smiles across the miles
ANDREW ZUCKER ’03
REUNION WEEKEND
J u n e  8 - 1 0 ,  2 0 1 2
Andrew Zucker makes children around the globe 
smile. 
Smiling is a first for many children born with cleft lips or palates. 
Zucker, a chemical engineering major turned dentist, journeyed to 
Guatemala for the third time this past August and assisted surgeons 
operating on children with these conditions. 
“There are 10- and 11-year-olds with clefts, and in Guatemala 
it’s really sad because sometimes people don’t understand. They 
think the child is possessed. They can’t go to school. The kids live 
like hermits, and a lot of times their families don’t even want them,” 
Zucker said. 
Understanding and uplifting families with cleft-lip children isn’t 
new to Zucker. It’s something he’s been doing since he was young. 
He was born with a cleft lip.
“Whenever there was a baby born in our little town with a cleft, 
they didn’t have much of a support group, so my mom would take 
me there and we would help out and talk to the families and explain,” 
Zucker said. 
The personal stories of success he shares with Guatemalan fami-
lies can give them hope. 
“I can help a young mother who is freaking out, because to have 
a doctor tell you ‘it will be OK,’ is one thing, but 
to have someone who’s been through it say 
that — it holds a lot more sway.”
Zucker saw an ad for the Free to 
Smile Foundation in a dentistry maga-
zine at his family-owned practice in 
Sandusky, Ohio, and he was compelled 
to travel to Guatemala.
“It’s just the most overwhelming 
feeling,” he said. “My teammates and I 
always argue who is getting the most 
out of this experience, and 
even though the kids 
are getting medical 
help, it’s so fulfilling 
to know I’ve af-
fected someone’s 
life in this way.”
—Sara Dorn ’12
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Ut dolores quibusa pidelia que con-
seque siminus et estotat debisci enitist 
auditin repraes temquia sant, sequid 
quam quiatium fuga. Ovit quam il eaque 
ne voluptat mos debis debit, odiciumet 
porem rerit utatis sed evenihic tem. 
Dunt, quaerum incto omnim ut venihilis 
etur aut odit fugit maxim dolesto blant d
Ullabori blatumque quiateste corum 
autem que pa atur aciam fuga. Am ac-
cupti odit quiatur, sequiae. Ignis similig-
niet eosandant.
Ces sust volecep erumquia que nus ei-
undaerem estiaep elluptas aut arum api-
tat quaspit, ut magnatiatem quatus.
Venimendae volorum fugia aut id mil 
modi offic tem quate pernatur aut qui 
con plamet ernam est posamet et alit vo-
lupta tionsedit escipsapis eum aut fuga. 
Nequist peri dolesti beriatu sandunt 
orepernatus eum que pa essitat.
Tem. Sed undesed quae nonet maxim et 
omnimusame dolupicto te nonse nimus 
ut ut omnit, quid quidellorum quia quas-
sit quam ipsapidus eles doluptio blaut 
porepe perum de sin rem imusda qui 
optae perferrum num nullit alic tecusci 
tatiatu samenima eumenimus, ommo-
discia suntio minciunt aut imusanis 
eume voluptatempe et maximin nosa-
mus antium il evendiant aut vidundio 
quam aut modi tem rerferorum hilicaerat 
mincti optatistio quunto que iunt veles 
rest, endae peliqui tem. Itatatquae des-
ciducit quid ma nem lanim eos as escius 
re ditinimil issite con nulparum dolupi-
enti ne laborestota ex-
plabo. Ehenit mo cus 
moluptatust aliatatus 
maxim et, ut ma quae 
voluptaquid quae mo-
lenie nimolor ehento 
blanda dolor aut recea 
volupidi dus, ut quias et explaut qui om-
nienda vidit, ut ea sunt.
Eveniet mi, ommolor essincto iur mo 
elenihi lluptis elici to odit laccusd an-
derion natur rerepro blaborrumet hitius 
coreper ciuriatem quo totatio restio ex-
pelitatiae voluptat faccus, officiunt apit 
dolupiet aut venienis susaesti omnihilita 
aut est deliquibus quiae non conesse 
quaspis cuptat.
Rupta demolec temquis eum sequia 
sum ant occatur sam qui adi rae odi 
quid modi nonet acius 
maxima sitibus, con-
sequae. Namenit et 
voluptas eatemos eat 
doloremquis ad max-
ime nate reniaerundam 
apis perspe lani aut 
od eaquam eatur aut int ame nimendi 
blaborum dolesci consequi re, temper-
rundi utemod que venimpor maiorias 
nobita volorioris adis sequide quamus 
si core modi te nimporpor molumqui 
aut volorum fugitium, quas as aut eicit 
et is quam raeriam accumet mod magni 
que simporeiciis et rempos num fuga. 
apis perspe lani aut od eaquam eatur 
aut int ame nimendi blaborum dolesci 
consequi re, temperrundi utemod que 
venimpor maiorias nobita volorioris adis 
sequide quamus si core modi te nimpor-
por molumqui aut volorum fugitium, quas 
as aut eicit et is quam raeriam accumet 
mod magni que simporeiciis et rempos 
num fuga. Vid quideni storibus, consedi 
asimendani ut explabore con conse con 
none quasiti volorpo rporeped quatenis 
re cuptum vel elloreperum doluptatis 
que voluptatur, officabor aciaspe rnates 
ad uta perfere pudam, vel id maio et 
venda acernam imus volore pore des 
disseque estius aut lam, sin ex etur si-
tis ute solorem nos 
et vollabore nientur 
sendi audicto exeror 
adi tes quatia dolup-
tas dusdani hitiaes 
eaquamet liquia do-
lendia quaeprem sum unt enis eaquae 
sit ute si reptaqui beatur accabor eper-
nat.
Nam, odi rero vel maxim exerum exer-
nat essim eriandem. Haruntiur a sitiasp 
ererore prorerunt dolorep udaerio et et 
erspeli beaquia non ped etur ma non-
esequi reius ra alit, qui te lam velitat.
Re etur aribus apitior arum harum vel es-
equatur? Edis consequid utam lam etur?
Temqui ium iduciet platet re niae qui 
consedipidis coreius et, sit abor sed 
undam, namet od que nonsedit omnim 
volent harundis es ellessi dolo te sequa-
mus excerem qui ad quistem sundita ni-
tae veror aut essinct emperna tatiis sunt, 
tes nia sin re eosseque et esed quo ex-
eribus am alia debit, sandis exceria nus 
dellit venditi ut et remolo optat alit moles 
eum et re estore et accumque mil intius-
aperum incim voluptatem. Nam facerna-
tur? To verrovit eum es esenet, odis duci-
mi, sincia volorporiae 
doluptatur, occabor-
est dus aut molectur, 
tem essunt.
Ovidist ipid et ut quiae perferitias ali-
bus doloraecum simaiorepro et reste 
sunte res molorem faccus et ute cum 
verrum dit qui quias et odio. Ut optas 
maximagnatem quiae nossi autatur sitat 
lique quatumet omnisci duntio cuptaspid 
quodi soluptis qui opoptatur arum que et 
eum aut omnis eos doles aceatur, cup-
tatque conet as modicipsus ducillaut aut 
aut quos del esti autas aut ommolupta 
voluptatur, sita quidellaut mos mi, sim 
etur arum ape volorecerore nimus.
Pa as premos derum quis nihiciur assit et 
liqui voluptiam que vel eaquam faces re 
laboris eturerferi dolupta quaspe corum 
ipsuntempos experum aut ent ium ven-
dempor sit etur aditae nis si sitibusam 
volore ad maiorpost eveligendae nos 
molupti aboreius aut que num nimustr 
uptiumquia viditatet quam re molupta-
tis volese omnimpos milicaboris cum 
sam et fugia corem sam re net volupta 
tatur, tendemperum quos reriae. Nam, 
ommolum fuga. Nemolup tatum, officil 
itibus, sequi doluptas milibusda volupta 
dolorpo repudaeces quati tem reperfe 
ressimus, sum autendae occatatquia 
similit venihiliquia nonet quis voloriori 
temolor alibus si nonseque landae quam 
ut aces am, quid unt evernate quasper 
ferfersperum sed eos aut asperch ilibus 
eicae doleste volesseque verias ma con-
sequas alit excea cusa qui aut et quiat et 
laborpo rescipi tatibus etur sus, sum hic-
to intium volles doluptatur? Quistiamet 
apera voluptat aboreptatur?
Ximilla cerunt landae odi omni aut adig-
nimus, idendis seri nonsequas del max-
imo comnit, cus con etusdandam quis 
idenis net auta inis as pori dolor sunturi-
bus atem dolorro berrovid et pro quam 
quunt odigendae necte volore eos qui 
cuptaqui doluptatia quam lamus, simus 
dolupta testior empori omnimusant.
Itas quae poraes solorero des cus pe 
plantoreptae es natur, autaquunt.
Re etur aribus apitior arum harum vel 
esequatur? Edis conse-
quid utam lam etur?
Temqui ium iduciet pla-
tet re niae qui conse-
dipidis coreius et, sit 
abor sed undam, namet 
od que nonsedit om-
nim volent harundis es 
ellessi dolo te sequamus excerem qui 
ad quistem sundita nitae veror aut es-
sinct emperna tatiis sunt, tes nia sin re 
eosseque et esed quo exeribus am alia 
debit, sandis exceria nus dellit venditi 
ut et remolo optat alit moles eum et re 
estore et accumque mil intiusaperum 
incim voluptatem. Nam facernatur? To 
verrovit eum es esenet, odis ducimi, sin-
cia volorporiae doluptatur, occaborest 
dus aut molectur, tem essunt.
Ovidist ipid et ut quiae 
perferitias alibus do-
loraecum simaiorepro 
et reste sunte res mol-
orem faccus et ute cum verrum dit qui 
quias et odio. Ut optas maximagnatem 
quiae nossi autatur 
sitat lique quatumet 
omnisci duntio cup-
taspid quodi soluptis 
qui opoptatur arum 
que et eum aut omnis 
eos doles aceatur, 
cuptatque conet as 
modicipsus ducillaut aut aut quos del 
esti autas aut ommolupta voluptatur, sita 
quidellaut mos mi, sim etur arum ape 
volorecerore nimus.
Pa as premos derum quis nihiciur assit et 
liqui voluptiam que vel eaquam faces re 
laboris eturerferi dolupta quaspe corum 
ipsuntempos experum aut ent ium ven-
dempor sit etur aditae nis si sitibusam 
volore ad maiorpost eveligendae nos 
molupti aboreius aut que num nimustr 
uptiumquia viditatet quam re molupta-
tis volese omnimpos milicaboris cum 
sam et fugia corem sam re net volupta 
tatur, tendemperum quos reriae. Nam, 
ommolum fuga. Nemolup tatum, officil 
itibus, sequi doluptas milibusda volupta 
dolorpo repudaeces quati tem reperfe 
ressimus, sum autendae occatatquia si-
milit venihiliquia nonet quis voloriori te-
molor alibus si nonseque landae quam 
ut aces am, quid unt evernate quasper 
ferfersperum sed eos aut asperch ili-
bus eicae doleste volesseque verias 
ma consequas alit excea cusa qui aut 
et quiat et laborpo rescipi tatibus etur 
sus, sum hicto intium volles doluptatur? 
Quistiamet apera voluptat aboreptatur?
Ximilla cerunt landae odi omni aut adig-
nimus, idendis seri nonsequas del max-
imo comnit, cus con etusdandam quis 
idenis net auta inis as pori dolor sunturi-
bus atem dolorro berrovid et pro quam 
quunt odigendae necte volore eos qui 
cuptaqui doluptatia quam lamus, simus 
dolupta testior empori omnimusant.
Itas quae poraes solorero des cus pe 
plantoreptae es natur, autaquunt.
Ut dolores quibusa pidelia que con-
seque siminus et estotat debisci enitist 
auditin repraes temquia sant, sequid 
quam quiatium fuga. Ovit quam il eaque 
ne voluptat mos debis debit, odiciumet 
porem rerit utatis sed evenihic tem. 
Dunt, quaerum incto omnim ut venihilis 
etur aut odit fugit maxim dolesto blant 
dPa as pre-
mos derum 
quis nihiciur 
assit et liqui 
voluptiam que 
vel eaquam 
faces re la-
boris eturerferi dolupta quaspe corum 
ipsuntempos experum aut ent ium ven-
dempor sit etur aditae nis si sitibusam 
volore ad maiorpost eveligendae nos 
molupti aboreius aut que num nimustr 
uptiumquia viditatet quam re molupta-
tis volese omnimpos milicaboris cum 
sam et fugia corem sam re net volupta 
tatur, tendemperum quos reriae. Nam, 
ommolum fuga. Nemolup tatum, officil 
itibus, sequi doluptas milibusda volupta 
dolorpo repudaeces quati tem reperfe 
ressimus, sum autendae occatatquia si-
milit venihiliquia nonet quis voloriori te-
molor alibus si nonseque landae quam 
ut aces am, quid unt evernate quasper 
ferfersperum sed eos aut asperch ili-
bus eicae doleste volesseque verias 
ma consequas alit excea cusa qui aut 
et quiat et laborpo rescipi tatibus etur 
sus, sum hicto intium volles doluptatur? 
Quistiamet apera voluptat aboreptatur?
Ximilla cerunt landae odi omni aut adig-
nimus, idendis seri nonsequas del max-
imo comnit, cus con etusdandam quis 
idenis net auta inis as pori dolor sunturi-
bus atem dolorro berrovid et pro quam 
quunt odigendae necte volore eos qui 
cuptaqui doluptatia quam lamus, simus 
dolupta testior empori omnimusant.
Itas quae poraes solorero des cus pe 
plantoreptae es natur, au-
taquunt.
Ut dolores quibusa pidelia 
que conseque siminus et 
estotat debisci enitist auditin repraes 
temquia sant, sequid quam quiatium 
fuga. Ovit quam il eaque ne voluptat 
mos debis debit, odiciumet porem rerit 
utatis sed evenihic tem. Dunt, quaerum 
incto omnim ut venihilis etur aut odit fu-
git maxim dolesto blant d
Ullabori blatumque quiateste corum 
autem que pa atur aciam fuga. Am ac-
cupti odit quiatur, sequiae. Ignis similig-
niet eosandant.
Ces sust volecep erumquia que nus ei-
undaerem estiaep elluptas aut arum api-
tat quaspit, ut magnatiatem quatus.
Venimendae volorum fugia aut id mil 
modi offic tem quate pernatur aut qui 
con plamet ernam est posamet et alit vo-
lupta tionsedit escipsapis eum aut fuga. 
Nequist peri dolesti beriatu sandunt 
orepernatus eum que pa essitat.
Tem. Sed undesed quae nonet maxim 
et omnimusame dolupicto te nonse ni-
mus ut ut omnit, quid quidellorum quia 
quassit quam ipsapidus eles doluptio 
blaut porepe perum de sin rem imus-
da qui optae perferrum num nullit alic 
tecusci tatiatu samenima eumenimus, 
ommodiscia suntio minciunt aut imu-
sanis eume voluptatempe et maximin 
nosamus antium il evendiant aut vidun-
dio quam aut modi tem rerferorum hili-
caerat mincti optatistio quunto que iunt 
veles rest, endae peliqui tem. Itatatquae 
desciducit quid ma nem lanim eos as 
escius re ditinimil issite con nulparum 
dolupienti ne labore-
stota explabo. Ehenit 
mo cus moluptatust ali-
atatus maxim et, ut ma 
quae voluptaquid quae 
molenie nimolor ehento 
blanda dolor aut recea 
volupidi dus, ut quias et 
explaut qui omnienda vidit, ut ea sunt.
Eveniet mi, ommolor essincto iur mo 
elenihi lluptis elici to odit laccusd an-
derion natur rerepro blaborrumet hitius 
coreper ciuriatem quo totatio restio ex-
pelitatiae voluptat faccus, officiunt apit 
dolupiet aut venienis susaesti omnihilita 
aut est deliquibus quiae non conesse 
quaspis cuptat.
Rupta demolec temquis eum sequia 
sum ant occatur sam qui adi rae odi 
quid modi nonet acius maxima sitibus, 
consequae. Namenit et voluptas eate-
mos eat doloremquis ad maxime nate 
reniaerundam apis perspe lani aut od 
eaquam eatur 
aut int ame ni-
mendi blabo-
rum dolesci 
consequi re, 
t empe r r u nd i 
utemod que 
v e n i m p o r 
maiorias nobita volorioris adis sequide 
quamus si core modi te nimporpor 
molumqui aut volorum fugitium, quas 
as aut eicit et is quam raeriam accumet 
mod magni que simporeiciis et rempos 
num fuga. Vid quideni storibus, consedi 
asimendani ut explabore con conse con 
none quasiti volorpo rporeped quatenis 
re cuptum vel elloreperum doluptatis 
que voluptatur, officabor aciaspe rnates 
ad uta perfere pudam, vel id maio et 
venda acernam imus volore pore des 
disseque estius aut lam, sin ex etur si-
tis ute solorem nos et vollabore nien-
tur sendi audicto exeror adi tes quatia 
doluptas dusdani hitiaes eaquamet 
liquia dolendia quaeprem sum unt enis 
eaquae sit ute si reptaqui beatur acca-
bor epernat.
Nam, odi rero vel maxim 
exerum exernat essim eri-
andem. Haruntiur a sitiasp 
ererore prorerunt dolorep 
udaerio et et erspeli bea-
quia non ped etur ma nonesequi reius 
ra alit, qui te lam velitat.
lupta testior empori omnimusant.
Itas quae poraes solorero des cus pe 
plantoreptae es natur, autaquunt.
Ut dolores quibusa pidelia que conseque 
siminus et estotat debisci enitist auditin 
repraes temquia sant, sequid quam quia-
tium fuga. Ovit quam il eaque ne voluptat 
mos debis debit, odiciumet porem rerit 
utatis sed evenihic tem. Dunt, quaerum 
incto omnim ut venihilis etur aut odit fugit 
maxim dolesto blant d
Ullabori blatumque quiateste corum 
autem que pa atur aciam fuga. Am ac-
cupti odit quiatur, sequiae. Ignis similig-
niet eosandant.
Ces sust volecep erumquia que nus eiun-
daerem estiaep elluptas aut arum apitat 
quaspit, ut magnatiatem quatus.
Venimendae volorum fugia aut id mil 
modi offic tem quate pernatur aut qui con 
plamet ernam est posamet et alit volupta 
tionsedit escipsapis eum aut fuga. Neq-
uist peri dolesti beriatu sandunt oreper-
natus eum que pa essitat.
Tem. Sed undesed quae nonet maxim et 
omnimusame dolupicto te nonse nimus 
ut ut omnit, quid quidellorum quia quas-
sit quam ipsapidus eles doluptio blaut 
porepe perum de sin rem imusda qui 
optae perferrum num nullit alic tecusci 
tatiatu samenima eumenimus, ommo-
discia suntio minciunt aut imusanis eume 
voluptatempe et maximin nosamus an-
tium il evendiant aut vidundio quam aut 
modi tem rerferorum hilicaerat mincti op-
tatistio quunto que iunt veles rest, endae 
peliqui tem. Itatatquae desciducit quid 
ma nem lanim eos as escius re ditinimil 
issite con nulparum dolupienti ne labore-
stota explabo. Ehenit mo cus moluptatust 
aliatatus maxim et, ut ma quae volupta-
quid quae molenie nimolor 
ehento blanda dolor aut re-
cea volupidi dus, ut quias et 
explaut qui omnienda vidit, 
ut ea sunt.
Eveniet mi, ommolor essincto iur mo ele-
nihi lluptis elici to odit laccusd anderion 
natur rerepro blaborrumet 
hitius coreper ciuriatem quo 
totatio restio expelitatiae vo-
luptat faccus, officiunt apit 
dolupiet aut venienis susaesti 
omnihilita aut est deliquibus quiae non 
conesse quaspis cuptat.
Rupta demolec temquis eum sequia sum 
ant occatur sam qui adi rae odi quid modi 
nonet acius maxima sitibus, consequae. 
Namenit et voluptas eatemos eat do-
loremquis ad maxime nate reniaerundam 
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Step in the right direction
 MADELEINE DY ’05
A single father of seven walked up the steps at 
Compass Working Capital with a flier crumpled in 
his hand and said, “This is what I’ve been waiting 
for.”
The flier described Compass’ financial stability and savings  
program; its coordinator, Madeleine Dy, knew she could help him.
Dy helps provide disadvantaged families in the Boston area with 
financial education and one-on-one financial coaching. The company 
works with participants to reach one of three goals: achieving home 
ownership, opening a small business or obtaining secondary  
education. 
The pilot program launched in September 2010 and in its first 
year exceeded its goal of helping 75 families.
“It’s beautiful — getting involved and helping people change 
their lives, and being a part of their success,” Dy says.
Her drive to help others developed many years ago.
“I’ve always been inspired by my parents to serve the underprivi-
leged,” she says. “At UD, this was really fostered.”
Dy volunteered on UD breakout trips to New Orleans and the 
Dominican Republic, the latter opening her eyes to poverty on an 
international level. 
She earned her master’s degree in sustainable international 
development at Brandeis University and completed her graduate 
practicum in China. While abroad, Dy wrote 
her thesis on using microfinance to pro-
mote renewable energy. The experience, 
along with her Spanish minor, helped 
prepare her to work with the diverse 
group of families at Compass. 
Five months after she began 
working at Compass, the single father 
opened a bank account, paid off part 
of his debt and began working toward 
his GED.
That is the type of success story 
that inspires Dy to keep helping 
people.
“To see a family walk in their 
first home and realize they own  
it is a transformative feeling,”  
she says. 
—Maggie Malach ’11
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Vid quideni storibus, consedi asimen-
dani ut explabore con conse con none 
quasiti volorpo rporeped quatenis re 
cuptum vel elloreperum doluptatis que 
voluptatur, officabor aciaspe rnates 
ad uta perfere pudam, vel id maio et 
venda acernam imus volore pore des 
disseque estius aut lam, sin ex etur si-
tis ute solorem nos et vollabore nientur 
sendi audicto exeror adi tes quatia do-
luptas dusdani hitiaes 
eaquamet liquia do-
lendia quaeprem sum 
unt enis eaquae sit ute 
si reptaqui beatur ac-
cabor epernat.
Nam, odi rero vel maxim exerum exer-
nat essim eriandem. Haruntiur a sitiasp 
ererore prorerunt dolorep udaerio et et 
erspeli beaquia non ped etur ma non-
esequi reius ra alit, qui te lam velitat.
Re etur aribus apitior arum harum vel 
esequatur? Edis con-
sequid utam lam etur?
Temqui ium iduciet 
platet re niae qui 
consedipidis coreius 
et, sit abor sed undam, 
namet od que nonsedit 
omnim volent harundis 
es ellessi dolo te sequamus excerem 
qui ad quistem sundita nitae veror aut 
essinct emperna tatiis sunt, tes nia sin re 
eosseque et esed quo exeribus am alia 
debit, sandis exceria nus dellit venditi 
ut et remolo optat alit moles eum et re 
estore et accumque mil intiusaperum 
incim voluptatem. Nam facernatur? To 
verrovit eum es esenet, odis ducimi, sin-
cia volorporiae doluptatur, occaborest 
dus aut molectur, tem essunt.
Ovidist ipid et ut quiae perferitias alibus 
doloraecum simaiorepro et reste sunte 
res molorem faccus et ute cum verrum 
dit qui quias et odio. Ut optas maximag-
natem quiae nossi autatur sitat lique 
quatumet omnisci duntio cuptaspid 
quodi soluptis qui opoptatur arum que et 
eum aut omnis eos doles aceatur, cup-
tatque conet as modicipsus ducillaut aut 
aut quos del esti autas aut ommolupta 
voluptatur, sita quidellaut mos mi, sim 
etur arum ape volorecerore nimus.
Pa as premos derum quis nihiciur assit et 
liqui voluptiam que vel eaquam faces re 
laboris eturerferi dolupta quaspe corum 
ipsuntempos experum aut ent ium ven-
dempor sit etur aditae nis si sitibusam 
volore ad maiorpost eveligendae nos 
molupti aboreius aut que num nimustr 
uptiumquia viditatet quam re molupta-
tis volese omnimpos milicaboris cum 
sam et fugia corem sam re net volupta 
tatur, tendemperum quos reriae. Nam, 
ommolum fuga. Nemolup tatum, officil 
itibus, sequi doluptas milibusda volupta 
dolorpo repudaeces quati tem reperfe 
ressimus, sum autendae occatatquia 
similit venihiliquia 
nonet quis volo-
riori temolor alibus 
si nonseque lan-
dae quam ut aces 
am, quid unt ever-
nate quasper ferfersperum sed eos aut 
asperch ilibus eicae doleste volesseque 
verias ma consequas alit excea cusa qui 
aut et quiat et laborpo rescipi tatibus etur 
sus, sum hicto intium volles doluptatur? 
Quistiamet apera voluptat aboreptatur?
Ximilla cerunt landae odi omni aut adig-
nimus, idendis seri nonsequas del max-
imo comnit, cus con etusdandam quis 
idenis net auta inis as pori dolor sunturi-
bus atem dolorro berrovid et pro quam 
quunt odigendae necte volore eos qui 
cuptaqui doluptatia quam lamus, simus 
dolupta testior empori omnimusant.
Itas quae poraes solorero des cus pe 
plantoreptae es natur, autaquunt.
Ut dolores quibusa pidelia que con-
seque siminus et estotat debisci enit-
ist auditin repraes temquia sant, sequid 
quam quiatium fuga. Ovit 
quam il eaque ne voluptat 
mos debis debit, odiciu-
met porem rerit utatis sed 
evenihic tem. Dunt, quae-
rum incto omnim ut veni-
hilis etur aut odit fugit maxim dolesto 
blant dPa as premos derum quis nihiciur 
assit et liqui voluptiam que vel eaquam 
faces re laboris eturerferi dolupta 
quaspe corum ipsuntempos experum 
aut ent ium vendempor sit etur aditae nis 
si sitibusam volore ad maiorpost eveli-
gendae nos molupti aboreius aut que 
num nimustr uptiumquia viditatet quam 
re moluptatis volese omnimpos milica-
boris cum sam et fu-
gia corem sam re net 
volupta tatur, tendem-
perum quos reriae. 
Nam, ommolum fuga. 
Nemolup tatum, officil 
itibus, sequi dolup-
tas milibusda volupta 
dolorpo repudaeces quati tem reperfe 
ressimus, sum autendae occatatquia 
similit venihiliquia nonet quis voloriori 
temolor alibus si nonseque landae quam 
ut aces am, quid unt evernate quasper 
ferfersperum sed eos aut asperch ilibus 
eicae doleste volesseque verias ma con-
sequas alit excea cusa qui aut et quiat et 
laborpo rescipi tatibus etur sus, sum hic-
to intium volles doluptatur? Quistiamet 
apera voluptat aboreptatur?
Ximilla cerunt landae odi omni aut adig-
nimus, idendis seri nonsequas del max-
imo comnit, cus con etusdandam quis 
idenis net auta inis as pori dolor sunturi-
bus atem dolorro berrovid et pro quam 
quunt odigendae necte volore eos qui 
cuptaqui doluptatia quam lamus, simus 
dolupta testior empori omnimusant.
Itas quae poraes solorero des cus pe 
plantoreptae es natur, autaquunt.
Ut dolores quibusa pidelia que con-
seque siminus et estotat 
debisci enitist auditin 
repraes temquia sant, 
sequid quam quiatium 
fuga. Ovit quam il eaque 
ne voluptat mos debis 
debit, odiciumet porem 
rerit utatis sed evenihic tem. Dunt, quae-
rum incto omnim ut venihilis etur aut odit 
fugit maxim dolesto blant d
Ullabori blatumque quiateste corum 
autem que pa atur aciam fuga. Am ac-
cupti odit quiatur, sequiae. Ignis similig-
niet eosandant.
Ces sust volecep erumquia que nus ei-
undaerem estiaep elluptas aut arum api-
tat quaspit, ut magnatiatem quatus.
Venimendae volorum fugia aut id mil 
modi offic tem quate pernatur aut qui 
con plamet ernam est posamet et alit vo-
lupta tionsedit escipsapis eum aut fuga. 
Nequist peri dolesti beriatu sandunt 
orepernatus eum que pa essitat.
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indicating whether you wish it to appear in Class Notes. Also include maiden 
name and spouse’s name (if applicable). If you’re sending information about 
your children, please include birth dates rather than ages. The magazine 
does not publish announcements of engagements or pregnancies. Photos of 
alumni are welcomed and published as space permits. Notes may take up 
to two issues to publish. 
 RECORDS UPDATES ONLY
Send information for records to: Advancement Records, University of Dayton, 
300 College Park, Dayton, OH 45469-2961.
Please remember to send email address and cell phone number.
Or you may send the information to: records@udayton.edu.
Be sure to indicate it is not for Class Notes.
 STAY CONNECTED
To be sure you receive the latest news between issues of University of 
Dayton Magazine, update your email address and other information at 
alumni.udayton.edu. Click on “My UD” to register on the alumni network.
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ta aut est deliquibus quiae non conesse 
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Window to the world
RAYNA ROGERS ’07
Rock.
Paper.
Twitters. 
Whether you chisel, scribble or blog the diary of your life, take 
a moment to share your news with your fellow Flyers through 
class notes.
After all, they are also reading this page. 
Email classnotes@udayton.edu or drop your rock in the post to 
Class Notes, 300 College Park, Dayton, OH 45469-2963.
Pictures (and sculptures) always welcome. 
Rayna Rogers has had to get used to a few things: 
shower-sinks, reserved seats at movie theaters 
and her profession, teaching. 
Rogers, head instructor at Chung Dahm Learning in Hwasung, 
Gyeonggi-do, South Korea, wasn’t looking for a teaching job when 
she graduated with her political science degree. 
“I like the idea of a challenge, and what’s more challenging than 
to start a new life in a country where I have never been?” she asks.
Five days a week, Rogers stands before a classroom of 16 desks 
filled with elementary and middle school students. She writes  
English lessons on a white board behind her and turns to look out 
the wall-length window toward apartment buildings glowing in the 
red setting sun. On the window she has pasted a paper tree deco-
rated with leaves created by each of her students. She changes the 
leaves each spring and fall. 
At the private, afterschool academy, she also runs weekly meet-
ings, trains teachers, holds workshops and watches closed-circuit 
television of the teachers for evaluation. 
While at UD, Rogers studied abroad in Tokyo; her travels 
continue. Last summer, she studied yoga in India then backpacked 
through the Maldives, Thailand and Malaysia. “I’ve also gone to 
Vietnam, the Philippines and Guam,” she says. “I don’t think I would 
have been able to do this if I worked in the U.S.” She’ll visit the  
U.S. this winter and then return to South Korea for another teaching 
assignment. 
As for her list of things to get used to, she’s mastered the teach-
ing. The shower-sinks still get her wet; you have to toggle between 
water coming from the faucet or 
shooting through the shower 
attachment at your face. And 
she loves the reserved seats in 
movie theaters, where she re-
cently sat back to watch Harry 
Potter in English with Korean 
subtitles. 
“People are always moving, 
things are always changing,” she 
says of life in South Korea, a 
pace that suits her just fine.  
—Michelle Tedford
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Beyond the Fly-Buy
In the beginning, there was Ru-
dy’s Fly-Buy. 
Today, the student-run Flyer En-
terprises is embarking on a new ven-
ture using its million-dollar business 
sense to organize its alumni.
“We want to get people excited 
about Flyer Enterprises again,” said 
CEO Jeff Firestone ’12. “I find that peo-
ple are willing to help if you ask, but 
you have to know of them before you 
can ask.”
He has a list of 400 alumni names 
but knows there are hundreds more, 
including those who started Rudy’s in 
1990. Anyone who ever received a pay-
check from any of Flyer Enterprises’ 
nine operating divisions is welcome 
to join the alumni organization. 
The organization will help stu-
dents and alumni network to get 
jobs. Alumni can volunteer to be 
class presidents and provide input to 
keep Flyer Enterprises business prac-
tices sharp. All are invited to the an-
nual Flyer Enterprises alumni week-
end, next held on campus March 
23-25, 2012. 
Tell Firestone you’re interested in 
reconnecting by emailing alumni@
flyerenterprises.com. 
Go-o-o Dayton Flyers
It’s time to hang that spirit 
flag, don a warm red sweatshirt 
and  support the Flyers in the com-
pany of fellow alumni. Men’s bas-
ketball gamewatch parties will be 
held throughout the nation; watch 
for chapter event updates in your 
email inbox. You can also join pre-
game parties: UD at St. Bonaventure 
Jan. 11 with the Rochester, N.Y., 
chapter; UD vs. Xavier  Jan. 21 with 
day10; UD vs. Rhode Island Jan. 28 
with all Ohio chapters; and UD 
at Saint Louis Feb. 4  with the St. 
Louis chapter. For details, visit 
www.udayton.edu/alumni. 
Ahh ... fall
In Dayton, alumni and their families roamed Fulton Farms 
for a pumpkin prize during the alumni chapter hayride Oct. 
9. In Raleigh, N.C., alumni from the ’60s to the ’00s gathered 
Oct. 22 at Lake Crabtree for a family picnic. And in Columbus, 
Ohio, alumni channeled their inner Picassos by painting fall 
landscapes at the Wine & Canvas Oct. 6 event. 
“They turned out well, and a lot of us were not artistic at 
all,” said Heather Feehan ’97, Columbus chapter president, who 
admitted to last painting in junior high art class. Nineteen 
alumni learned about painting techniques, brushes and color 
choices while creating their own fall scenes. Today, Feehan’s 
masterpiece hangs in her hallway.
See photos of chapter events at www.facebook.com/ 
UDaytonAlumni.
The Origins of War: A Catholic Perspective 
/MATTHEW SHADLE ’03/
To Shadle, hallway conversations about the Iraq War were 
unproductive. Faculty and fellow students of UD’s theology graduate 
program had different approaches to moral reasoning about war, 
as well as assumptions about the causes of conflict between states. 
“International relationships can learn from Catholic theology,” 
Shadle says. His book, born from his dissertation, shows us how 
culture and religion shape identity, which impacts how states define 
themselves and how they choose to act in a global setting. “Catholics 
who wish to develop a perspective on war’s origins consistent with 
their faith do not have to create something out of nothing.”
The Tale of Moresy Bug and Benjamin Getts 
/FATHER BRIAN MORROW ’72/
Beware the creepy, winged Moresy Bug, who bites people who 
are never satisfied with what they have. Morrow has used Bug in his 
homilies for 20 years to discuss greed and giving with children during 
Advent. “We talk with kids about who was bitten by the bug,” says 
Morrow from Rome, where he is on sabbatical from his Longmont, 
Co., parish. He collaborated with a parishio-
ner and an illustrator to tell that the 
greatest gift is not under the 
tree but in the heart. 
“People have 
asked us to do 
a children’s book 
on Lent, so we 
may write another 
one.”
Developing Multicultural Leaders 
/ZIAD ZENNIE ’74/
Zennie’s clients were right to wonder why he referred to Western 
theories during his training sessions for Middle Eastern business pro-
fessionals through Meirc Training and Consulting in Dubai. So he and 
Farid Muna conducted an empirical study. Interviews with 310 lead- 
ers at 129 organizations in 12 Gulf and northern Arab countries 
uncovered increased interest in participative decision making. Accurate 
self-assessment, self-confidence and adaptability were among the 
top-ranking competencies of emotional intelligence. Results are im-
portant for future leaders and companies doing global business, as 
well as those looking for explanations of political trends, says Zennie: 
“An organization is a microcosm of a bigger structure.”
The Liar Society 
/LAURA ROECKER ’03/
If Roecker could go back to sixth grade, she would be stronger, 
more courageous. So she and sister Lisa Roecker created a character to 
inspire: 15-year-old Kate Lowry, who has to navigate prep school and 
solve her friend’s murder. The sisters team-write their books, agree-
ing on characters and plot then alternating writing chapters. They also 
agreed that they hated the publisher’s choice of covers: Kate, in a prep 
school uniform, with pink hair. Pink? 
“It was a debacle,” Roecker says. 
But they’ve since embraced 
it, editing their words to 
dye Kate’s hair. Watch for 
it to turn purple in their se-
quel, The Lies that Bind.
—Michelle Tedford
5:10:30
  The perfect recipe for community
Ed Hazboun ’11 feared for the safety of his 
friend. 
“She was heating olive oil and it got too hot, 
so her first instinct was to put ice in it,” he said. 
“That's when I realized how dangerous my friends 
were when it comes to cooking.”
Hazboun, whose family shared their Arab, 
Irish and Italian heritages through food, began by 
writing recipes on slips of paper, leaving cooking 
tips on kitchen counters and tacking nutritional 
suggestions to the fridge. The papers would get 
lost, and friends would go back to burning chicken 
in their George Foreman grills. 
To protect them from themselves, he and 
Adam Vicarel ’11 created a cookbook, 5:10:30, recipes 
for five people, with 10 ingredients or less, made in 
30 minutes or less.
“It's the perfect cookbook for a college student,” 
said Vicarel, who now makes scaled-down versions 
of the recipes for himself and his one roommate. 
“It really just brings people together — everyone 
loves food, especially good food.” 
During their senior year, they would meet in 
Hazboun's kitchen at 460 Lowes where Hazboun 
would cook and Vicarel would photograph the food. 
Vicarel, a visual communication design major, de-
signed the book for his senior portfolio, then worked 
with a local publisher to print copies for their dear, 
dangerous, culinarily dysfunctional friends. The 
cookbooks are also sold in the UD Bookstore. 
Hazboun may be familiar to some as Flyer TV’s 
“Ghetto Gourmet,” filmed with co-host Moira Cum-
mins ’11 and camera operator Emily Cooper ’11 in 
the spacious Lowes kitchen where he cooked for 
three years. 
“People would see me walking down Lowes 
Street with my favorite knife, cutting board and a 
bag of groceries,” he said. “I would go to friends’ 
houses and cook for them — it brought different 
people to the table. I feel like Mom or Dad cooking 
dinner for all my kids, making sure they get fed.”
Just before graduation, Hazboun and Vicarel 
cleaned out the fridge and cooked up a final feast 
for 20 friends — chicken prepared five different 
ways, hillbilly caviar, pasta with red sauce, fajitas, 
shrimp pasta with clam sauce. 
That’s what UD’s all about, Hazboun said — 
whether you gathered with five friends in the caf-
eteria or sat cross-legged in a crowded living room, 
food feeds community, and, at community, UD ex-
cels with zest. 
Today, Hazboun lives in Chicago, staying tem-
porarily with a friend’s family. In the basement 
is a box, and in that box are his pans, his cutting 
board and his beloved black-handled, 8-inch cut-
ting knife.
“I'm looking for an apartment,” he said, “and 
when I find one, I will christen it with a potluck.”
 —Michelle Tedford
WHAT 
ARE YOUR 
STORIES OF 
SUSTENANCE? 
“My roommates and I would make 
time in our busy schedule to have 
Taco Tuesday every week. Gave us 
time to decompress, hang out and 
talk.” —Julia Prior ’10
“Going to Milano’s for a chees-
esteak at 12:01 every Friday night 
during Lent.” —Paul O’Brien ’90
“Senior year, about 15 friends 
all got together a few days before 
Thanksgiving break and made a 
full Thanksgiving dinner. I made 
two pumpkin pies, but we didn’t 
have a rolling pin and our counters 
were all tiny so I ended up using a 
Fieldhouse pint glass and rolling 
the crusts out on our coffee table in 
the living room. We also had some 
miscommunication and ended up 
with something like 20 pounds 
of mashed potatoes.” —Megan 
Mulroy ’06
“Our house consumed 
enough freezer pizza to 
warrant the purchase of a 
designated pizza oven.” 
—Christopher Radak ’05
“I loved doing house dinners, taking 
turns cooking and including the neigh-
bors as well, sometimes eating on the 
roof. We’d walk to class together, eat 
together. When you are at UD, these 
people become your family, and it’s 
important to know what’s going on in 
their lives, building the strong relation-
ships and having someone you can 
come back to.” —Lisa Kaminski ’10
Hungry for more?	 Read 
on, and add your own sto-
ries, at udquickly.udayton
.edu/udmagaz ine/2011
/12/food/.
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Flyers can handle them both to create  
award-winning chapter programming
  
Oprah made an appear-ance on campus via her alter ego “Toprah” in the tongue-
in-cheek awards ceremony at the 
Alumni Leadership Conference in 
September.
The ceremony, a parody of 
the talk show host interviewing a 
movie star, recognized outstand-
ing UD alumni chapters.
Among the winners was the 
Dayton chapter, which received 
the Innovative Program of the 
Year Award for its religion tours. 
Last spring, chapter co-presi-
dent Gloria Marano ’88 organized 
four tours: Temple Beth Or in 
Kettering, First Baptist Church 
in downtown Dayton, Annuncia-
tion Greek Orthodox Church near 
downtown and the Hindu Temple 
of Dayton in Beavercreek. 
“It was about the diversity 
aspect, the historical aspect, cul-
minating with coming back to the 
University at the end of the year to 
celebrate the 250th anniversary of 
the birth of Blessed Father Chami-
nade with a tour of the Immacu-
late Conception Chapel,” Marano 
said.  
Alumni toured each location 
and spoke with facilitators and 
members of the congregations. 
Marano said the reaction to 
the tours was positive. “We un-
derstood there are more things 
that are similar between these re-
ligions than different.”
For the Washington/Baltimore 
chapter, one of this year’s stand-
out events was about connect-
ing current UD students with the 
alumni association.
The chapter received Program 
of the Year for its Capitol Hill 
networking night held in March. 
Both alumni and UD students in-
terning on Capitol Hill attended. 
During the event, Ted Bucaro, UD 
director of government and re-
gional relations, and Jason Pierce, 
chair of the political science de-
partment, presented an update on 
the University. 
Chapter president Susan Arm-
strong ’03 hopes to have similar 
events in the future, continuing 
to invite interns in the D.C. area.
“We wanted to reach out to 
them,” said Armstrong. “It was 
a good way for them to increase 
their networks.”
The Milwaukee chapter won 
the High Flyer Award, which rec-
ognized the chapter’s growth.
“I was determined to win the 
High Flyer Award as a way to put 
Milwaukee back on the map,” 
said chapter president Hilary Pick 
’00. “I was able to connect with 
an amazing group of people who 
were also committed to making 
the chapter successful.”
The group, whose only activ-
ity in past years was a new stu-
dent welcome, hosted a variety 
of events including Christmas off 
Campus, a tour of a local brewery 
and a chocolate tasting. 
Pick credits her leadership 
team for the energy they dedi-
cated toward their events but is 
also impressed with the down-to-
earth, generous attitudes of the 
alumni in the Milwaukee area. 
“My goal is to create a com-
munity of UD alums who can 
gather to spread the spirit of UD 
by serving our community, learn-
ing more about the culture of 
Milwaukee and having fun,” Pick 
said.
—Maggie Malach ’11
THE GREAT NORTHWEST
The University of Dayton Alumni Association welcomed its newest chapter, Northwest Ohio, in September 
2011. The chapter encompasses the cities of Toledo, Perrysburg, Maumee, Bowling Green and Findlay.
Since its formation, the chapter has held Christmas off Campus and various social events, including a trip to 
watch the UD club hockey team play the University of Toledo.
Chapter president David Jamison ’09 is planning more networking events to keep the chapter growing.
“Our goal is to achieve the highest status in the alumni association and to start recruiting more alumni in the 
area,” he said. 
Toledo
Maumee
Findlay
Perrysburg
Bowling Green
Detroit
OHIO
MICHIGAN
Mixing religion 
and politics
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
HINDU TEMPLE OF DAYTON TEMPLE BETH OR
ANNUNCIATION GREEK ORTHODOX CHURCH
“TANGO SUR on Southport. You can 
get a great steak for a great price, and it 
is BYOB.” —Kevin Higley ’11
“Man, that's hard in a great city like 
Chicago. I'd have to say THE BIG EASY 
for quick grub, and PUBLICAN for great 
beer and food.” —Steve Vandorn ’07
“THE OTHER SIDE BAR, off of Clark and 
Arlington. Not only does it have great 
drink specials, awesome food and a 
really fun environment, it's always filled 
with the sweet smell of garlic bread.”  
—Caitlyn Andre ’10
“JAKE’S PUB on Clark.” —Charlotte 
Pederzol ’06
“My favorite dive restaurant would have 
to be TOP NOTCH BEEFBURGERS. 
They have the best burgers and shakes 
— definitely a local spot.”  —Meagan 
Marion ’11
“PANES BREAD CAFE, at the corner of 
Wellington and Sheffield. They serve hot 
sandwiches and bake their own bread.” 
—Mike Wiora ’09
“GREEK TOWN GYROS.” —Beth Bracco 
’81
“OLD TOWN PUB, for their pizza.” 
—Katie Wenstrup ’06
“WILD GOOSE.” —Lauren Hausmann ’08
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“KUMA’S CORNER. People 
first try this place because 
of the novelty — very 
small, risqué artwork, very 
loud heavy metal music 
playing, heavily inked 
servers and bartenders. 
But take all that away and 
you’re still left with some 
of the most outstanding 
hamburgers in the city.”  
—Pete Roccaforte ’02
“EPPY’S DELI 
... classic deli 
sandwiches and the 
home of temperature 
soup, soups that are 
priced on the outside 
air temperature of 
the day.” —Terry 
Stewart ’09
“I'm a sucker for a 
PORTILLO’S hotdog, 
even if it is a chain. Ask 
any Chicago- raised 
UD student — we all 
craved Italian beef 
sandwiches and/or 
hot dogs while away 
at school.” —Jennifer 
Cheney ’11
WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE CHICAGO DIVE RESTAURANT? 
Making local schools shine is just one way 
the Chicago chapter of UD’s National Alumni 
Association upholds the University’s ded-
ication to service. 
At the Alumni Leadership Conference, held on 
campus in mid-September, the group received the 
Chapter of the Year award, which recognized it for 
its emulation of the National Alumni Association’s 
mission and the University’s charge to learn, lead 
and serve. 
Approximately every other month, the chap-
ter cleans up inner-city Catholic schools in part-
nership with the Big Shoulders Fund. Volunteers 
deep clean the building, paint, landscape, orga-
nize classrooms and more.
“Chicago alumni, along with volunteers 
from other schools and service groups, 
team up together and get an enor-
mous amount of work done in only 
three hours,” says Tim Rice ’88.
A popular alumni activity, 
Christmas off Campus, is another 
way the UD spirit is present in 
Chicago. The volunteers visit 
the Association House of Chi-
cago, a community center in 
a lower income neighborhood, 
to decorate cookies and play 
games with children. Santa 
even visits. 
“It’s the continuation of the 
neighborhood feel, the commu-
nity feel, where you can walk down Evanston and hang out at your 
friends’ houses,” chapter co-president Jason Capone ’07 says.
This sense of community is one reason Chicago is so unique. 
“It has a great Midwest feel,” Capone says of the city. 
“Everyone is active and likes to support each other. 
You always run into other alumni. If you are wear-
ing a UD shirt, you are guaranteed to meet people 
who went there.”
If alumni in the Chicago area want to go to a bar 
where everyone knows their name, the place to be 
is Finley Dunne’s. From gathering to watch men’s 
basketball games to participating in a Euchre 
league, the establishment hosts many alumni 
activities.  
The neighborhood bar is so popular 
that graduates hang out there 
outside of alumni events, says 
Capone.
As co-president of the 
chapter, Capone enjoys hav-
ing the opportunity to take 
part in so many activities. 
“The Dayton spirit 
is unique, and to con-
tinue to meet people 
who represent that 
is so rewarding,” 
he says. “It is also 
a chance to give 
back to the school 
that gave us so 
much.” 
—Maggie Malach ’11
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basketball 
dreams
Carmen Riazzi traveled to 
Dayton in the early 1950s for 
a routine basketball recruit-
ing visit, looking to see if the 
University of Dayton would 
be the right fit for an eager 
and earnest kid from Erie, 
Pa. 
He’s been here ever since. 
After a standout college 
basketball career that in-
cluded two trips to the NIT 
championship game, Riazzi 
’57 made the Dayton area his home, 
marrying a University graduate and 
raising 10 children in nearby Ketter-
ing, Ohio. 
Many of those children — and 
a good number of grandchildren 
— flanked Carmen Riazzi and Ann 
Fitzgerald Riazzi ’59 during an on-
campus ceremony in late Septem-
ber as the University recognized the 
family for its gift to the athletics 
department.
In honor of the Riazzi family’s 
contribution, the men’s basketball 
offices in the Cronin Athletics Center will be 
named the Carmen J. Riazzi Basketball Suite. 
In a short, heartfelt speech, Carmen Riazzi said 
that the University and the Dayton community 
have been very important to him and his fam-
ily, and he wanted to help make the school just 
as special for future student-athletes.
“We have two children who graduated 
from UD, and the rest have always been close 
with the Dayton players,” he said. “We felt very 
strongly that we could help and this facility was 
what we needed to get other recruits over here.”
Jon Gruden ’86 is busy on Sundays. 
The Monday Night Football analyst and an ESPN crew 
of 120, who roll into town the day before, take over a 
hotel banquet room, setting up eight flat-screen TVs 
to keep tabs and take notes on all the day’s games, 
planning what they’ll integrate into the Monday 
broadcast. 
For three Sundays this season, add to Gruden’s 
schedule meetings with alumni. 
Gruden, a Super Bowl-winning head coach and 
honorary chair for the Campaign for the Univer-
sity of Dayton, took time out to meet with guests in 
Tampa, Fla. (Colts versus Buccaneers), Dearborn, 
Mich. (Bears versus Lions), and East Rutherford, N.J. 
(Dolphins versus Jets).
Attendees asked about his ESPN schedule — which 
includes an early Tuesday flight back to the office to 
start analyzing tapes — and about his UD days under 
football coach Mike Kelly. 
It’s important to surround yourself with really 
good people, he told his audience, and to work hard 
and to be open to opportunities to extend yourself.
Gruden just took one of those himself. He’ll be 
busy football Sundays for the next five years, having 
recently signed a five-year contract with ESPN Monday 
Night Football. 
Son John Riazzi, an Oakwood, 
Ohio, financial analyst and member 
of the University board of trustees, said 
the suite’s location adjacent to the Frer-
icks Center was a “perfect fit,” consider-
ing that his father was a close friend of 
longtime athletics director Tom Frericks. 
“My father came to Dayton from Erie, 
Pa., and didn’t know a soul here,” John 
Riazzi said. “The community embraced 
him. The University has been so good to 
him and my mom and our family, and we 
wanted to give back. The basketball pro-
gram provided him a scholarship and gave 
him an opportunity to go to college where 
he wouldn’t have been able to otherwise. 
That put him on the right path and gave us 
the family life that we have.”
Carmen Riazzi was known for his hus-
tle and work ethic as a Flyers 
guard, and his teams reached 
the NIT championship games in 
1955 and 1956. The 1955-56 team 
was No. 2 in the nation for sev-
en weeks — the best ranking in 
program history. 
Riazzi was a senior captain 
on the 1956-57 squad, which fin-
ished 19-9 and advanced to the 
NIT quarterfinals. He averaged 
10.4 points and 3.3 rebounds.
The September event be-
came a gathering of Dayton bas-
ketball royalty as Flyer legends 
came to the ceremony to honor 
their longtime friend. Don Meineke ’52, Don 
Donoher ’54, Bill Uhl ’56, Jim Paxson ’56 and 
Bucky Bockhorn ’58 sat with Riazzi at a table 
during a reception in Kennedy Union, sharing 
memories of their golden era of Flyer hoops.
—Shannon Shelton Miller
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Riazzi ’57  
devoted his 
time and talent 
to one of UD’s 
best teams.
Generations of Riazzis follow his lead to benefit future student-athletes.
Voice of Christmas
Wintertime is often marked by the stark contrast of cold, bleak 
landscapes and warm, jubilant holiday festivities. When famous 
Daytonian poet Paul Laurence Dunbar published the hopeful seasonal 
sonnet “Chris’mus is a’comin,” he had one year left to live.
New York-based publishing house Dodd, Mead and Co. printed 
the poem in 1905.
Dunbar was in his early 30s at the time, depressed after 
separating from his wife and suffering from a progressively 
worsening case of tuberculosis, for which he had been falsely 
prescribed alcohol as a cure. Still, Dunbar continued to write and a 
physician eventually gave him a proper diagnosis. This doctor sent 
him to Colorado to recover, where he made great progress. For a 
moment, all seemed calm.
“He thought he was cured,” said Herbert Woodward Martin, UD 
professor emeritus and renowned Dunbar scholar.
In light of his improving health, Dunbar returned to Dayton. 
But the weather during the journey exacerbated his condition 
again, and he died in 1906 in his mother’s home.
Nonetheless, the poet’s work continued to circulate in the 
decades following his death. In 1907, Dodd, Mead and Co. 
published a small book titled Chris’mus is a’Comin & Other Poems, to 
be used as a Christmas gift.
The booklet was nearly the size of a woman’s hand, printed 
in red with touches of gold. The title poem, written in African-
American dialect, takes up the first two pages.
Martin said part of the enjoyment in the poem comes from the 
anticipation of the holiday. Dunbar created a natural dialogue that 
made this poem highly accessible for black and white readers alike.
One copy of the Christmas booklet was gifted to Mrs. C.J. Brooks, the sender’s name illegible in winding cursive.  
This copy made its way to an auction in New York where an agent for Victor Jacobs — a man well known to those familiar 
with UD’s special collections and rare books — purchased it.
Finally, UD acquired this copy of the book in the 1980s. While the rest of the Dunbar works in the Victor and Irene 
Jacobs Collection are housed on the second floor of Albert Emanuel Hall — accessible from Roesch Library only after passing 
through a tunnel and unlocking stacks that are alarmed — Nicoletta Hary, curator of special collections at UD libraries, 
keeps this tiny volume in her office.
“It’s a lovely little book representative of the time when it was published,” she said.
Martin said Dunbar’s presentation of real characters in his poems, novels and stories makes his work enjoyable to read.
“That is the great value in his fiction and in his poetry. There were real people in these poems, they had genuine  
voices and they had something to say.”
—Seetha Sankaranarayan ’12
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Towers and ceilings
As an undergraduate at Denison Univer-
sity and a graduate student at the University 
of Michigan in the 1960s, I never had a single 
female professor in any class except physical 
education. There were just five other women 
among my cohort of political science graduate 
students. The very idea of young women as-
piring to careers outside of elementary or sec-
ondary school teaching or clerical work was 
still nascent.
The concept of mentors had not yet been 
invented, but it existed in a kind of patron-cli-
ent system between senior faculty and their 
graduate students. Because faculty in most 
fields and most universities were men, this 
posed a challenge for women.
Yet it never really occurred to me that I 
couldn’t pursue a career in college teaching.
Finding a job was another matter.
Most job searches were handled very dif-
ferently from today. Senior faculty recom-
mended their top graduate students to col-
leagues at other universities. Others were left 
to fend for themselves. Absent the Internet or 
professional association job listings which be-
came more common by the late 1970s, it was 
a tedious process of letter writing to identify 
openings. Because nepotism rules were com-
mon, many colleges and universities would 
not hire spouses of faculty members, partic-
ularly those in the same field, even for part-
time or adjunct teaching positions. 
This all added up to particular challenges 
for most women aspiring to careers (or just 
teaching jobs) in academe. Since my former 
husband and I were both political scientists 
and he had been actively promoted for jobs by 
his professors, this meant that I followed him 
and had a series of part-time and short-term 
positions in the early to mid-1970s.
In 1976, when the academic job market in 
most fields collapsed after the rapid expan-
sion of the 1960s and early 1970s, I reached 
out beyond institutions near my former hus-
band and took a job at the University of Day-
ton, embarking on a commuting marriage for 
the next three years. Our son accompanied 
me.
My first two years at UD, however, were 
one-year appointments with renewal con-
tingent on enrollments. I got renewed, then 
placed on tenure track, and ultimately ten-
ured and promoted. Thirty-five years later, 
I am professor emerita of political science, 
still teaching one or two classes a year, and 
through this past year, still supervising some 
fantastic honors theses.
For almost 20 of those years, I was the 
only woman in UD’s political science depart-
ment. Now, I have four wonderful female 
colleagues. 
Juggling marriage and family with career 
is a major challenge for many women aca-
demics, as is getting good mentoring. It was 
only in the mid-1990s, for example, that UD 
established a maternity leave policy.
When I was promoted to full professor 
in 1990, there were only five other women at 
that rank in the entire university. To provide 
mentoring for the growing number of junior 
women faculty at UD in the 1990s, a group of 
us formed the Association of Women Faculty 
and Professional Staff. Now, there are many 
women faculty at all ranks and in almost all 
departments as well as women at the highest 
levels of university administration. 
Mentoring junior faculty (and graduate 
students), both male and female, has become 
more the norm. Maternity, and even pater-
nity, leave and stopping the tenure clock for 
family needs are commonplace.
Much has changed for women in academ-
ic careers. Yet some of the same challenges re-
main: namely, balancing family and career, 
finding time for research and getting work 
published, handling a full-time teaching load 
and service expectations, and getting good 
support from within one’s department.
One thing I have found particularly re-
warding in recent years is the number of 
women students who are interested in pur-
suing academic careers. It has been a joy for 
me to advise and mentor some of them just 
as it has been wonderful to welcome women 
colleagues both in my own department and 
across the university.
—Margaret P. Karns
Karns is professor emerita of political science at 
UD and was the founding director of the Center for 
International Studies from 1983 to 1995 as well as the 
first director of the international studies program.
Getting up to talk at first-year student con-
vocation is no small matter. For weeks now the 
prospect of delivering this talk has made me 
very nervous. A scene from an old Steve Martin 
film, Parenthood, may explain why. 
At one point in that movie, Martin is coach-
ing a Little League team and forces his reluc-
tant son to play second base. Sure enough, at a 
crucial moment a pop fly is hit in the boy’s di-
rection. As he backs up, Martin fantasizes his 
son as hero. There bursts into his mind’s eye a 
future graduation day with his son as valedic-
torian praising his dad for making him face up 
to challenges, like the day he made him play 
second base.
The scene shifts back to the playing field. 
The boy drops the ball. Martin again fantasiz-
es. This time his son is shooting rocks at people 
from a tower in the middle of campus. Spotting 
his father, the young man screams, “You made 
me play second base.”
So, here I am, thinking ahead to spring 
2015. Rhodes scholars among you tell everyone 
it all started with that speech at convocation. 
Or another anxious fantasy: A few weeks from 
now you are standing in the dean’s office, an-
nouncing that you are leaving UD. This terrible 
experience, you tell the dean, began with that 
convocation address.
So, thinking about first-year students I got 
nervous, but then for over 40 years I got ner-
vous every fall at the prospect of facing a new 
class. Partly it is because I want students to like 
me. Don’t be fooled. Young people are not the 
only ones who worry about being liked. And 
I want to help first-year stu-
dents get started, but I’m not 
sure how to do that. Here is a 
new class, younger than ever. 
Am I out of touch?  Will I get it 
right? Will they laugh at my 
jokes? “Who’s Steve Martin?” 
you are probably asking.
Most of all, though, I get 
nervous every fall because I 
really care a lot about the subject I teach and 
the ideas I hope to talk about. To understand 
the faculty, you have to know that we like to 
teach or we would not be here, but our liking to 
teach is made up of a very large dose of passion 
for the subject. Not only for itself. We in the 
history department are not cloning historians. 
40 years later. Destiny.
I attended the University of Dayton and 
graduated in 1979. I moved back east and worked 
several “careers” until I returned to Dayton in 
1987 to attend law school. Being a lawyer was 
not what I had envisioned, but things just sort 
of took me there. I met my future wife at law 
school, and we returned to New Jersey, where 
we wed in 1991 and where we continue to live. 
Things were sort of quiet on the sports front.
In 1998, I was regaining an interest in base-
ball. I decided to travel to Chicago to finally at-
tend a game at Wrigley Field. I can’t remember 
who the Cubs played, but I truly think that I 
saw Kerry Wood pitch. What I truly remember 
is the angels singing from heaven above when 
I walked through the tunnel and saw the field 
and the ivy for the first time.
I admit that it was Wrigley Field and Chi-
cago that I fell in love with. At first I went 
back each year for at least one game and then 
through a Kafkaesque metamorphosis, I was a 
Cubs fan. (No pun intended with “met”).
I became a double-play plan season ticket 
I grew up in Freehold, N.J., in the 1960s. 
My dad worked in New York, so it was natural 
for me to follow the Yankees. That was, until 
Mickey Mantle retired. I have only been to the 
real Yankee Stadium — the one that existed 
before the refurbishment and re-opening in 
1976. Once Mickey left, I switched allegiances 
to the Mets. My recollection is that the first 
Mets game I went to, they played the Cubs on 
a Tuesday night. Perhaps Sept. 17, 1968. Desti-
ny, though it would take more than 30 years to 
realize.
I seem to recall watching the televised 
game involving the infamous black cat episode 
with Ron Santo in 1969. Man, I loved the Mets, 
but I did like the Cubs and Leo Durocher.
Life went on and my interest in profes-
sional sports waned as I got older. Personally, 
I only made it through Little League — glove 
and speed, but not a hitter. I had a Glenn 
Beckert glove. Destiny. I am not sure how 
long I had it, but there came a day that it 
needed to be replaced. By a glove bearing the 
name of Don Kessinger. I still have it over 
Ivy-covered walls
holder in the infamous, magical and historic 
year of 2003. I saw the first two games against 
the Marlins. The first game was probably the 
most exciting game that I ever attended. It was 
my first night game at Wrigley, the atmosphere 
was electric and the game seesawed until the 
Marlins finally prevailed.
My oldest daughter attended her inaugural 
baseball game at Wrigley Field in 2004 when 
she was 5 years old. It was against the Brew-
ers, and I managed to get her a batting prac-
tice baseball. She still has it, bearing a scuff of 
Wrigley Field dirt. My youngest daughter fol-
lowed suit (except for a local Trenton Thunder 
Double-A game) in 2006.
People ask me why I have Cubs tickets. I 
say, why not? They ask me if I’m from Chicago. 
Nope. Do I have family in Chicago? Nope. Did 
I go to school there? Nope. Then, why? Again, 
why not? I love the Cubs, Wrigley and Chicago. 
I proudly wear my away jersey when I watch the 
Cubs play at Citizens Bank Park in Philadelphia.
I think it was destiny.
—Rich Benziger ’79
But we do believe that history is a way of learn-
ing — an important way of learning — learn-
ing some things about the world, about people, 
about ourselves. 
From time to time in many different classes 
we professors will tell you students that there 
are no easy answers, that each of us must find 
our own way. But be assured that for us profes-
sors, not all answers are equally worthwhile. 
Here at the university everyone 
agrees that knowledge is bet-
ter than ignorance, that human 
freedom is worth fighting for, 
that the learning we do together 
is very important. 
If I, if we, get nervous, it’s 
because we want so very much 
for you to share something of our 
passion for our subject, our awe 
in the face of human life and human history, 
our reverence for this mysterious world we seek 
to understand, together. 
—David O’Brien
Excerpted from the convocation address O’Brien, 
University Professor of Faith and Culture, delivered dur-
ing 2011 New Student Orientation in August. 
Nervous energy‘The Blue Butterfly’
—Hollie Rawl ’07
tinyurl.com/NAPPhollierawl
To understand the 
faculty, you have to 
know that we like to 
teach or we would not 
be here, but our liking 
to teach is made up 
of a very large dose of 
passion for the subject.
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‘It may take me 
longer to write and 
read, and you may 
find someone smarter 
than me, but you can’t 
find anyone who can 
outwork me.’
In the long run
The problem: How to keep connected with 
each other after leaving UD and being spread 
across the country and later the world? To fill 
that competitive spirit that we shared as stu-
dent-athletes at UD? To build on those friend-
ships born at UD? 
The solution: simple. Race 200 miles to-
gether over a 24-hour period. Our team, the 
Stonemill Streakers. Maybe this isn’t the solu-
tion most people would think of, but as former 
members of the Flyers men’s and women’s 
cross-country teams, it makes perfect sense 
to us.
It’s 2008, and we are competing in the 
Wild West Relay, our fourth different re-
lay in four years. I am currently running my 
second leg during the middle of the night in 
the mountains of northern Colorado through 
Routt National Forest. The sky is full of stars. 
The Milky Way stretches out in front of me. 
“This is pretty sweet,” I think to myself. The 
cool air of the mountains feels good on my 
skin. As I exhale, I can see my breath in my 
headlamp. Turning it off, I run in complete 
darkness. I am alone. 
All I can hear is my breath and my foot-
falls. My pace quickens. Even though this leg 
is nearly eight miles long with a large climb, I 
don’t feel tired. Another shooting star streaks 
across the sky. 
I let my mind wander. It’s for moments 
like this that I run — the ever-elusive, much 
talked about and endlessly written about run-
ner’s high. Our van had been a bit on edge 
during the first set of legs. It was hot. It was 
dry. It was windy. And those of our team from 
sea level were struggling with the effects of 
altitude, but as the sun set on another won-
derful Colorado summer evening, our spirits 
lifted. With the cool temps 
came better times, and the 
van was alive during this 
second set of legs. I turn 
my headlamp back on and 
pick up the pace. “Can’t let 
down the team.”
Every year since 2004, 
we have gotten together 
to run a relay race somewhere in America. 
Twelve runners split up into two vans, each 
person running four to eight miles before 
handing off to the next in line. Alternating, 
until everyone has run three times. We do this 
to reconnect in a unique way, to compete as 
teammates again, not just going out for a run 
by ourselves. 
Over the years, Streaker members have in-
cluded UD alumni Laura, Lisa, Maggie, Dan, 
Ryan, Riley, Tim, the Tscholl brothers and my-
self. This group spans seven years of graduat-
ing classes from 1998 to 2004. But 
when back together, the shared 
bonds of running and UD make it 
seem as if we were all at UD at the 
same time. Our non-UD friends, 
who have been part of these relays, 
have heard so many stories of 434 
Stonemill, basketball games and 
road trips that they have become 
honorary Flyers. With each relay, we create 
new stories and strengthen our bonds. 
September 2005. The sun is setting over 
the Pacific Ocean as the waves roll in. Lying on 
the beach, completely content, I ponder how 
lucky I am. Maybe it’s the numerous glasses 
of wine consumed today, but I feel so lucky to 
call the Stonemill Streakers my friends. 
Yesterday, we finished The Relay in Santa 
Cruz, Calif. It was a beautiful and challeng-
ing course, running through the vineyards 
of Napa Valley, over the Golden Gate Bridge, 
then along the Pacific down to Santa Cruz. 
Most of the team stuck around another day. 
Without any plans, we all jumped back into 
the van and drove north along the ocean. 
Riley spotted a sign for Bonny Doon and sug-
gested that this might be worth checking out. 
Dr. Tscholl made the turn and drove the van 
up the winding road to find the vineyard. 
The day unfolded into a vineyard tour and 
multiple wine tastings. Buying a few bottles 
to go, we headed to the beach to catch the 
sunset. 
So here I am, enjoying another glass of 
wine on the beach, watching the sunset with 
‘Your Punishment in Hell’
Someone will douse a cobra in gasoline,
light the sucker, and shove it headfirst
down your throat. It’ll speed straight
through your esophagus, unfurl
its hood to fill your stomach
then begin to strike and strike and strike
and strike and strike: fangs pierce
your stomach, venom pours in,
the little burn of incipient ulcers
grows quick, paralysis sets in.
Your lungs stop before your brain,
before your hand, which lifts
to your mouth the plastic-lidded
paper cup holding the caramel
macchiato cappuccino with a double
shot of espresso and frothed soy milk
topped with two shakes of cinnamon
and no, NO (yes, you said no twice)
sugar that was made for you
slowly, while I, already running late,
waited behind you for a simple,
already-made black coffee.
You will lose all motion before
that drink reaches your mouth,
but you recover and the drink,
strangely, has vanished, and barrista
and cobra-douser-slash-lighter do it all again
and again. I know this because,
for my angry impatience,
I am behind you in line in hell
forever, the pot of black coffee
behind the counter steaming,
turning, I know, bitter.
—Gary Leising ’95
From Fastened to a Dying Animal. Copyright 
Pudding House Press, 2010. Reprinted with permission.
this about him: “It doesn’t matter what Pe-
ter does (in school) because he won’t be doing 
better than a C.” And he remembered another 
teacher saying her class couldn’t leave one af-
ternoon until Titlebaum finished reading out 
loud a section of text. He lacked confidence in 
his reading ability and often felt the weight of 
public pressure.
What or who changed his life? First, his 
mother, who realized he was highly intel-
ligent and fought hard for him. 
Second, his natural athletic abil-
ity in track, which won him 
high school acclaim and entrance 
into college. Through track, he 
learned solid life lessons such as 
hard work, determination and 
goal setting.
And lastly, “It may take me 
longer to write and read, and you may find 
someone smarter than me, but you can’t find 
anyone who can outwork me,” said Titlebaum. 
“I am relentless and persistent.” As examples, 
he cited receiving his doctorate in education 
from Temple University in 1993 in sport man-
agement and leisure studies and being a de-
partment of health and sport science professor 
at UD since 1996.
“I still don’t spell well and thank God for 
spell check,” he laughed. “One thing I’ve 
learned is that asking for help is a strength, 
“In third grade (about 1968), I was pulled 
out of the school system and put into a special 
school with ‘mentally retarded’ kids and kids 
with discipline problems,” 51-year-old Peter 
Titlebaum began when I telephoned to ask him 
about his lifelong experiences with dyslexia.
Although researchers have known about 
dyslexia more than a century, schools in the 
1960s hadn’t yet discovered how to effectively 
diagnose and intervene. Titlebaum couldn’t 
write or read well. He stayed 
in that special school two 
years until fifth grade, when 
his mother finally succeeded 
in getting him back into a 
“regular” elementary school.
“I had a very supportive 
mother and father,” said Ti-
tlebaum. “My mother was a 
tutor in the school system and told me I was 
smart. Education was important to her, and 
she was going to make sure education would 
be held (in high esteem) in our family.”
But when Titlebaum returned to the reg-
ular elementary school, the other students 
picked on him because he’d ridden the “spe-
cial” school bus to the “special” school for two 
years. “Nothing like making a kid stick out 
and giving other kids a reason to pick on him,” 
he said.
Eventually, he learned a teacher had said 
Man of letters
not a weakness. Writing is most challenging 
for me. Being a college professor, you want to 
be published in peer-reviewed journals. This 
wasn’t something I thought about before get-
ting into this field.”
His chosen field involves researching ev-
erything about luxury suites (sky boxes) in 
arenas and stadiums. No one knows more 
about them. He is director of research for the 
Association of Luxury Suite Directors and has 
extensively researched luxury suites in pro-
fessional football, basketball and ice hockey, 
among other sports.
To parents of a child with dyslexia, he ad-
vised: “Whatever your child has interest in, 
help them become expert in that area, because 
once your child becomes an expert and people 
recognize it, that will build self-confidence.”
For adults with dyslexia, he said, “I’ve 
written an article about the ‘dyslexic advan-
tage.’ I look at having a learning disability as 
God giving me something (good) through it. 
I have perseverance and I look at things dif-
ferently because of dyslexia. He doesn’t take 
away without giving something in return. To 
me, having dyslexia is an advantage.”
—Daniel J. Vance ’81
Vance is a licensed professional counselor and editor 
of Connect Business Magazine. His weekly news-
paper column “Disabilities” has been published in more 
than 260 newspapers.
my friends. It is another memory that I will 
always cherish.
UD and running played a major role in mak-
ing me the person I am today. The relationships 
I developed at UD are among the most important 
in my life. Through running, I made those con-
nections and developed lifelong friendships. 
Through running, we have maintained these 
connections even as we scatter about the world 
and deal with the demands of careers and fami-
ly life. Through running I have seen the country 
and world in ways most don’t experience. 
We ran the Las Vegas Relay in October, 
finishing fifth out of 446 teams, running the 
188 miles in 22 hours, 35 minutes. Plans are al-
ready under way for 2012 and 2013, which will 
be our 10th anniversary. I will continue to see 
all my friends together again and share more 
moments with them that we will never forget.
—Brian Ream ’98
‘Sparkler’
—Gary Oliveira ’88
www.garyoliveira.com
Through running, we 
have maintained these 
connections even 
as we scatter about 
the world and deal 
with the demands of 
careers and family life.
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a television broadcast’s best camera an-
gle. A line of ash trees and the student 
neighborhood shape the horizon, and 
from just below, we can hear nearly ev-
ery word as Coach Mike Tucker coaxes 
his players and works the officials.
From the south stands, the view is 
field level, and the players gallop past 
at Division 1 speed. I like to sit right on 
the grass at midfield, often barefoot on a 
sunny day. Feet away from the edge line, 
we hear the players’ hurried chatter, a 
constant rhythm that buzzes between 
the smack-smack of cleat on leather that 
sends the ball flying impossible distanc-
es. St. Joe’s, majestic and colleagial, de-
fines the horizon from this side. 
Those two horizons, the brick 
edifices to the north and the student 
houses to the south, are another reason 
I love this liminal spot. If the chapel 
defines so much of what UD is and as-
pires to be, so too do places that sym-
bolize the connection between learning 
and living, places where life’s ambi-
tions and everyday experiences merge 
into a seamless whole of presence and 
continuity.
I could’ve named many such places, 
everywhere that students are learning 
that knowledge and service and leader-
ship mean most when they are formed 
and shared in community. They do it 
off campus too, on retreats, internships 
and trips to study abroad, everywhere 
their education takes them. I like those 
places, too.
A Flyer News editor asked me a lot of questions for a story last year, but only one really stumped me: What’s your favorite spot on campus?
The obvious answer came to mind: 
the Chapel of the Immaculate Concep-
tion. It’s been the heart of campus since 
long before any of us got here. It re-
mains the center around which all of UD 
revolves, not only geographically but 
spiritually and in misson and purpose.
But I was one of 20 people on cam-
pus they were profiling that issue, and 
my guess is the other 19 had the same 
first gut response. We couldn’t all say 
the same thing. Plus, she had asked 
for my “favorite” spot, not most impor-
tant, or most meaningful, most inspir-
ing, highest, loudest, prettiest, funki-
est, strangest or the one most likely to 
make going back into the office an im-
possibility. Some places make you want 
to just sit and think forever.
My favorite, huh? The criteria were 
all mine to decide. If I could be anywhere 
on campus right now, where would I 
be? Posed that way, the question got a 
lot harder, but I eventually answered: 
Baujan Field under the lights at a Friday 
night soccer game in autumn.
No matter where I sit, the views are 
spectacular. From the north stands, 
next to St. Joe’s, the game unfolds from 
In these pages, we describe updates 
to the campus master plan, changes 
that have arisen from extraordinary op-
portunities we’ve seized to expand the 
physical campus. Some familiar spots 
on campus are being transformed — if 
you haven’t already, lay your eyes on the 
spectacular new Central Mall when you 
can. With the new land, the boundaries 
of campus have expanded, an adjust-
ment of mental geography as much as 
physical.
There will be more favorite spots to 
choose among in the coming years — a 
residential complex on Caldwell that 
will be every bit as familiar to future 
students as Marycrest is now, facilities 
in the new GE Aviation building where 
students will spend untold hours be-
coming researchers, a University Center 
for the Arts near the corner of Brown 
and Stewart streets where creating and 
experiencing great art will change how 
we see our world, to name just a few. 
A place is just a place, of course, 
a physical bit of dirt or wood, brick or 
steel. It gets its meaning not from what 
it is without us, but from what we be-
come in it — what we do and dream and 
create, and how we help others do the 
same.
Maybe that’s why, on this campus, 
it’s so hard to pick just one.
—Matthew Dewald
EDITOR
Not	for	a	university	with	alumni	who	love	UD	like	we	
do.	Whose	students	and	alumni	every	day	embrace	
leadership	and	service.	
Not	for	a	top-tier	Catholic	research	university.
We	know	more	than	15	percent	of	our	alumni	love	UD,	
and	we	know	our	students	count	on	your	support.		
Notre	Dame	reports	an	alumni	giving	rate	of	41	percent.	
For	Boston	College,	it's	27	percent.	
Our	rising	reputation	places	us	among	the	nation's	
very	top	Catholic	universities.	We	belong	there	by	any	
measure.	We	want	to	truly	reflect	the	measure	of	our	
pride	in	every	way	when	we	say,	“We	are	UD.”
Alumni	help	make	UD	great.	Please	make	your	gift	
today.
supportUDfund.udayton.edu / 888-253-2383
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Coach Harry Baujan, shown here 
in a photo from the 1920s, coached 
UD’s football team to a modest 4-5 
finish in his first season in 1923 
(though they outscored opponents 
259-102). His football coaching 
career lasted through 1946, during 
which he compiled a more impres-
sive record of 124-64-9. For good 
measure, he also coached the 
basketball team from 1923 to 1928, 
finishing with a record of 46-38. 
After coaching, he went on to serve 
UD as athletics director until retir-
ing in 1964 and later became the 
namesake of Baujan Field, home to 
our soccer teams. Current coaches, 
like men’s basketball coach Archie 
Miller, might be one-sport special-
ists, but a coach’s watchful crouch 
spans eras.
Photos: Left, courtesy of University archives;  
        above, Erik Schelkun/Elsestar Images
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